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Abbreviations 
Dcp-1 Death caspase-1 
DIAP1 Death-associated inhibitor of apoptosis 1 
Drice Death related ICE-like caspase 
Dronc Death regulator Nedd2-like caspase 
Egr Eiger 
G2 Gap 2 
Hid Head involution defective 
JAK/STAT Janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription 
JNK Jun N-terminal kinase 
MAPK Mitogen-activated protein kinase 
Nub Nubbin 
ROS Reactive oxygen species 
Rn Rotund 
Rpr Reaper 
SASP Senescence-associated secretory phenotype 
Stg String 
UPR Unfolded protein response 
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Summary 
The restoration of tissue homeostasis upon injury relies on the spatial and temporal 
coordination of multiple processes, including damage-induced apoptosis and compensatory 
proliferation of the surviving neighboring cells. In Drosophila, the JNK pathway plays a central 
role in tissue stress responses and promotes both apoptosis and proliferation. How activation of 
the same signaling cascade results in these alternative outcomes and how these responses are 
spatially patterned is still unclear. We address these questions by studying two distinct regions 
around the site of injury in Drosophila imaginal discs. Cells at the wound margin, which 
experience high JNK levels, undergo a JNK-dependent extension of the G2 cell cycle phase. 
While acute stress conditions induce a transient and reversible G2 stalling that protects from 
JNK-induced apoptosis, chronic stress results in G2 arrest and promotes paracrine proliferation. 
We also show that, in cells located at the periphery of the injury site, activation of JAK/STAT 
plays an essential role by promoting survival of JNK-signaling cells, thereby allowing the 
execution of JNK-dependent compensatory proliferation. Together, we propose that the 
apoptotic and proliferative outputs of JNK signaling are balanced in domains proximal to the 
wound site via G2 stalling and in more distal areas via activation of JAK/STAT. 
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Zusammenfassung 
Die Wiederherstellung der Gewebehomöostase nach einer Verwundung beruht auf 
räumlicher und zeitlicher Koordination mehrerer Prozesse, einschließlich der 
verletzungsinduzierten Apoptose und der kompensatorischen Proliferation der überlebenden 
Nachbarzellen. In Drosophila Imaginalscheiben, ein epitheles Modellsystem, spielt der JNK 
Signalweg eine zentrale Rolle in der Wundantwort und fördert sowohl Apoptose, als auch 
Proliferation. Wie die Aktivierung einer Signalkaskade zu unterschiedlichen zellulären 
Antworten führt und wie diese Antworten räumlich und zeitlich koordiniert werden, ist unklar. 
Wir haben diese Frage untersucht, indem wir zwei unterschiedliche Regionen in der Umgebung 
einer in der Imaginalscheibe induzierten Verletzung untersuchten. Zellen, welche sich am Rand 
der Wunde befinden und hohe JNK Aktivität aufweisen, reagieren mit einer JNK-abhängigen 
Verlängerung der G2-Phase des Zellzyklus. Während akuter Stress zu einem transienten und 
reversiblen Anhalten in der G2-Phase führt, welches vor JNK-induzierter Apoptose schützt, 
führt chronischer Stress zu einem Stillstand in der G2-Phase und einer Überaktivierung 
parakriner Signale, die die Proliferation der umliegenden Zellen anregt. Zusätzlich konnten wir 
nachweisen, dass in diesen wund-peripheren, proliferierenden Zellen JAK/STAT Aktivität eine 
essentielle Rolle spielt, indem es das Überleben der JNK-signalübertragenden Zellen fördert 
und damit die Ausführung der JNK-abhängigen kompensatorischen Proliferation erlaubt. Wir 
schlagen ein Modell vor, in dem apoptotische und proliferative Reaktionen auf JNK in wund-
proximalen Regionen durch ein Anhalten der G2-Phase balanciert werden und in wund-distalen 
Regionen durch Aktivierung der JAK/STAT Signalkaskade. 
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Introduction 
Sensing the environment and responding to altered conditions are crucial properties of 
any biological system. From a single cell integrated in a tissue, to a whole multicellular 
organism, the maintenance of homeostasis relies on the ability to respond to environmental 
stress in order to maintain internal stable conditions, thus ensuring proper integrity and 
function. Cell and tissue homeostasis is continuously challenged by a variety of stressors, 
including mechanical tissue injury, reactive oxygen species (ROS), ultraviolet irradiation, or 
oncogenic genetic lesions. At the cellular level, a multitude of conserved stress response 
mechanisms have evolved, ranging from heat shock response, to protein unfolding response, 
DNA damage response, or oxidative stress response. While these protective mechanisms can 
relieve the cellular stress and repair the damage to promote cell survival, excessive cellular 
damage can also result in the activation of programmed cell death (Fulda et al., 2010). At the 
tissue scale, cellular stress responses need to be precisely coordinated in space and time to 
restore tissue homeostasis. The recovery of tissue integrity relies on the controlled balance of 
cell death, cell survival, cell cycle arrest and cell proliferation. Impairment in the coordination 
of these processes can result in tissue dysfunction and chronic stress (Eming et al., 2014; Park 
et al., 2017; Sandoval-Guzman and Currie, 2018). How the activation of cellular stress response 
pathways results in coordinated spatial and temporal gradients of tissue responses and how 
these are dynamically interacting is still not completely understood. 
1 Models of epithelial stress responses 
1.1 Wing imaginal discs: an epithelial model system 
Drosophila wing imaginal discs provide a useful epithelial model to study tissue stress 
responses and regeneration. Thanks to the simple epithelial structure and their high 
accessibility, combined with the extensive genetic tractability and broad genetic toolkit 
available in Drosophila, imaginal discs are an established platform to study the interactions of 
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conserved signaling pathways during tissue stress responses (Ahmed-de-Prado and Baonza, 
2018; Aldaz and Escudero, 2010; Beira and Paro, 2016; Bergantinos et al., 2010b; Hariharan 
and Serras, 2017; Worley et al., 2012).  
 Imaginal discs are larval tissues, and thus precursors of adult epidermal appendages 
such as wings, legs or eyes. In the larva, a wing imaginal disc presents as a single epithelial 
layer, closed in a flat sac-like shape. This consists of the disc proper on one side – a densely 
packed pseudo-stratified epithelium which generates, after metamorphosis, the adult wing 
blade, hinge and notum – in continuity with the peripodial membrane, on the other side – a 
squamous epithelium which provides little contribution to the adult cuticle (see also Figure1—
figure supplement 1A in Cosolo et al. (2019)). Such relatively simple morphology confers a 
great advantage for imaging and monitoring of morphological alterations upon tissue damage 
(Beira and Paro, 2016).  
During larval development, wing imaginal discs undergo exponential growth and 
proliferation. Originating from a cluster of about 50 cells in the embryo, the cell number 
increases 1000-fold by the end of the larval stages (Garcia-Bellido and Merriam, 1971). The 
cell-doubling time ranges from about 10 h during the second instar to more than 14 h at the end 
of the third and last instar (Buttitta et al., 2007; Johnston and Sanders, 2003). Additionally, 
developmental patterning in this highly proliferative tissue progressively restricts cell identity 
to region-specific fates (Beira and Paro, 2016). 
Decades of work on imaginal discs allowed not only to have an in-depth 
characterization of its growth parameters and to study the conserved signaling pathways and 
morphogen gradients involved in development and homeostasis, but also led to the discovery of 
their capacity to regenerate upon tissue injury (Worley et al., 2012). 
1.2 Tissue injury and regeneration paradigms 
Classical studies involved the use of technically challenging and laborious 
microsurgical transplantation techniques, whereby imaginal discs were cut into fragments and 
cultured in vivo by implantation in the abdomen of a larva or an adult female host, where 
regeneration occurred (Hadorn et al., 1949; Hadorn and Buck, 1962; Schubiger, 1971; 
Ursprung, 1959). These studies revealed that, when cultured for a sufficient time, fragmented 
imaginal discs could generate additional tissue by localized cell proliferation, reminiscent of the 
blastema observed during vertebrate appendage regeneration. The cell fate potential of the 
cultured fragment could only be tested by its subsequent transplantation into a larval host, 
analyzing the differentiated structures after metamorphosis.  
An alternative method to study imaginal discs regeneration in a more physiological 
context consists in the bisection of the imaginal disc in situ in the intact larvae, by applying 
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pressure on the disc from outside the cuticle, allowing for wound repair and regeneration to 
occur in the same living animal (Bryant, 1971). While extremely challenging in its original 
implementation, the recent usage of genetically encoded fluorescent proteins to directly identify 
the wing imaginal disc in vivo and guide the procedure has dramatically improved the 
processing time and increased its reproducibility (Diaz-Garcia and Baonza, 2013; Pastor-Pareja 
et al., 2008; Yoo et al., 2016). 
The study of imaginal disc regeneration, however, has been revolutionized in the last 
decade by the introduction of genetic techniques to induce tissue ablation (Bergantinos et al., 
2010a; Herrera et al., 2013; Smith-Bolton et al., 2009). These approaches allow to precisely 
target the expression of pro-apoptotic genes (e.g. egr, rpr, hid) in specific regions of the wing 
imaginal discs, for a defined period of time. This is obtained by combining the Gal4/UAS 
system, which allows tissue-specific transgene expression, with a temperature-sensitive allele 
of the Gal80 repressor, that enables temporal control over transgene expression by shifting the 
temperature. Bypassing the need for surgical procedures, these methods have become very 
popular and have been widely applied to the study of tissue stress responses, including early 
stress signaling events, wound healing responses, systemic responses, apoptotic and 
proliferative responses, epigenetic control of plasticity and tissue re-patterning (Brock et al., 
2017; Garelli et al., 2012; Harris et al., 2016; Herrera et al., 2013; Herrera and Morata, 2014; 
Khan et al., 2017; Martin et al., 2017; Repiso et al., 2013; Schuster and Smith-Bolton, 2015; 
Sun and Irvine, 2011; Worley et al., 2018).  
Increased reproducibility, precision of ablation, flexibility in the time of induction and 
scalability are just some of the advantages of genetic ablation techniques compared to genuine 
surgical injury methods. However, we are just starting to appreciate also some important 
differences between the two approaches, e.g. in terms of intensity and duration of the stress 
applied to the tissue. While surgical injury disrupts tissue integrity instantaneously, genetically-
induced apoptosis requires a longer time (16-40 h) to cause loss of epithelial integrity and may 
result in aberrantly high activity levels of stress signaling pathways. In the current work, we 
took advantage of these differences to explore distinct scenarios of tissue stress responses 
(acute vs. chronic) by using both surgical and genetic techniques. This combination of methods 
was instrumental to reveal the function of JAK/STAT-dependent cell survival and JNK-
dependent cell cycle arrest during tissue stress responses. 
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2 Signaling responses to tissue stress 
2.1 The JNK pathway plays a fundamental role in tissue stress responses 
A crucial mediator of tissue stress responses is Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), an 
evolutionarily conserved member of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) family. In 
Drosophila, JNK protein is encoded by basket (bsk) and is activated by the JNK kinase (JNKK) 
Hemipterous (Hep) (Glise et al., 1995; Sluss et al., 1996). This is a substrate of several 
upstream JNKK kinases, that are activated by a number of intra- and extracellular stimuli. JNK 
activation results in the phosphorylation the transcription factor AP-1, formed by Jun-related 
antigen (Jra) and Kayak (Kay) homo- or heterodimers, as well as a variety of other intracellular 
substrates. AP-1 binds to TRE motifs and regulates the transcription of genes responsible for 
the cellular effects of JNK signaling, including the phosphatase Puckered (Puc) which regulates 
JNK in a negative feedback loop (Figure 1) (reviewed in Igaki, 2009). 
The JNK pathway is triggered by a variety of stresses such as tissue wounding (Bosch 
et al., 2005; Ramet et al., 2002), apoptosis (Kuranaga et al., 2002; Ryoo et al., 2004; Shlevkov 
and Morata, 2012), or loss of epithelial polarity (Brumby and Richardson, 2003; Igaki et al., 
2009) and has been implicated in a multitude of processes: stress-dependent JNK activation 
triggers on the one hand the apoptotic cascade to eliminate damaged cells (Moreno et al., 2002; 
Shlevkov and Morata, 2012), while on the other hand it is important to promote compensatory 
proliferation during tissue regeneration (Bosch et al., 2008; Martin et al., 2017; Sun and Irvine, 
2011). Additionally, it facilitates tissue repair by delaying the larval-pupal transition, via Dilp8 
secretion (Colombani et al., 2012; Garelli et al., 2012; Katsuyama et al., 2015). Furthermore, 
JNK is involved in cytoskeletal rearrangements, tissue remodeling and cell invasion, in various 
contexts: in development, for example during embryonic dorsal closure (Sluss et al., 1996), 
imaginal disc eversion and thorax closure (Agnes et al., 1999; Pastor-Pareja et al., 2004; 
Zeitlinger and Bohmann, 1999); during homeostasis, for example in epidermal wound healing 
in the adult fly (Ramet et al., 2002) and in imaginal discs (Bosch et al., 2005; Herrera et al., 
2013; Mattila et al., 2005); as well as during cancer progression and metastasis (Kulshammer 
and Uhlirova, 2013; Uhlirova and Bohmann, 2006). Moreover, JNK activity has been 
associated with both tumor suppression and tumor promoting functions (Ballesteros-Arias et 
al., 2014; Enomoto et al., 2015; Gerlach et al., 2018; Igaki et al., 2006; Igaki et al., 2009; Perez 
et al., 2017; Pinal et al., 2018). How activation of the same signaling module can lead to 
distinct outcomes and how these are balanced is a very active area of research (Pinal et al., 
2019). 
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2.2 Amplification and propagation of JNK signaling and apoptosis 
Known targets of JNK signaling include the pro-apoptotic genes head involution 
defective (hid) and reaper (rpr) (Luo et al., 2007; Moreno et al., 2002). Stress stimuli, such as 
surgical injury or irradiation, result in JNK-dependent apoptosis, which leads to elimination of 
damaged cells (Bosch et al., 2005). Apoptosis, the main form of programmed cell death, is 
initiated in Drosophila by the activation of pro-apoptotic genes (hid, rpr, grim), which block 
the activity of the apoptotic inhibitor Diap1. This results in activation of the initiator caspase 
Dronc, which targets the effector caspases Dcp-1 and Drice, that execute the apoptotic program 
(Figure 1) (Hay and Guo, 2006).  
Strikingly, activation of the apoptotic cascade results in a Dronc-dependent positive 
feedback loop that increases JNK and p53 activity, which in turn enhance caspase activity and 
amplify the apoptotic response (Shlevkov and Morata, 2012; Wells et al., 2006). Therefore, 
stress-induced JNK signaling is self-sustained cell-autonomously via the initiator caspase 
Dronc (Figure 1).  
 
 
Figure 1: JNK pathway activation leads to apoptosis 
The JNK pathway (red) is activated in response to stress signals, leading to the JNK-mediated 
phosphorylation of the transcription factor AP-1. The target gene puc encodes for a phosphatase 
that negatively regulates JNK. AP-1 also targets the pro-apoptotic genes hid and rpr, leading to 
activation of the apoptotic cascade (blue). A positive feedback loop, dependent on the initiator 
caspase Dronc, amplifies JNK signaling and the apoptotic response. 
Importantly, reporters of JNK activity are observed not only in the apoptotic cells, but 
spread from sites of injury to neighboring cells (Bergantinos et al., 2010a; Bosch et al., 2008; 
Wu et al., 2010). One mechanism responsible of paracrine activation of JNK is the secretion of 
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the TNFα homolog Eiger (Egr) (Igaki et al., 2002; Moreno et al., 2002). This pro-inflammatory 
cytokine is produced by apoptotic cells and is capable of inducing paracrine JNK-dependent 
apoptosis, a process termed Apoptosis-induced Apoptosis (Figure 2) (Perez-Garijo et al., 2013). 
Another upstream trigger of JNK signaling is ROS, which are released at high levels 
upon tissue damage by dying cells and taken up by the living cells at the wound edge (Brock et 
al., 2017; Santabarbara-Ruiz et al., 2015). Remarkably, JNK has been shown to induce 
moladiez (mol), a Duox maturation factor necessary for ROS production (Khan et al., 2017), 
thus sustaining JNK signaling in another positive feedback loop. Notably, this process is not 
dependent on apoptosis. Therefore, upon tissue stress, intracellular ROS participate in 
sustaining cell-autonomous activation of JNK via mol, while extracellular ROS released by 
dying cells can spread at the wound edge and contribute to non-cell autonomous expansion of 
JNK signaling (Figure 2).  
Taken together, these results show that JNK self-amplifies both cell-autonomously and 
non-cell autonomously. How this signal amplification is modulated and prevented from 
excessive and uncontrolled spreading during stress responses is currently not completely 
understood. 
2.3 JNK promotes proliferation 
Besides its pro-apoptotic function, JNK has also the ability to stimulate cell-
autonomous and non-cell autonomous proliferation, by activating conserved growth pathways 
and promoting the secretion of mitogenic signals (Figure 2) (Bergantinos et al., 2010a; Grusche 
et al., 2011; Huh et al., 2004; Katsuyama et al., 2015; Perez-Garijo et al., 2009; Ryoo et al., 
2004). Indeed, lineage tracing studies revealed that most of the regenerated tissue comprises 
cells that activated JNK (Bosch et al., 2008; Katsuyama et al., 2015). How JNK activation 
results in either cell death or cell proliferation and how this decision is regulated is still unclear 
(Morata et al., 2011; Pastor-Pareja and Xu, 2013; Perez-Garijo, 2018; Sun and Irvine, 2014). 
One current view suggests that JNK-dependent apoptosis and proliferation may occur 
simultaneously and which of these is predominant might depend on the cellular context (Pinal 
et al., 2019). 
One such context where JNK-dependent proliferation is particularly evident is the 
‘undead’ model, where cells are subject to apoptotic stimuli but are artificially kept alive, e.g. 
by expressing the inhibitor of effector caspases P35. Undead cells experience high levels of 
JNK, likely due to the Dronc-dependent positive feedback loop described above, and keep 
secreting mitogenic factors, which ultimately lead to hyperplastic tissue overgrowths. This 
phenotype is critically dependent on JNK and is mediated by the conserved ligands Wingless 
(Wg)/Wnt and Decapentaplegic (Dpp)/TGFβ. Importantly, overgrowth occurs also in non-
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apoptotic contexts (e.g. Dronc mutants) when JNK is activated directly, further highlighting 
that this effect is strictly dependent on JNK signaling (Perez-Garijo et al., 2009; Ryoo et al., 
2004). Remarkably, wg and dpp are also upregulated upon surgical injury or genetic cell 
ablation and play an essential role in tissue regeneration (Figure 2) (Katsuyama et al., 2015; 
McClure et al., 2008; Smith-Bolton et al., 2009). 
Another growth pathway implicated in imaginal discs regeneration is Hippo. The JNK-
dependent activation of the Hippo pathway effector Yorkie (Yki) is observed not only when 
JNK is directly activated, but also upon surgical injury, genetic cell ablation, or in tumor 
contexts (Grusche et al., 2011; Sun and Irvine, 2011, 2013). Upon tissue damage, it occurs both 
in surviving cells at the wound site and in neighboring cells and is essential for compensatory 
cell proliferation and wing disc regeneration (Figure 2) (Sun and Irvine, 2011). 
 
 
Figure 2: JNK coordinates wing imaginal disc regeneration. 
JNK pathway is activated in response to stress signals and is amplified via cell-autonomous and 
non-cell autonomous mechanisms. JNK activation at the wound site results not only in apoptosis 
of the damaged cells, but also in cell survival and compensatory proliferation of neighboring 
cells. 
2.4 The role of JAK/STAT during stress responses 
Also the JAK/STAT pathway plays a central role in tissue stress responses and 
regeneration. JNK-dependent expression of cytokine-like ligands of the Unpaired (Upd) family 
is detected upon tissue injury and cell ablation (Katsuyama et al., 2015; Pastor-Pareja et al., 
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2008; Santabarbara-Ruiz et al., 2015) and has both autocrine and paracrine functions (Ahmed-
de-Prado et al., 2018; Herrera and Bach, 2019; Katsuyama et al., 2015; Santabarbara-Ruiz et 
al., 2015; Worley et al., 2018). JAK/STAT activity has been linked to proliferation in the 
context of development (Bach et al., 2003), neoplastic growth (Classen et al., 2009; Wu et al., 
2010) and tissue damage (Pastor-Pareja et al., 2008; Santabarbara-Ruiz et al., 2015; Wu et al., 
2010). However, little is known about the targets mediating the proliferative function of 
JAK/STAT.  
With the present work we show evidence supporting a model where JAK/STAT 
function upon cell ablation is to protect JNK-signaling cells from apoptosis, thereby allowing 
their survival and the execution of JNK-dependent compensatory functions. 
3 Cell cycle regulation during tissue damage and regeneration 
As described above, stress-induced removal of damaged cells by apoptosis and 
compensatory proliferation of the neighboring cells are two essential processes for tissue 
homeostasis, intimately related. However, cellular stress response pathways do not always 
induce the elimination of a damaged cell, if the cellular damage is not detrimental or if it can be 
resolved (Fulda et al., 2010). In the case of a proliferating tissue like the larval imaginal discs, 
cells can stop proliferating and exit the cell cycle in response to developmental or injury 
signals. Such cell cycle arrest can either be permanent or transitory, followed by cell cycle re-
entry once the damage is repaired (Sun and Buttitta, 2017). How the neighboring tissue 
responds to localized cell cycle arrest is little understood. 
Cellular senescence, a process originally described in mammalian tissue culture cells, is 
a physiological stress response mechanism characterized by permanent cell cycle arrest in G0 
and apoptosis resistance (He and Sharpless, 2017; Hernandez-Segura et al., 2018). Importantly, 
senescent cells maintain an active role in the tissue, interacting with the local environment by 
secreting a heterogeneous spectrum of soluble and insoluble proteins, including cytokines, 
chemokines, growth factors, tissue remodeling factors, collectively referred to as Senescence-
Associated Secretory Phenotype (SASP) (Coppe et al., 2010; Czarkwiani and Yun, 2018; 
Pawlikowski et al., 2013). Although initially thought to represent only an aberrant byproduct of 
stress responses (Baker et al., 2011), recent reports have highlighted an essential role for 
senescent cells both during vertebrate development (Davaapil et al., 2017; Munoz-Espin et al., 
2013; Storer et al., 2013) and during tissue injury repair (Demaria et al., 2014; Ritschka et al., 
2017). In Drosophila, although one study described cells with senescent-like properties 
(Nakamura et al., 2014), the mechanism of cell cycle regulation and the general implications 
for tissue stress responses are still poorly understood.  
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While compensatory proliferation in response to tissue damage in imaginal discs is an 
established concept, a more detailed understanding of the dynamics of cell cycle regulation 
upon tissue stress is still lacking. Using either surgical injury or genetic ablation techniques, 
previous reports identified a JNK-dependent localized increase in the proliferation rate 
(Bergantinos et al., 2010a; Bosch et al., 2008; Herrera et al., 2013; Smith-Bolton et al., 2009; 
Sustar et al., 2011), as evaluated by the mitotic marker phospho-Histone 3 (pH3) or the 
incorporation of nucleotide analogs (e.g. BrdU, EdU), labeling cells in S-phase. However, a 
precise spatial and temporal description of the cell cycle progression upon injury is still 
missing. Moreover, some differences in the extent to which proliferation is localized and in the 
dynamics of the response have been reported (Herrera et al., 2013), depending on which pro-
apoptotic gene was used to induce cell ablation, possibly reflecting the rate of cell killing. 
Here we use a combination of methods, including a novel set of cell cycle reporters, to 
identify a previously undetected cell cycle arrest in G2, occurring in the cells located at the 
wound site. This reversible cell cycle arrest, which we term ‘G2 stalling’, is JNK-dependent 
and promotes survival and mitogenic signaling, qualities reminiscent of senescent cells. 
Aim of study 
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Aim of study 
The overall aim of this study was to investigate the spatial and temporal gradients of 
cellular signals and the resulting cell behaviors in response to tissue stress. Specifically, we 
wanted to understand how the activation of JNK signaling, a crucial stress response pathway, 
results in distinct outcomes such as removal of the damaged cells by apoptosis and 
compensatory proliferation of the surviving neighboring cells. We addressed this question 
using different approaches to induce tissue damage in the wing imaginal discs of Drosophila, 
an established epithelial model system. 
Having discovered that the cells at the wound site undergo a transient cell cycle arrest 
in G2 phase that is JNK-dependent, we first aimed to identify the cell cycle regulators 
implicated in this process, which then allowed us to experimentally interfere with G2 stalling 
and investigate its function. Since JNK is implicated both in acute and chronic stress responses, 
we also sought to elucidate whether JNK-dependent G2 stalling occurred in both conditions, 
allowing us to identify distinct functions of G2 stalling that include protection from apoptosis 
and paracrine mitogenic signaling. 
To complement this study on cell behavior proximal to the wound site, we also focused 
on the cells located in domains distal to it, where JAK/STAT is known to play an important 
role. With the aim to elucidate the signaling crosstalk between JNK and JAK/STAT in this 
domain, we identified a novel function of JAK/STAT in promoting cell survival. 
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Abstract The restoration of homeostasis after tissue damage relies on proper spatial-temporal
control of damage-induced apoptosis and compensatory proliferation. In Drosophila imaginal discs
these processes are coordinated by the stress response pathway JNK. We demonstrate that JNK
signaling induces a dose-dependent extension of G2 in tissue damage and tumors, resulting in
either transient stalling or a prolonged but reversible cell cycle arrest. G2-stalling is mediated by
downregulation of the G2/M-specific phosphatase String(Stg)/Cdc25. Ectopic expression of stg is
sufficient to suppress G2-stalling and reveals roles for stalling in survival, proliferation and
paracrine signaling. G2-stalling protects cells from JNK-induced apoptosis, but under chronic
conditions, reduces proliferative potential of JNK-signaling cells while promoting non-autonomous
proliferation. Thus, transient cell cycle stalling in G2 has key roles in wound healing but becomes
detrimental upon chronic JNK overstimulation, with important implications for chronic wound
healing pathologies or tumorigenic transformation.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.001
Introduction
Stress signaling pathways activated by tissue injury set up precise spatio-temporal patterns of apo-
ptosis, proliferation and survival that are required to repair a tissue (Fuchs and Steller, 2015;
Sun and Irvine, 2014). Accordingly, deregulation of injury-induced signals and cell behaviors are
associated with ageing or pathologies, such as non-healing chronic wounds and cancer (Martin and
Nunan, 2015; Neves et al., 2015; Taniguchi and Karin, 2018). However, how injury-induced signals
precisely balance proliferation and apoptosis to restore a tissue of the correct size is still not fully
understood.
Cell proliferation during tissue repair is regulated by controlling cell cycle progression, promoting
re-entry of quiescent cells into the cell cycle or accelerating cell division rates. In contrast to accelera-
tion, tissue stress can also induce cell cycle arrest. Excess cellular damage or deregulated signaling
environments cause cells to arrest in G0 and enter senescence - a state characterized by resistance
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to apoptosis and senescence-associated secretory phenotypes (SASP) (Hernandez-Segura et al.,
2018; Neves et al., 2015; Pluquet et al., 2015; Salama et al., 2014). SASP is linked to persistent
production of signaling molecules, secretion of ECM degrading enzymes, as well as an upregulation
of autophagy, unfolded protein response (UPR), ROS and an increase in cell size (Hernandez-
Segura et al., 2018; Neves et al., 2015; Pluquet et al., 2015; Salama et al., 2014). Strikingly,
recent studies suggest that senescent cells are required at wound sites to promote wound closure
and cell plasticity (Demaria et al., 2014; Ritschka et al., 2017) and in development to promote mor-
phogenesis of embryonic structures (Davaapil et al., 2017; Mun˜oz-Espı´n et al., 2013). Thus, while
cell cycle arrest and senescence are often considered to be an aberrant by-product of stress
responses, it emerges that arrested cells interface in a little appreciated way with physiological
events during tissue regeneration.
Drosophila imaginal discs (Figure 1—figure supplement 1A) have provided deep insights into
stress signals and responses to tissue injury. The JNK/MAPK-cascade is among the earliest pathways
activated by physical wounding (Bosch et al., 2005; Ra¨met et al., 2002), loss of epithelial polarity
(Igaki, 2009; Igaki, 2009) or apoptosis (Ryoo et al., 2004; Shlevkov and Morata, 2012). JNK acti-
vates multiple transcription factors, such as AP-1 (Eferl and Wagner, 2003; Ku¨lshammer et al.,
2015), and is required for wound closure (Bosch et al., 2005; Rı´os-Barrera and Riesgo-Escovar,
2013), elimination of damaged cells (Chen, 2012; Moreno et al., 2002; Shlevkov and Morata,
2012) and compensatory proliferation replacing lost tissues (Bergantin˜os et al., 2010; Bosch et al.,
2008; Ryoo et al., 2004; Sun and Irvine, 2014). Feed-back loops acting through ROS, p53 and the
initiator caspase Dronc maintain JNK activity until tissue homeostasis is restored (Brock et al., 2017;
Khan et al., 2017; Shlevkov and Morata, 2012; Wells et al., 2006). However, how JNK signaling is
balanced to eliminate damaged cells and to promote compensatory proliferation is little
understood.
Apoptotic cells stimulate compensatory proliferation of the surrounding tissue by JNK-dependent
activation of growth and survival pathways including Hippo/Yorkie and JAK/STAT (Fuchs and Stel-
ler, 2015; Pastor-Pareja and Xu, 2013; Sun and Irvine, 2011; Zielke et al., 2014). Importantly, pre-
venting execution of apoptosis in damaged, aberrant or tumorigenic cells causes chronic signaling
and non-autonomous overgrowth in fly tissues (Fuchs and Steller, 2015; Herz et al., 2006;
Martı´n et al., 2009; Pastor-Pareja and Xu, 2013; Pe´rez-Garijo et al., 2004; Pe´rez-Garijo et al.,
2009; Ryoo et al., 2004; Uhlirova et al., 2005). However, which autonomous and non-autonomous
mechanisms drive compensatory proliferation remains to be fully elucidated.
We employ surgical injury of wing imaginal discs (Bryant, 1971; Yoo et al., 2016) and cell abla-
tion induced by pro-apoptotic transgenes (Herrera et al., 2013; Smith-Bolton et al., 2009) to study
how injury-induced JNK signaling, compensatory proliferation and survival unexpectedly link to con-
trol of cell cycle progression. While stress-induced cell cycle arrest and senescence in flies are little
understood (Nakamura et al., 2014; Wells et al., 2006), we propose that JNK-induced G2 stalling
exhibits senescence-like qualities in Drosophila.
Results
Tissue injury induces a transient G2-shift
To investigate how imaginal disc regeneration may be regulated by cell cycle progression, we
induced acute surgical injury of wing imaginal discs in situ. Consistent with previous reports
(Bosch et al., 2005; Mattila et al., 2005; Ra¨met et al., 2002), we observed activation of the JNK
reporter puc-LacZ near the wound site 6 hr post-injury (Figure 1A–B). Strikingly, upregulation of the
JNK reporter coincided with a pronounced shift of cells towards a G2-dominated cell cycle profile
visualized by the G2-specific FUCCI reporter mRFP-NLS-CycB1-266 (Figure 1A’,B’; Figure 1—figure
supplement 1B,C) (Zielke et al., 2014). We confirmed this finding by flow cytometry, where cells
from injured imaginal discs positive for the alternative JNK-reporter TRE-RFP (Chatterjee and Boh-
mann, 2012) exhibited a pronounced G2-shift (Figure 1D,E). This response could be narrowed
down to the injured pouch domain by flow cytometry analysis of rotund(rn)-GAL4, UAS-GFP express-
ing cells, which normally have little TRE-activity (Figure 1—figure supplement 1D-E’). Importantly,
injury-induced JNK-activity and the G2-profile were transient events, as both decreased by 16 hr
post-injury (Figure 1C,C’). These observations suggest that JNK activity correlates with a G2 cell
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cycle profile and that this correlation may be a transient component of physiological wound healing
processes.
Stress-dependent JNK activity correlates with G2-stalling
To more quantitatively investigate this cell cycle shift, we turned to models of tissue injury and
regeneration based on targeted expression of pro-apoptotic transgenes. We first induced expres-
sion of TNFa/eiger (egr) under the control of rnGAL4 on developmental day 7, and limited expres-
sion to 24 hr by a temperature-sensitive GAL80-repressor (rnts>) (Figure 2—figure supplement 1A).
As described previously, we observed extensive cell death resulting in reduced adult wing sizes
(Herrera et al., 2013; La Fortezza et al., 2016; Smith-Bolton et al., 2009) and broad activation of
the JNK-reporter TRE-RFP in and around egr-expressing cells (Figure 2—figure supplement 1B,C)
(La Fortezza et al., 2016). Importantly, FUCCI assays revealed a pronounced G2-shift of cells at the
center of egr-expressing domains (Figure 2A,B). Flow cytometry analysis confirmed that cells posi-
tive for TRE-RFP (Figure 2C,C’), and particularly the GFP-labeled lineage of egr-expressing cells
(Figure 2—figure supplement 1B’,C’), exhibit a pronounced G2-profile. The marked cell cycle
changes prompted us to investigate if JNK-signaling cells were actively cycling. EdU incorporation
assays (Figure 2A,B,D) and staining for phospho-Histone 3 (pH3) (Figure 2E,F) revealed that DNA
replication activity and mitotic cells were absent from G2-shifted, TRE-positive domains in egr-
expressing discs. Of note, TRE-positive G2 cells were larger in size than G2 cells from undamaged
control discs (Figure 2—figure supplement 1D). Combined, these observations confirm a pro-
nounced correlation between injury-induced JNK activity and a G2-dominated cell cycle observed in
surgically injured discs and suggest that the G2 profile represents a cell cycle arrest.
Figure 1. Tissue injury induces a transient G2-shift. (A–C’) Undamaged control wing disc (A), a wing disc with
surgical damage 6 hr (B) or 16 hr (C) into the recovery (R) period. Wing discs were counterstained with DAPI (cyan
in A-C) and express the JNK-reporter puc-LacZ (red in A-C) as well as the G2-specific FUCCI reporter ubi-mRFP-
NLS-CycB1-266 (see Figure 1—figure supplement 1B,C) visualized using a thermal LUT (A’–C’). Arrows indicate
injury axis (B,C). A quantification of JNK reporter (TRE-RFP) activity over time is presented in Figure 5M. (D–E)
Flow cytometry analysis of DNA content in undamaged control wing discs (D) and wing discs with surgical damage
6 hr into the recovery period (E). JNK-signaling cells in damaged discs were detected by activation of TRE-RFP.
TRE-RFP positive cells in undamaged control discs represent only a 2.5% of the total cell population and are thus
not separately visualized. Detected events were plotted as counts scaled to mode against fluorescence intensity of
the DNA stain Hoechst. Scale bars: 50 mm.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.002
The following figure supplement is available for figure 1:
Figure supplement 1. Tissue injury induces a transient G2-shift.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.003
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Figure 2. Stress-induced JNK activity correlates with G2-stalling. (A,B) Control wing disc (A) and a wing disc at 0 hr into the recovery period, after 24 hr
of egr-expression in the pouch domain (B) (see Figure 2—figure supplement 1A). Discs also express the complete FUCCI reporter system consisting
of ubi-mRFP-NLS-CycB1-266 (red) and ubi-GFP-E2f11-230 (green) and were analyzed for EdU incorporation (grey) to reveal DNA replication activity. The
field of view includes the pouch and hinge domain of the disc. The horizontal G1 and G2 pattern in control discs (A) represents normal developmental
pattern at the dorsal-ventral compartment boundary. Note the intensely labeled G2-cells lacking EdU incorporation activity at the center of the folded
pouch tissue in the egr-expressing disc (B). (C) JNK-signaling cells in egr-expressing discs were detected by activation of TRE-RFP (red). Discs were
Figure 2 continued on next page
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We wanted to investigate the fate of G2-arrested cells and understand if they reversed to active
cycling after egr-expression had ceased. Previous lineage tracing of rnGAL4 positive cells surviving
egr-expression indicated that mitotic rates increase 24 hr into the recovery period, which is followed
by an increase in total volume of this population by 48 hr (please refer to Figure 1A,D,F in La For-
tezza et al., 2016). To independently confirm that G2-arrested cells resume mitotic activity and cellu-
lar growth, we analyzed how JNK and cell cycle activity changed during the recovery period. When
we analyzed TRE-activity in egr-expressing discs at 24 hr into the recovery period, we observed
decreasing but still pronounced JNK activity (Figure 2G-H’). FUCCI analysis and EdU incorporation
indicated the presence of G2 cells but also of isolated events of DNA replication activity at the cen-
ter of the pouch (Figure 2J,J’). However, 72 hr into the recovery period, TRE-reporter activity was
strongly reduced (Figure 2I,I’), and FUCCI as well as EdU incorporation assays revealed actively
cycling cells (Figure 2K,K’). Combined, these results suggest that JNK-induced stalling of the cell
cycle in G2 is reversible. However, unlike surgical injury where JNK-activity declined by 16 hr, stalling
persisted much longer in egr-expressing discs. This temporal correlation between JNK activity and
G2-stalling is also reflected by dose-sensitive responses. Specifically, TRE-reporter activity scaled
with the proportion of cells in G2 and also with stalling-associated increase in cell size (Figure 2L,L’).
We thus suggest that injury-induced stalling of cells in G2 represent a dose-dependent response to
spatio-temporal JNK activity. For our study, we will use the term stalling to refer to a transient G2
shift induced by temporally limited JNK activation and use the term arrest when we want to empha-
size prolonged stalling of G2 in response to high and persistent JNK activity.
JNK activity is necessary and sufficient for G2 stalling
The strong correlation between JNK-activity and a G2-dominated profile indicated a direct regula-
tion of G2-stalling by JNK. To test this hypothesis, we transiently expressed a constitutively active
form of JNKK Hemipterous (hepACT) in the disc pouch using rnGAL4. FUCCI analysis indeed revealed
a cell cycle shift towards G2 and absence of DNA replication (Figure 3A,A’), indicating that JNK is
sufficient to induce G2-stalling. Testing the necessity of JNK for G2-stalling in egr-expressing disc is
challenging, because interference with JNK abolishes the apoptotic stimuli mediating egr-induced
cell death (La Fortezza et al., 2016). To circumvent this issue, we applied acute surgical injury to
wing imaginal discs expressing a dominant-negative form of the JNK Basket (bskDN) in the posterior
compartment using enGAL4. As expected, inhibition of JNK blocked upregulation of the JNK-
reporter puc-LacZ in the posterior compartment of injured discs (Figure 3B). Importantly, it also pre-
vented a cell cycle shift towards G2 at the site of injury (Figure 3B’). Taken together, these data
demonstrate that JNK-signaling in response to tissue damage is sufficient and necessary to induce
G2-stalling.
To test if G2 stalling was a general response to JNK activation, we investigated if developmen-
tally patterned JNK activity was associated with cell cycle changes. JNK in the wing peripodium is
Figure 2 continued
counterstained with DAPI (gray). (C’) Flow cytometry analysis of DNA content in TRE-positive (red) and TRE-negative (gray) cells from egr-expressing
discs. Detected events were plotted as counts scaled to mode against fluorescence intensity of the DNA stain Hoechst. (D–F) Control wing disc (E) and
egr-expressing discs at 0 hr into the recovery period (D,F) expressing the JNK-reporter TRE-RFP (red). Discs were assessed for cell cycle activity by EdU
incorporation to reveal DNA replication (cyan in D) and by staining for phospho-H3 to reveal mitotic cells (pH3) (gray in E,F). Note pronounced lack of
either in JNK-signaling domains. (G–K’) Formerly egr-expressing discs at 0 hr (R0), 24 hr (R24) and at 72 hr (R72) into the recovery period. Discs
were counterstained with DAPI (cyan in G-I) and either express the JNK-reporter TRE-RFP (G’-I’, red in G-I) or the FUCCI reporters (J,K). FUCCI-
reporters expressing discs were assayed for EdU incorporation to reveal DNA replication (J’,K’). Compare J-K’ to B. A quantification of TRE reporter
activity over time is presented in Figure 5N. Filled arrows point to the pouch domain where formerly egr-expressing cells and the regenerating tissue is
located. Open arrows point to apoptotic debris. (L,L’) Flow cytometry analysis of TRE-RFP reporter activity, DNA content (Hoechst) and cell size
(forward scatter, FSC). TRE reporter activity was divided into bins of RFP fluorescence intensity. Cells from four bins (negative, low, medium and high
RFP intensity) were represented by different shades and plotted for their DNA content and cell size. Note that cells in the high TRE bin are almost
exclusively in G2 and are the largest in size. Maximum projections of multiple confocal sections are shown in A,B,D-F,J-K’. Scale bars: 50 mm.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.004
The following figure supplement is available for figure 2:
Figure supplement 1. Stress-induced JNK activity correlates with G2-stalling.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.005
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required for disc eversion (Pastor-Pareja et al., 2004). Strikingly, TRE activity in the peripodium cor-
related with a G2 profile and absence of DNA replication (Figure 3C, C’, Figure 3—figure supple-
ment 1A,A’). To test if JNK was necessary for this developmentally regulated G2 profile, we
suppressed JNKK activity in the entire larva by hemizygosity for hepR75, a pupal lethal allele of hep
(Glise et al., 1995). Indeed, the peripodium of size-matched hepR75 discs displayed a significant
reduction in the number of G2 cells and an increase in G1-phase cells, if compared to wild type discs
(Figure 3D-G, Figure 3—figure supplement 1B-E). Combined, these observations indicate that JNK
Figure 3. JNK activity is necessary and sufficient for G2-stalling. (A,A’) A wing disc expressing a constitutively active JNKK hepACT in the pouch, assayed
by FUCCI reporters (A) and EdU incorporation (A’) for cycling cells. At the center of the pouch, a G2-shifted cell population lacks EdU incorporation
(arrow in A’). (B,B’) A wing disc with surgical damage 6 hr into the recovery period and expressing bskDN in the posterior compartment (on the right-
hand side of the dotted line) under control of engrailed(en)GAL4. Wing discs were counterstained with DAPI (cyan) and express the JNK-reporter puc-
LacZ (red) as well as the G2-specific FUCCI reporter mRFP-NLS-CycB1-266 (thermal LUT). Arrows indicate axis of surgical injury verified by tissue
deformation in basal sections. (C,C’) The peripodium of a wild type disc counterstained with DAPI (cyan in C’) and expressing the JNK-reporter TRE-
RFP (C, red in C’). JNK signaling in the wing peripodium is required for wing eversion at the larval-pupal transition (Pastor-Pareja et al., 2004). (D–E’)
The peripodium of size-matched wild type (D,D’) and hepR75 hemizygous mutant discs (E,E’) stained for Ubx (gray in D,E, outlined in cyan) and
expressing both FUCCI reporters (D’,E’). (F–G) Quantifications of the total number of Ubx-positive cells (F) and of the Ubx-positive cells in G2 (G) in
wild type and hepR75 hemizygous mutant discs. Graphs display mean ± SEM for wt, n = 9 and hepR75, n = 9 discs. U-tests were performed to test for
statistical significance, n.s. = non significant, **p=0.011. Maximum projections of multiple peripodial confocal sections are shown in C-E’. Scale bars: 50
mm.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.006
The following figure supplements are available for figure 3:
Figure supplement 1. JNK activity is necessary and sufficient for G2-stalling.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.007
Figure supplement 2. DNA damage is not rate-limiting for G2 stalling.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.008
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is at least partially necessary for one example of developmentally regulated G2-stalling in the
absence of tissue damage.
The observation that JNKK was required for developmentally patterned G2 stalling suggested
that JNK itself rather than tissue damage per se induces these cell cycle changes. In agreement with
this hypothesis, we observed no correlation between the occurrence of VH2Av, a marker of dsDNA
breaks (Khurana and Oberdoerffer, 2015), and G2-stalling in egr-expressing discs (Figure 3—fig-
ure supplement 2A-A’’). Moreover, neither knock-down of the DNA damage sensing and relay com-
ponents chk1 (grp), ATR (mei-41), nor organismal hemizygosity for mei-41RT1 prevented the
appearance of a G2-dominated FUCCI profile in egr-expressing discs (Figure 3—figure supplement
2B-D). We conclude that DNA damage per se, normally a potent inducer of G2/M arrests
(Sancar et al., 2004; Song, 2005), is not a rate-limiting driver of G2-stalling. Yet, DNA damage or
damage of other cellular components could contribute to G2-stalling via activation of JNK. Impor-
tantly, however, activation of JNK could integrate both damage and developmental signals with cell
cycle control.
Regulation of Cdc25/String and Tribbles is rate-limiting for G2 stalling
We next aimed to understand which cell cycle regulator may be targeted by JNK to promote G2-
stalling. Knock-down of Cdk1 in the wing pouch induced a dramatic shift of the FUCCI profile,
resembling the shift observed in egr-expressing discs (Figure 4—figure supplement 1A,B). This
suggests that a lack of Cdk1 activity may arrest JNK-signaling cells. A rate limiting activator of Cdk1
during the G2/M transition is the Cdc25-type phosphatase String (Stg) (Edgar et al., 2001; Kimel-
man, 2014; Kiyokawa and Ray, 2008), whose proteasomal degradation is regulated by Tribbles
(Trbl) (Mata et al., 2000; Seher and Leptin, 2000). We first analyzed a GFP trap inserted in the stg
locus (Buszczak et al., 2007). Of note, the stg-GFP chromosome is lethal and GFP expression fails
to track with cell cycle phase in individual cells (Figure 4—figure supplement 1E-E’’), suggesting
that the trap disrupts stg function and does not give rise to a Stg-GFP fusion protein that is faithfully
degraded during the cell cycle. However, expression of GFP from the locus reflects previously pub-
lished tissue-level expression patterns of stg transcripts (Figure 4—figure supplement 1F-G’’’)
(Johnston and Edgar, 1998; Thomas et al., 1994), indicating that the trap behaves as a reporter of
stg transcription. We observed that expression of the stg-GFP trap was dramatically downregulated
in G2-shifted cells of egr-expressing discs (Figure 4A-B’) suggesting that stg transcription was
reduced. A GFP-tagged Tribbles protein (Nagarkar-Jaiswal et al., 2015; Otsuki and Brand, 2018)
was highly upregulated in egr-expressing and surgically injured discs (Figure 4C-E) in a manner that
was dependent on JNK activity (Figure 4E). Thus, JNK-activity seperately impinges on stg transcrip-
tion and Trbl availability, potentially underlying stalling of cells in G2 in parallel pathways.
We thus wanted to test, if targeted overexpression of stg or knockdown of trbl can suppress
JNK-induced G2-stalling. While stg overexpression and trbl RNAi-mediated knockdown in the wild
type disc reduces developmental G2-patterns at the dorsal-ventral compartment boundary (Fig-
ure 4—figure supplement 1C,D), we and previous studies (Mata et al., 2000; Neufeld et al., 1998;
Reis and Edgar, 2004) failed to detect pronounced alterations in proliferation patterns (Figure 4—
figure supplement 1H-I") or adult wings (Figure 4—figure supplement 1J-L), suggesting that over-
expression of stg or knockdown of trbl causes little changes to wing development. Importantly, over-
expression of stg and or knockdown of trbl in egr-expressing cells re-established a heterogeneous
FUCCI cell cycle profile (Figure 4F-H). Specifically, cycling cells in egr,stg-coexpressing domains
could be detected by EdU incorporation and pH3 labeling (Figure 4I-J’). Combined, these observa-
tions suggest that trbl and stg are rate limiting for cell cycle progression in JNK-signaling cells and
that overexpression of stg or knockdown of trbl is sufficient to override damage-induced cell cycle
stalling in G2.
Chronic stalling in G2 interferes with proliferative capacity
Having identified two potent suppressors of G2-stalling, we asked what role stalling may have in tis-
sue stress responses. We focus in the following experiments on stg, as a more direct cell cycle effec-
tor. egr-expressing discs normally present with a folded architecture (Figure 5A,B) and large G2-
arrested cells at the center of the pouch (Figure 2A,B). In contrast, egr,stg-co-expressing discs pre-
sented with densely and regularly arranged columnar cells (Figure 5A-C’). Moreover, stg co-
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expression improved tissue regeneration in egr-expressing discs, as assessed by size and
Figure 4. Cdc25/String and Tribbles regulate G2 stalling. (A–B’) Control wing disc (A,A’) and egr-expressing disc
at 0 hr into the recovery period (B,B’) expressing a GFP trap element in the stg locus (A’,B’, cyan in A,B) and the
G2-specific FUCCI reporter mRFP-NLS-CycB1-266 (red in A,B). Note pronounced reduction of GFP expression in
G2-arrested cells at the center of the pouch (B,B’). (C–E) Control wing disc (C), an egr-expressing disc at 0 hr into
the recovery period (D), and a surgically damaged wing disc 6 hr into the recovery period expressing bskDN in the
posterior compartment (on the right-hand side of the dotted line) under control of enGAL4 (E). All discs also
express a GFP-tagged Trbl protein expressed from the native locus (Nagarkar-Jaiswal et al., 2015). Arrows
indicate axis of surgical injury verified by tissue deformation in basal sections. (F–H) An egr-expressing disc (F), an
egr,stg-co-expressing disc (G) and an egr,trbl RNAi-co-expressing disc at 0 hr into the recovery period expressing
the FUCCI reporters. Note increase in the frequency of G1 cells in (G,H). (I–J’) An egr-expressing disc (I,I’) and an
egr,stg-co-expressing disc (J,J’) analyzed by EdU incorporation to reveal DNA replication activity (green in I,J) and
by staining for phospho-Histone3 to reveal mitotic cells (pH3) (green in I’,J’). Discs were counterstained with DAPI
(magenta). Note increase in the frequency of S- and M-phase cells upon egr,stg co-expression. Maximum
projections of multiple confocal sections are shown in F-H. Scale bars: 50 mm.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.009
The following figure supplement is available for figure 4:
Figure supplement 1. Cdc25/String and Tribbles regulate G2 stalling.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.010
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Figure 5. Chronic stalling in G2 interferes with proliferative capacity. (A–D’) X-Y view of a control wing disc (A), an
egr-expressing (B), egr,stg-co-expressing (C) or hid-expressing disc (D) at 0 hr into the recovery period. Cross-
sections through the tissue (A’–D’) were visualized along dotted yellow lines. Discs were stained for Discs large 1
(Dlg1, A-D, green in A’-D’) and E-cadherin (Ecad, magenta in A’-D’) to visualize cell outlines and cell polarity. (E)
Adult wings developing from egr-expressing, egr,stg-co-expressing or hid-expressing discs were classified
Figure 5 continued on next page
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morphology of adult wings. 59% of adult wings developing from egr,stg-co-expressing discs were of
wild type size, in contrast to just 14% of wings developing from egr-expressing discs (Figure 5E, Fig-
ure 5—figure supplement 1A,B). Importantly, stg expression did not interfere with activation of
apoptosis (Figure 5—figure supplement 1D-G) or JNK activation (Figure 5—figure supplement
1H) in response to egr expression. Instead, the egr,stg-expressing cell population labelled by
G-TRACE (Evans et al., 2009) was larger in size (Figure 5F-H). This suggests that stg overexpression
did not interfere with cell ablation but specifically with arrest of the cell cycle and thus proliferative
capacity in egr-expressing cells. egr-expressing discs had been previously reported to exhibit low
regenerative potential, in contrast to discs expressing the pro-apoptotic gene hid (Herrera et al.,
2013), an antagonist of Diap1-dependent inhibition of caspase activity (Vaux and Silke, 2005). Strik-
ingly, preventing a G2-arrest in egr-expressing discs by stg overexpression phenocopied hid-
induced regeneration, where discs display columnar morphology (Figure 5D,D’) and regenerate effi-
ciently to normal-sized adult wings (Figure 5E, Figure 5—figure supplement 1C). Importantly, hid-
expressing discs activated the TRE-reporter only at low levels and forwent the pronounced changes
to FUCCI reporter activity observed in egr-expressing discs (Figure 5I-L). These observations indi-
cate that persistent stalling and arrest of cells in G2 interferes with regeneration in egr-expressing
discs by interfering with the ability of cells to divide and proliferate. Moreover, they highlight G2-
stalling as dose-sensitive JNK-effector which determines the regenerative potential of different
experimental regeneration models. Of note, egr-expression also induced TRE-reporter activity at
much higher levels (Figure 7B,B’,D,D’) and at longer timescales than surgical injury (Figure 5M,N),
supporting our conclusion that egr-expressing discs may experience extreme and possibly aberrant
G2 stalling and arrest.
Stalling in G2 promotes survival by protecting cells from JNK-induced
apoptosis
Our observation that G2-stalled cells reenter the cell cycle when JNK-signaling decreases suggests
that G2-stalled cells can survive in high, potentially pro-apoptotic JNK-signaling environments. We
therefore asked if G2-stalled cells are resistant to apoptosis. We thus suppressed G2-stalling in surgi-
cally injured discs by expressing stg using rnGAL4. Strikingly, 6 hr after injury, we observed a 2-fold
increase in the apoptotic domain within injured discs (Figure 6A-E). Importantly, while stg overex-
pression also induced apoptosis primarily at the anterior D/V boundary in undamaged control discs,
Figure 5 continued
according to wing size and morphology (see Materials and methods, Figure 5—figure supplement 1A-C). Graphs
display mean ± SEM of !3 independent experiments. Note the significantly improved wing regeneration of
rnts>egr+stg (p<0.0001, n = 676 wings) and rnts>hid (p<0.0001, n = 514 wings) when compared to rnts>egr
(n = 718 wings) by chi-squared tests. (F–H) Control wing disc (F), an egr-expressing (G) and egr,stg-co-expressing
(H) disc at 0 hr into the recovery period where the surviving rnGAL4-lineage has been labeled by G-TRACE (green)
(Evans et al., 2009). Discs were counterstained with DAPI (magenta). (I–K’) Control wing disc (I), an egr-expressing
(J) or hid-expressing (K) disc at 0 hr into the recovery period. Discs express the JNK-reporter TRE-RFP (I’-K’, red in
I-K) and were counterstained with DAPI (cyan in I-K). TRE-reporter activity was imaged at settings optimized to
subsaturation in egr-expressing discs. Small insets in (I’–K’) show the same images adjusted to the dynamic range
in hid-expressing discs. Note that distinct DAPI dense particles seen in the pouch of hid-expressing discs
represent remnants of apoptotic cells. (L) A hid-expressing disc at 0 hr into the recovery period expressing FUCCI
reporters (compare to Figure 2B). (M,N) Quantifications of TRE-RFP fluorescence intensity at the wound site in
surgically injured wing discs at 6 hr, 16 hr, and 24 hr after tissue damage (M, circles) and in egr-expressing discs at
0 hr, 24 hr, 48 hr and 72 hr into the recovery period (N, circles). Larvae with surgically injured wing discs pupariate
at 24 hr so later time points could not be quantified. Note that TRE-RFP reporter activity declines faster in
surgically injured discs. Fluorescence intensity in non-wound regions (squares) serves as baseline reference.
Graphs display mean ± SEM for n = 8 (6 h), n = 4 (16 h), n = 5 (24 h) injured discs (M) or n = 3 (0 h), n = 3 (24 h),
n = 3 (48 h), n = 3 (72 h) egr-expressing discs (N). Maximum projections of multiple confocal sections are shown in
A-D, F-H. Scale bars: 50 mm.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.011
The following figure supplement is available for figure 5:
Figure supplement 1. Chronic stalling in G2 interferes with proliferative capacity.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.012
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Figure 6. Transient stalling in G2 promotes survival by protecting cells from JNK-induced apoptosis. (A–E) Undamaged control (A) and an undamaged
disc expressing stg under the control of rnGAL4 (B). An injured control disc (C) and an injured stg-expressing disc (D), 6 hr into the recovery period.
Dotted lines indicate the rnGAL4 domain, arrows indicate injury axis. Wing discs were stained for the apoptotic marker Dcp-1 (green) and
counterstained with DAPI (magenta). The area occupied by Dcp-1 in a maximum projection is quantified in (E). Graphs display mean ± SEM for
undamaged rn>GFP, n = 8; undamaged rn>GFP+stg, n = 7; injured rn>GFP, n = 7; injured rn>GFP+stg, n = 10 discs. U-tests were performed to test
for statistical significance, **p<0.01. (F–F’’’) An egr,stg-expressing disc analyzed for FUCCI activity (F’’,F’’’) and the apoptotic marker Dcp-1 (F’, red in F)
or DAPI (cyan in F) at 0 hr into the recovery period. F’-F’’’ represent the area framed by broken line in F. White lines in F’’’ represent the Dcp-1 outline
mask of F’. Note that masked cells generally express low levels of either FUCCI reporter. (G–G’) The fluorescence intensities of Dcp-1 and the GFP-
E2f11-230 (G) or mRFP-NLS-CycB1-266 (G’) FUCCI reporters for each pixel are plotted as 2D density graphs (see Materials and methods). The broken line
represents a visually chosen Dcp-1 threshold defining apoptotic cells. Note that the surviving population expresses the entire range of FUCCI reporter
intensities (left), in contrast to apoptotic cells (right). (H–I) An egr,GFP-expressing disc stained for the apoptotic marker Dcp-1 (red in H, magenta in H’)
and DAPI (cyan in H) at 0 hr into the recovery period. Graph (I) plots the 2D density of pixel fluorescence intensities for Dcp-1 and free GFP. The broken
line represents a visually chosen Dcp-1 threshold defining apoptotic cells. Note that the surviving and apoptotic population use the GFP fluorescence
spectrum symmetrically. (J–K’’) Control (J–J’’) and an egr-expressing (K–K’’) disc at 0 hr into the recovery period expressing the Diap1-GFP.3.5 reporter
(J’,K’, cyan in J,K) and the G2-specific FUCCI reporter mRFP-NLS-CycB1-266 (J’’,K’’, red in J,K). Note the anti-correlation between Diap1 promoter
activity and G2-phase in control discs, in contrast to egr-expressing discs. (L–M’) Control (L,L’) and egr-expressing (M,M’) discs at 0 hr into the recovery
period expressing a Hid-GFP fusion protein under endogenous control (L’,M’, cyan in L,M). JNK-signaling cells were detected by activation of TRE-RFP
(red in L,M). Maximum projections of multiple confocal sections are shown in A-D. Scale bars: 100 mm (A–D), 20 mm (F,F’’’), 50 mm (H–M).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.013
Figure 6 continued on next page
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apoptosis in surgically injured discs was specifically increased near the wound site where JNK report-
ers are expected to be activated (Figure 6B,D). This suggests that at transient time scales, G2-stall-
ing is required to prevent apoptosis and thus promotes survival in injured tissues displaying
potentially lethal levels of JNK activity.
If stalling in G2 protects cells from apoptosis, are JNK-signaling cells more susceptible to apopto-
sis in other phases of the cell cycle? To test this idea, we first confirmed that actively cycling, JNK-
signaling cells did not die in late G2 by demonstrating that Dcp-1 levels were highest in egr-express-
ing cells with low levels of a co-expressed HA-tagged stg (Figure 6—figure supplement 1A-A’").
Stg-HA peaked in late G2 and mitotic cells but was absent in G1, S-phase and early G2 (Figure 6—
figure supplement 1B-B’’). To further narrow down the cell cycle phase at which JNK signaling cells
died, we correlated levels of the apoptotic marker Dcp-1 with FUCCI reporter activity in egr,stg-co-
expressing discs. We took care to specifically analyze confocal sections within the tissue to catch
apoptotic cells before extrusion. We found that in actively cycling, JNK-signaling tissue, Dcp-1 could
be specifically detected in cells with low intensity of either FUCCI reporter (Figure 6F-G’), suggest-
ing that JNK-signaling cells preferentially died either early in G1 or late in S-phase. Importantly, low
FUCCI reporter fluorescence was not due to apoptosis-dependent degradation of fluorophores, as
levels of fluorescence intensity of an unrelated cytoplasmic GFP were independent of Dcp-1 levels in
egr,GFP-co-expressing discs (Figure 6H-I). Additionally, the overall FUCCI profile of egr,stg and stg-
expressing control discs was similar, confirming that FUCCI reporter intensities were not affected by
apoptotic cells per se (Figure 6—figure supplement 1C-C"). To better understand when cycling
JNK-signaling cells died, we allowed discs to incorporate EdU for at least 1 hr prior to fixation. We
consistently failed to detect recent DNA replication in apoptotic cells (Figure 6—figure supplement
1E-E") indicating that cells did not die in S-phase. Taken together, these results support a model
where JNK-signaling cells are susceptible to apoptosis in G1 and protected from apoptosis by stall-
ing in G2.
To understand how G2-stalled cells may be protected from apoptosis, we analyzed expression of
Diap1, an inhibitor of the initiator caspases, as well as of hid, a potent IAP antagonist
(Vasudevan and Ryoo, 2015; Vaux and Silke, 2005). A Diap1-GFP reporter encompassing
enhancer elements sensitive to regulation by anti-apoptotic Hippo/Yorkie signaling (Zhang et al.,
2008) was upregulated in TRE-positive (data not shown) and G2-stalled cells at the center of egr-
expressing discs (Figure 6J-K"). Importantly, Diap1-GFP activity did not correlate with tissue pat-
terns of G2 in undamaged control discs (Figure 6J,J"), suggesting that Yorkie activity at Diap1 regu-
latory elements was not controlled in a cell cycle-dependent manner per se, but likely reflected
activation of Yorkie by JNK (Sun and Irvine, 2011; Rı´os-Barrera and Riesgo-Escovar, 2013). A Hid-
GFP fusion protein expressed under the control of endogenous regulatory elements (Nagarkar-
Jaiswal et al., 2015) was also strongly upregulated in TRE-positive cells in egr-expressing discs
(Figure 6L-M’). These observations align with previous reports of activation of anti-apoptotic Yorkie
(Sun and Irvine, 2011; Rı´os-Barrera and Riesgo-Escovar, 2013) or pro-apoptotic Hid (Luo et al.,
2007; Shlevkov and Morata, 2012) by JNK in stressed cells. We highlight that the activation of
anti-apoptotic and pro-apoptotic pathways occurs concomitantly in JNK-signaling G2-stalled cells.
Taken together, these results suggest that transition from G2 to G1 represents the key switch in the
cellular interpretation of opposing JNK-dependent signals with anti-apoptotic to pro-apoptotic
consequences.
Chronic stalling in G2 promotes non-autonomous overgrowth
Cell cycle arrest and apoptosis resistance are hallmarks of senescence. Senescent cells affect their
microenvironment through senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP) (Hernandez-
Segura et al., 2018; Neves et al., 2015; Pluquet et al., 2015; Salama et al., 2014), which promotes
tumorigenesis and contributes to tumor heterogeneity (Hinds and Pietruska, 2017;
Figure 6 continued
The following figure supplement is available for figure 6:
Figure supplement 1. Stalling in G2 promotes survival by protecting cells from JNK-induced apoptosis.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.014
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Figure 7. Chronic stalling in G2 promotes non-autonomous overgrowth. (A,A’) A wing disc expressing TRE-RFP and carrying mosaic wtsx1/x1 clones
marked by the absence of GFP (cyan in A). (B–D’) A surgically damaged wing disc 6 hr into the recovery period (B,B’), a wing disc carrying wtsx1/x1
MARCM clones (C,C’) and an egr-expressing disc at 0 hr into the recovery period (D,D’). Discs express the JNK-reporter TRE-RFP (B’-D’, red in B-D) and
were counterstained with DAPI (cyan in B-D). TRE-reporter activity was imaged at settings optimized to subsaturation in egr-expressing discs. Panels
(B’–D’) show the TRE-RFP fluorescence adjusted to the dynamic range of surgically injured discs. (E–F) Mosaic wtsx1/x1 wing discs were analyzed for
DNA content (E) and cell size (F) by flow cytometry. The total cell population of discs was plotted as TRE-positive or TRE-negative events (E,F). The
same analysis was also applied separately to wtsx1/x1 cells and wild type cells sub-populations (E only). Of note, previous cell cycle studies of Hippo-
pathway mutant have not reported any alterations (Harvey et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2005; Tapon et al., 2002). Therefore, the mild cell cycle shift in
TRE-negative wtsx1/x1 cells appears to be specific to the wtsx1 allele. (G–J) Wing imaginal discs carrying GFP-labeled MARCM clones (green) that are
either wild type (G), stg-overexpressing (H), mutant for wtsx1 (I) or stg-overexpressing and mutant for wtsx1 (J). Discs were counterstained with DAPI
(magenta). (K–K’’) Volumes occupied by the total disc (K), the GFP-labeled fraction representing MARCM clones (K’) and the non-GFP-labeled fraction
representing the surrounding wild type tissue (K’’). Graphs display mean ± SEM for tub>GFP, FRT, n = 9; tub>GFP+stg, FRT, n = 13; tub>GFP, FRT
wtsx1, n = 18; tub>GFP+stg, FRT wtsx1, n = 18 discs. U-tests were performed to test for statistical significance (n.s. not significant, *p<0.05,
****p<0.0001). (L,M) Quantification of phospho-Histone3 events identifying mitotic cells, normalized to the relevant tissue area. Mitotic cells were
counted in GFP-positive MARCM clones that are either mutant for wtsx1 (blue) or mutant for wtsx1 and overexpressing stg (red) (L), and in the non-GFP-
labeled fraction representing the wild type tissue surrounding clones mutant for wtsx1 (blue) or mutant for wtsx1 and overexpressing stg (red) (M).
Graphs display mean ± SEM, n = 30 confocal sections from six discs per sample. U-tests were performed to test for statistical significance (n.s. not
Figure 7 continued on next page
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Schosserer et al., 2017). Many studies report heterogenous activation of JNK in imaginal discs
upon genetic loss of tumor suppressor function (Richardson and Portela, 2018). We thus tested if
imaginal disc tumor models displayed any evidence of a JNK-induced G2-shift. We first analyzed
warts (wtsx1) mosaic clones (Xu et al., 1995) which promote Yorkie activity, in wing imaginal discs
also expressing TRE-RFP (Figure 7A). Localized TRE-RFP expression increased in mosaic discs during
larval stages (Figure 7—figure supplement 1A). Based on flow cytometry analysis, we estimated
that 40.6% of wtsx1 cells had at least elevated TRE-RFP reporter activity. Consistent with non-auton-
omous induction of JNK in response to tissue stress (Bosch et al., 2005; Herrera et al., 2013;
Wu et al., 2010) 29.9% of wild type cells displayed TRE-RFP reporter activity. Importantly, TRE-RFP
levels were comparable to levels induced by surgical injury but much lower than those induced by
egr-expression (Figure 7B-D’). Flow cytometry analysis revealed that TRE-positive cells exhibited a
strong G2 profile which correlated with an increase in cell size (Figure 7E,F). This effect was
observed in TRE-positive wtsx1 and wild type cells (Figure 7E). This relationship could also be
observed in mosaic discs containing clones mutant for scribdt12, a hypomorphic tumor suppressor
mutation in the key component of the Scrib/Lgl/Dlg epithelial polarity module (Figure 7—figure
supplement 1B-D) (Stephens et al., 2018; Zeitler et al., 2004). Combined, these observations sug-
gest that a pronounced shift towards G2 is associated with JNK activity in response to tissue stress
imposed by the presence of abnormal or tumorigenic cells.
To understand if G2-stalling played a role in tumor growth or tumor microenvironment, we over-
expressed stg in wtsx1 or dlg1G0342 clones. Like scrib, dlg1 is a tumor suppressor in the Scrib/Lgl/Dlg
epithelial polarity module (Stephens et al., 2018) and mutant cells activate JNK (Igaki, 2009;
Igaki et al., 2009). Overexpression of stg in mosaic wtsx1 or dlg1G0342 clones did not significantly
increase clone size (Figure 7G-K", Figure 7—figure supplement 1E-I’’). As division rates of cycling
cells are not expected to be enhanced by stg overexpression alone (Neufeld et al., 1998), promot-
ing cycling of a small fraction of arrested tumor cells may not significantly increase tumor mass.
Strikingly, however, when we further analyzed these mosaic discs, we found that stg overexpres-
sion in wtsx1 and in dlg1G0342 cells strongly affected the surrounding wild type tissue. The absolute
size of the wild type tissue in mosaic wtsx1 or dlg1G0342 mutant discs is almost double of that in
mosaic wild type control discs (Figure 7K", Figure 7—figure supplement 1I’’), a phenomenon
ascribed to non-autonomous overgrowth stimulated by the chronic presence of tumorigenic cells
(Fuchs and Steller, 2015; Pastor-Pareja and Xu, 2013; Uhlirova et al., 2005). However, stg overex-
pression strongly reduced the size of the surrounding wild type tissue in mosaic wtsx1 and dlg1G0342
discs (Figure 7K", Figure 7—figure supplement 1I’’). Importantly, whereas mitotic activity in wtsx1
clones was unaffected (Figure 7L), stg-overexpression strongly reduced mitotic activity in the wild
type tissue surrounding wtsx1 clones (Figure 7M). This strongly suggests that stalling of JNK-signal-
ing cells in G2 directly promotes non-autonomous proliferation and thus causes non-autonomous
overgrowth on prolonged timescales during imaginal disc tumor development.
Previous studies describe ‘undead’ cells as chronic drivers of non-autonomous overgrowth. Exper-
imentally, undead cells are created by expression the anti-apoptotic factor p35 in apoptotic JNK-sig-
naling cells (Chen, 2012; Fuchs and Steller, 2015; Martı´n et al., 2009; Pe´rez-Garijo et al., 2009;
Shlevkov and Morata, 2012; Wells et al., 2006). We created undead cells by co-expressing p35 in
egr-expressing disc. Egr,p35-coexpressing cells completely arrest in G2 (Figure 7N), confirming that
G2-stalling is intimately associated with cellular states known to stimulate non-autonomous growth.
Genetically, the initiator caspase Dronc is required to stimulate non-autonomous growth from dying
and undead cells (Enomoto et al., 2015; Fan and Bergmann, 2008a; Fan and Bergmann, 2008b;
Figure 7 continued
significant, ***p<0.001). (N) An egr,p35-co-expressing disc at 0 hr into the recovery period expressing both FUCCI reporters. Scale bars: 50 mm (B–D,N),
100 mm (A, G–J).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.015
The following figure supplements are available for figure 7:
Figure supplement 1. Chronic stalling in G2 promotes non-autonomous overgrowth.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.016
Figure supplement 2. Chronic stalling in G2 promotes mitogenic signaling.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.017
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Kiyokawa and Ray, 2008; Kondo et al., 2006; Wells et al., 2006). To demonstrate that caspases
are activated in G2 stalled cells and that G2 stalling may confer resistance to the execution of apo-
ptosis, we analyzed the CasExpress sensor in surgically injured discs. CasExpress permanently labels
anastatic cells, which have survived caspase activation (Ding et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2012). Strik-
ingly, 24 hr after surgical injury, we observed many CasExpress-positive clones near the wound site
(Figure 7—figure supplement 2A,B). This indicates that many wound-proximal cells survive caspase
activation and subsequently proliferate. While we cannot demonstrate that these anastatic cells cor-
responded to G2-stalled cells, we suggest that G2 stalling could facilitate transient mitogenic signal-
ing of Dronc-positive, JNK-activated cells at wound sites.
We wanted to understand if G2-arrested cells may affect their microenvironment not just via
induction of mitogenic signaling, but also through upregulation of additional SASP-like markers. We
Figure 8. Model. (A) Transient (surgical injury), prolonged (egr-expression) and chronic (mosaic tumors) disruption of tissue homeostasis induces
transient, prolonged and chronic JNK activity, thereby driving G2-stalling and senescence-like properties in a dose- and time-dependent manner. (B)
JNK regulates SASP, Diap1, Stg and Hid. The transition between G2 and G1 acts as switch that prevents survival and SASP. The decision to arrest in G2
is JNK-dependent, which can integrate information about damage and has cell-protective functions. The decision to die in G1 may depend on
additional information about the extent of cell and tissue damage.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.018
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tested reporters for ECM degrading enzymes (MMP1), ROS response (GstD-GFP) and UPR (Xbp1-
GFP), in addition to reporters for mitogenic signaling (upd-LacZ), for activation in egr-expressing
discs. As expected from many studies previously linking upregulation of these markers to JNK
(Bunker et al., 2015; Fulda et al., 2010; Richardson and Portela, 2018; Santaba´rbara-Ruiz et al.,
2015; Takino et al., 2014; Uhlirova and Bohmann, 2006), we found all SASP-like markers, including
cell size (Figure 2—figure supplement 1D), to be highly elevated (Figure 7—figure supplement
2C-J). The co-occurrence of G2-arrest, JNK activity and SASP-like markers suggests that a JNK-sig-
naling induced G2-arrest in flies is linked to senescence-like phenotypes driven by JNK. Importantly,
transient upd-LacZ and MMP1 upregulation is associated with transient JNK activity in surgical inju-
ries (Lin et al., 2010; McClure et al., 2008), making it plausible that transient G2-stalling is linked to
senescence-like properties promoting wound healing and regeneration, analogous to senescent cells
observed in a mammalian wound model (Demaria et al., 2014).
Discussion
Here we uncover a mechanism whereby control of the cell cycle promotes survival and mitogenic sig-
naling in JNK-dependent responses to tissue stress. We demonstrate that JNK signaling induces a
dose-dependent extension of G2, which results in either transient stalling or prolonged arrest of cells
in G2. Cells in G2 are protected from undergoing JNK-induced apoptosis and promote proliferative
signaling to the surrounding tissue in a SASP-like manner (Figure 8).
At first sight, some results in our study appeared contradictory. Using stg-overexpression to force
stalled cells to cycle, we observed (1) apoptosis of JNK-signaling cells in surgically damaged discs,
(2) improvement of regenerative capacity in egr-expressing discs and (3) reduction of non-autono-
mous overgrowth in a mosaic tumor model. Our data support a model where any length of G2-stall-
ing protects cells autonomously from JNK-induced apoptosis in G1. Stalled cells switch on a SASP-
like phenotype, which when transient supports compensatory growth during regeneration. However,
when cells stall chronically, proliferation is autonomously inhibited and chronic SASP-like phenotype
drives non-autonomous overgrowth contributing to tumorigenesis. We suggest that our experimen-
tal models reveal a spectrum of cell-autonomous (survival, stalling of proliferation) and non-autono-
mous (mitogenic paracrine signaling) functions of G2-stalling. Importantly, this spectrum is defined
by the intensity and length of JNK activity: whereas persistent stalling of tumor cells may cause per-
sistent survival and non-autonomous overgrowth, transient stalling of wound site cells may promote
survival transiently and facilitate transient induction of compensatory proliferation.
Surprisingly, both G2-stalling and survival as well as apoptosis directly link to JNK signaling in
response to tissue stress. We find that JNK controls stg/cdc25 transcription and Trbl availability as
rate-limiting factors for stalling. Importantly, mouse JNK directly phosphorylates Cdc25C to stall G2/
M transitions (Goss et al., 2003; Gutierrez et al., 2010). If JNK also phosphorylates Stg in flies
remains to be determined. As reported before, JNK also regulates hid promoting apoptosis
(Shlevkov and Morata, 2012) and activates Hippo/Yorkie promoting survival by upregulation of
Diap1 (Sun and Irvine, 2011; Sun and Irvine, 2013). This is analogous to mammalian models where
tissue stress induces apoptosis but can also promote cell cycle arrest and survival through upregula-
tion of cell-protective mechanisms. However, the switch between the anti- and pro-apoptotic conse-
quences are not understood (Fulda et al., 2010). Importantly, our observations imply that cell cycle
progression from G2 to G1 represents the switch between anti- and pro-apoptotic activity of JNK.
We suggest that stalling the cell cycle is a protected state, which is dominated by pre-emptive pro-
tection from ROS damage through upregulation of the UPR, redox response and other repair path-
ways. Thus, G2-stalling is important to keep the pro-apoptotic branch of JNK signaling suppressed,
a prerequisite of efficient regeneration (La Fortezza et al., 2016).
We propose that G2-stalling is induced by JNK itself, and thus only indirectly by cellular damage.
While we have not excluded that, for example, proteotoxic stress induces G2-stalling
(Pluquet et al., 2015), we find that, similar to a previous report (Wells et al., 2006), DNA damage is
not rate-limiting for cell cycle arrest. In support of this hypothesis, we find that stg overexpression
rescues architecture and proliferation in egr-expressing discs. This indicates that, despite the fact
that many JNK-signaling cells die in G1 when bypassing stalling in G2, there are many JNK-signaling
G1 cells, which survive, continue to cycle and are healthy enough to contribute to future adult tis-
sues. Even more strikingly, we find that independent of any tissue damage, developmentally
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regulated G2-stalling in the wing peripodium is dependent on JNK. Similarly, programmed cell
arrest and senescence in mouse embryogenesis is independent of DNA damage or p53, but depen-
dent on a general CDK-inhibitor (p21) and developmental signals of the TGF-b/SMAD or PI3K/
FOXO pathways (Davaapil et al., 2017; Mun˜oz-Espı´n et al., 2013). Thus, cell cycle stalling and con-
sequently, SASP or protection from apoptosis, may be under the control of signaling pathways which
not always depend on tissue stress. Curiously, another developmentally regulated G2 arrest has
already been reported to suppress apoptosis (Qi and Calvi, 2016).
At least one previous study has indicated the existence of senescent cells in flies, however their
cell cycle stage was less well-defined (Nakamura et al., 2014; Neves et al., 2015). Many studies
have demonstrated correlation of JNK with SASP-like characteristics in flies, such as mitogenic sig-
naling, ECM remodeling or ROS production (Brock et al., 2017; Khan et al., 2017; McClure et al.,
2008; Nakamura et al., 2014; Neves et al., 2015; Pastor-Pareja and Xu, 2013; Ryoo et al., 2004;
Uhlirova et al., 2005). We speculate that G2-stalling may either represent a primitive version of a
senescent cell cycle arrest that evolved to G0 in mammalian cells or that G2-stalling may also occur
in mammals but is less well-defined. Recent studies implicate a role for cells with senescent markers
in mammalian wounds and vertebrate development (Davaapil et al., 2017; Demaria et al., 2014;
Mun˜oz-Espı´n et al., 2013; Ritschka et al., 2017) and an injury-induced G2 arrest has been found to
interfere with restoration of epithelial homeostasis in a model of chronic kidney disease (Bon-
ventre, 2014). Future studies thus need to address if senescence markers can also be found in G2-
arrested mammalian cells. G2-stalling may offer an opportunity to protect cells from apoptosis,
induce paracrine signals and, importantly, restore active cycling upon restoration of tissue homeosta-
sis, instead of engaging permanent senescence in G0. Thus, more studies are needed to address
how G2-stalling may be related to G2 quiescence in stem cells (Otsuki and Brand, 2018), to a
reversible G2 arrest (Gire and Dulic, 2015) or G0 senescence in mammalian tissues.
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reagent (D.
melanogaster)
‘ubxMARCM82B’;
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tubP-GAL80’
Bloomington
Drosophila
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BDSC: 42734
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
FRT19A dlg[G0342] Kyoto Stock
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reagent (D.
melanogaster)
FRT82B wts[x1] Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 44251
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
‘G-TRACE’;
‘UAS-FLP.Exel, Ubi-p63E(FRT.
STOP)Stinger’
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 28282
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
gstD-GFP PMID: 18194654
Continued on next page
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Continued
Reagent
type (species)
or resource Designation
Source or
reference Identifiers
Additional
information
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
hep[R75] Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 6761
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
‘hid-GFP’;
‘hid[MI06452-GFSTF.1]’
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 65331
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
mei-41[RT1] Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 4169
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
‘puc-LacZ’;
‘puc[A251.1F3]’
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 11173
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
‘rnGAL4’;
‘rn[GAL4-DeltaS]’
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 8142
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
‘rn(ts)>‘; ‘rn[GAL4-DeltaS], tubGAL80[ts]’ Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC:
8142; BDSC:
7018
recombinant
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
‘rn(ts)>egr’;
‘rn[GAL4-5], UAS-egr, tubP-GAL80[ts]’
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
‘stg-GFP’;
‘stg[YD0685]’
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 50879
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
‘Trbl-GFP’;
‘trbl[MI01025-GFSTF.2]’
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 61654
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
TRE-RFP PMID:
22509270
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
UAS-bsk[DN] Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 6409
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
UAS-Cdk1 RNAi [TRiP.HMS01531] Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 36117
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
UAS-GFP S56T BDSC: 1521
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
UAS-grp RNAi [TRiP.HMC05162] Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 62155
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
UAS-hep[act] Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 9306
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
UAS-hid G. Morata,
CBSMO Spain
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
UAS-mei-41 RNAi [TRiP.GL00284] Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 35371
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
UAS-stg Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 4777
Continued on next page
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Continued
Reagent
type (species)
or resource Designation
Source or
reference Identifiers
Additional
information
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
UAS-stg.HA Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 56562
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
UAS-Xbp1-GFP.HG Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 60731
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
‘E2F1-FUCCI, CycB-FUCCI’;
‘Ubi-GFP.E2f1.1–230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1–266’
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 55123
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
‘CycB-FUCCI’;
‘Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1–266’
PMID: 24726363
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
‘ubx-flp;; FRT82B ubi-GFP’ I. Hariharan,
UC Berkeley
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
upd-lacZ (PD) PMID: 8582614
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
UAS-trbl RNAi [TRiP.HMJ02089] Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 42523
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
UAS-P35 Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 5072
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
GH146-QF, QUAS-mtdTomato-3xHA Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 30037
Genetic
reagent (D.
melanogaster)
Ubi-CasExpress Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
BDSC: 65419
Antibody Rabbit anti-cleaved Dcp-1 Cell Signaling Cat. #: 9578 (1:200)
Antibody Mouse monoclonal anti-CycB Developmental
Studies Hybridoma
Bank
Cat. #: F2F4 (1:20)
Antibody Rat monoclonal anti-DE-cadherin Developmental
Studies Hybridoma
Bank
Cat. #: DCAD2 (1:100)
Antibody Mouse monoclonal anti-discs large Developmental
Studies Hybridoma
Bank
Cat. #: 4F3 (1:100)
Antibody Mouse anti-b-Galactosidase Promega Cat. #: Z3782 (1:1000)
Antibody Chicken anti-GFP Abcam Cat. #: ab13970 (1:1000)
Antibody Rabbit monoclonal anti-GFP Invitrogen Cat. #: G10362 (1:200)
Antibody Rabbit anti-H2Av-pS137 Rockland Cat. #: 600-401-914 (1:500)
Antibody Mouse anti-H3-pS10 Abcam Cat. #: ab14955 (1:2000)
Antibody Rat monoclonal anti-HA Monoclonal Antibody
Core Facillity at
the Helmholtz
Zentrum Mu¨nchen
Clone #: 3F10 (1:20)
Antibody Mouse monoclonal anti-MMP1 Developmental
Studies Hybridoma
Bank
Cat. #: 3A6B4 (1:30)
Antibody Mouse monoclonal anti-MMP1 Developmental
Studies Hybridoma
Bank
Cat. #: 3B8D12 (1:30)
Continued on next page
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Continued
Reagent
type (species)
or resource Designation
Source or
reference Identifiers
Additional
information
Antibody Mouse monoclonal anti-MMP1 Developmental
Studies Hybridoma
Bank
Cat. #: 5H7B11 (1:30)
Antibody Mouse monoclonal anti-RFP Abcam Cat. #: ab65856 (1:100)
Antibody Rat monoclonal anti-RFP Monoclonal Antibody
Core Facillity at
the Helmholtz
Zentrum Mu¨nchen
Clone #: 5F8 (1:20)
Antibody Mouse monoclonal anti-Ultrabithorax Developmental
Studies Hybridoma
Bank
Cat. #: Ubx FP3.38 (1:10)
Commercial
assay or kit
Click-iT Plus EdU Alexa Fluor 647 Imaging Kit Invitrogen Cat. #: C10640
Drosophila stocks and genetics
Flies were kept on standard food and raised at 18˚C and 30˚C (expression of pro-apoptotic trans-
genes), or 25˚C. A list of strains, detailed genotypes and experimental conditions are provided in
Supplementary file 1 and in the key resources table.
Tissue injury models
In situ surgical wounding
Wounding of wing imaginal discs in situ was performed by quickly immobilizing L3 larvae in ice-cold
PBS and applying pressure to the fluorescently-labeled wing imaginal disc with a 0.125 mm tungsten
needle (Fine Science Tools, 10130–05) without perforating the larval cuticle, as described by Bry-
ant (1971); Yoo et al. (2016). After wounding, the larvae were immediately placed in a new food
vial and allowed to recover at 25˚C for the indicated time. For each animal, only the right wing disc
was wounded. The left wing disc was used as undamaged control. For each experiment involving
functional genetics, a wild type control was included, and the wounding procedure was performed
in blind. At least 15 larvae were wounded for each genotype.
Temporal and spatial control of pro-apoptotic transgene expression
To induce expression of egr or hid, experiments were carried out as described in Smith-
Bolton et al. (2009) and La Fortezza et al. (2016) with few modifications. Briefly, larvae of geno-
type rnGAL4, tub-GAL80ts (denoted as rnts>) and carrying the desired UAS-transgenes were staged
by a 6 hr egg collection and raised at 18˚C at the density of 50 larvae/vial. Overexpression of trans-
genes was induced by shifting the temperature to 30˚C for 24 hr at day seven after egg deposition
(AED) (Figure 2—figure supplement 1A). Larvae were subsequently allowed to recover at 18˚C for
the indicated time (recovery time R24-R72 hours, or adulthood), or dissected immediately (R0). All
images are R0, unless noted otherwise. Control genotypes were either rnts>, or the siblings of the
ablating animals (+/TM6B, tubGAL80) (Smith-Bolton et al., 2009). At least 16 discs were dissected
for each genotype per replicate.
Mosaic tumor models
To obtain MARCM clones in the wing discs, larvae cultures were synchronized by a 6 hr egg collec-
tion and raised at 25˚C at a density of 50 larvae/vial. Control larvae were analyzed 5 days AED, while
larvae carrying wtsx1 clones were analyzed 7 days AED, to account for developmental delay induced
by the presence of tumorigenic cells. To obtain MARCM clones in the eye discs, equal crosses for all
genotypes were set up in parallel and processed 6 days AED. Discs expressing and stained for HA-
tagged Stg were mounted on the same slide as their respective control discs, to ensure comparabil-
ity of volume quantifications.
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Flow cytometry
Cell cycle analysis of wing imaginal discs by flow cytometry was performed as described (de la Cruz
and Edgar, 2008). Wing imaginal discs from at least 10 larvae were dissected in PBS and incubated
for 2 hr in PBS containing 9X Trypsin-EDTA (Sigma, T4174) and 0.5 mg/ml Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen,
H3570). Cells were analyzed with an LSRFortessa cell analyzer (BD Biosciences) or FACS Aria II cell
sorter (BD Biosciences). Univariate cell cycle analysis was performed using the Watson Pragmatic
algorithm in FlowJo v10 (FlowJo).
Immunohistochemistry
General comments
Where possible, control and experimental samples were fixed, processed and mounted together to
ensure comparable staining and imaging conditions. The signals of the following fluorescent report-
ers were further amplified by anti-GFP or anti-RFP antibody staining: CycB-FUCCI, E2F1-FUCCI,
G-TRACE, Hid-GFP, stg-GFP, Trbl-GFP, Xbp1-GFP.HG.
Immunohistochemistry
Larvae were dissected, and cuticles were fixed for 15 min at room temperature in 4% paraformalde-
hyde. Washing steps were performed in 0.1% Triton X-100/PBS (PBT), blocking in 5% NGS/PBT. The
following antibodies were incubated overnight at 4˚C: rabbit anti-cleaved Dcp-1 (Cell Signaling,
9578, 1:200), mouse anti-Cyclin B (DSHB, F2F4, 1:20), rat anti-DE-cadherin (DSHB, DCAD2, 1:100),
mouse anti-discs large (DSHB, 4F3, 1:100), mouse anti-b-Galactosidase (Promega, Z3783, 1:1000),
chicken anti-GFP (Abcam, ab13970, 1:1000), rabbit anti-GFP (Invitrogen, G10362, 1:200), rabbit anti-
H2Av-pS137 (Rockland, 600-401-914, 1:500), mouse anti-H3-pS10 (Abcam, ab14955, 1:2000), rat
anti-HA (MAB facility at the Helmholtz Zentrum Mu¨nchen, 3F10, 1:20), mouse anti-MMP1 (DSHB, a
mix of 3A6B4, 3B8D12 and 5H7B11, each 1:30), mouse anti-RFP (Abcam, ab65856, 1:100), rat anti-
RFP (MAB facility at the Helmholtz Zentrum Mu¨nchen, 5F8, 1:20), mouse anti-Ultrabithorax (DSHB,
FP3.38, 1:10). EdU incorporation was performed for 15 min, unless noted otherwise, and detected
using the Click-iT Plus EdU Alexa Fluor 647 Imaging Kit (Invitrogen, C10640) prior to primary anti-
body incubation, according to manufacturer’s guidelines. Tissues were counterstained with DAPI
(0.25 ng/ml, Sigma, D9542) during incubation with cross-adsorbed secondary antibodies coupled to
Alexa Fluorophores (Invitrogen or Abcam) at room temperature for 2 hr. Tissues were mounted
using SlowFade Gold Antifade (Invitrogen, S36936). Samples were imaged using Leica TCS SP5 or
SP8 confocal microscopes.
Image analysis and quantification
General comments
Images were processed, analyzed and quantified using tools in Fiji (ImageJ v2.0.0) (Schindelin et al.,
2012). Figure panels were assembled using Photoshop CS5 (Adobe). Statistical analyses were per-
formed in R v3.3.3 (www.R-project.org).
Peripodial cell cycle quantification
A mask of the DAPI counterstain, obtained from total projections of confocal stacks containing the
entire wing discs, was used to estimate the total disc size by measuring its area with the ‘Analyze
Particles’ tool in Fiji. To analyze a defined population of cells in the peripodium of size-matched
wing discs, Ubx +nuclei were identified with ‘Analyze Particles’ (size = 10.00–40.00 circularity = 0.50–
1.00), after applying ‘Unsharp Mask’ (radius = 10 mask=0.4), Gaussian Blur (sigma = 0.2 scaled) and
Watershed functions. The nuclei of the resulting mask were counted and displayed as total
Ubx +cells. Automated determination of the cell cycle phase for each nucleus was obtained by mea-
suring the average fluorescence intensity of both FUCCI reporters. The criteria to define each cell
cycle phase are shown in Figure 3—figure supplement 1E.
TRE-RFP quantification
To measure the fluorescence intensity of TRE-RFP signals in injured, egr-expressing or tumor discs, a
small circular ROI of fixed radius (25–30 mm) was placed in an area of high TRE-RFP signal of a single
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confocal section for each stack, carefully chosen to capture maximal JNK activity in the disc proper,
avoiding the peripodium and extruded cell debris. The mean intensity of each ROI was obtained
using the ‘Measure’ function in Fiji.
Dcp-1 quantification in injured discs
Masks of Dcp-1 signals were obtained in Fiji from maximum intensity projections of confocal stacks
by applying a fixed threshold (value = 75) and the ‘Remove outliers’ function (bright, radius = 1.5).
Areas of the resulting masks were obtained using ‘Analyze Particles’.
FUCCI and Dcp-1 intensity analysis in egr-expressing discs
A single confocal section for each stack was carefully chosen within the tissue to capture apoptotic
cells before extrusion. An ROI corresponding to the pouch was selected using the ‘Freehand Selec-
tion’ tool in Fiji. Pixel fluorescence intensities for all channels were subsequently obtained using the
‘Save XY Coordinates’ function, after applying a ‘Gaussian Blur’ filter (radius = 0.3 mm) to reduce
noise. Data from n = 5 (Figure 6G) and n = 4 discs (Figure 6I) were pooled and the distribution of
fluorescence intensities of each pixel was represented as 2D density plots.
GFP volume and total disc size quantification (mosaic clone analysis)
Masks for GFP signals (positively labeled clones) and total volume were obtained in Fiji from entire
confocal stacks by applying the functions ‘Auto Threshold’ (settings: ‘Li’ for GFP or ‘Triangle’ for
total, white objects, stack histogram) and ‘Remove Outliers’ (settings: black and white pixels
removal, radii = 2) to GFP signals or to the sum of DAPI and GFP signals, respectively. The resulting
masks were analyzed using the ‘3D Objects Counter’ function (settings: threshold = 128, min = 50
max=Inf). The sum of the resulting object volumes for each disc was used to describe the GFP and
total volume of the disc. Non-GFP volumes were calculated by subtracting the GFP volume from the
total disc volume.
Mitotic density
PH3-positive cells were counted in Fiji by applying ‘Auto threshold’ (settings: ‘Yen’) and ‘Remove
Outliers’ (settings: black and white pixels removal, radii = 1) to single confocal sections. A total of 5
equally spaced (6 mm) confocal sections for each of 6 stacks per sample were analyzed. Masks for
GFP signals were obtained by applying ‘Auto threshold’ (settings: ‘Triangle) and ‘Remove Outliers’
(settings: dark, radius = 3; bright, radius = 1). GFP-negative areas were calculated by subtracting
GFP-positive areas from the total tissue area.
Adult wing size analysis
Adult flies were collected 12 hr after eclosion and stored in 2-propanol. Wing sizes were indexed by
binning into five different wing phenotypic classes: 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% or 100% of wild type size, as
defined in La Fortezza et al. (2016); Smith-Bolton et al. (2009). Importantly, wings smaller than
100% of wild type size, typically present a range of morphological defects (Smith-Bolton et al.,
2009). Of note, wings of 100% size but with notches or incomplete vein formation were classified as
75%.
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Figure 1—figure supplement 1. Tissue injury induces a transient G2-shift. (A) Scheme of a xy-section and yz-
section through a wing imaginal disc. Gray shading in xy-view defines the disc subregions of pouch, hinge and
notum. Broken lines represent the Anterior-Posterior and Dorsal-Ventral compartment boundaries. The yz-section
scheme visualizes the 2 layers of the imaginal disc ‘sac’. The columnar cells making up the pouch belong to the
‘Disc Proper’ whereas the overlying squamous cells belong to the ‘Peripodial Epithelium’. Most images in this
study represent xy-sections of the pouch and include domains of the hinge, unless noted otherwise. (B) Schematic
representation of cell cycle phase identification using a combination of FUCCI reporters, EdU incorporation and
mitotic markers, such as phospho-Histone 3 (pH3). (C) FUCCI reporter and EdU incorporation assays in the
peripodium of a wild type wing disc. Identical results are observed in the densely packed epithelium of the disc
proper. Wide-spread euchromatic incorporation of EdU (early S-phase) correlates with absence of fluorescence of
Figure 1—figure supplement 1 continued on next page
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Figure 1—figure supplement 1 continued
both mRFP-NLS-CycB1-266 (red) and GFP-E2f11-230 (green) FUCCI reporter (filled arrowheads). Heterochromatic
incorporation of EdU (late S-phase) correlates with mild elevation of the G2-specific FUCCI reporter mRFP-NLS-
CycB1-266 (red) (open arrowheads). Cells with elevated levels of both FUCCI reporters (yellow) are in late G2
(Zielke et al., 2014) after which the FUCCI reporter mRFP-NLS-CycB1-266 (red) is targeted for proteasomal
degradation by APC/C during mitosis. The FUCCI reporter GFP-E2f11-230 (green) progressively accumulates in G1
until the onset of S-phase (Zielke et al., 2014). (D–E’) Flow cytometry analysis of DNA content (D’,E’) from
undamaged control wing discs (D,D’) and wing discs with surgical injury 6 hr into the recovery (R6) period (E,E’).
The pouch of the wing disc was labeled by rnGAL4-driven expression of UAS-GFP (green in D,E). TRE-RFP (red in
D,E) expression is almost undetectable in the pouch of undamaged control discs. JNK-signaling cells in damaged
discs were detected by activation of TRE-RFP (E,E’). Arrowheads indicate axis of injury in (E). Only GFP-positive
flow cytometry events were plotted in (D’,E’). TRE-RFP positive cells in the undamaged pouch represent <0.1% of
the total cell population and are thus not visualized. These plots are derived from the same dataset shown in
Figure 1. Maximum projections of multiple confocal sections are shown in D,E. Scale bars: 10 mm (C) and 50 mm
(D,E).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.003
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Figure 2—figure supplement 1. Stress-induced JNK activity correlates with G2-stalling. (A) Time line of development and induction of cell ablation by
expression of pro-apoptotic transgenes as a function of rearing temperature. Larvae were raised at 18˚C (blue) and transferred to 30˚C (orange) for 24
hr to induce expression of pro-apoptotic transgenes in wing imaginal discs at day seven after egg deposition (AED). The wing pouch region (green) in
third instar wild type disc (magenta) gives rise to future adult wings. Expression of pro-apoptotic transgenes under the control of rnGAL4 in the pouch
causes cell ablation and reduction in the size of the pouch. After expression of pro-apoptotic transgenes ceases by reducing the raising temperature to
18˚C, the surviving pouch tissue increases in size between 0 hr to 72 hr of the recovery period (R0, R24, R48, R72). Analysis of adult wing sizes allows
conclusion about the extent of the original injury and the success of the regenerative response. Most experiments utilizing expression of pro-apoptotic
transgenes like eiger (egr) or head involution defective (hid) were visualized at R0, unless noted otherwise. Wing discs and adult wing depictions are not
drawn at the same scale. (B–C’) Control (B,B’) and egr-expressing wing discs (C,C’) at 0 hr into the recovery period. Cells of the rnGAL4 -lineage were
permanently labeled by expression of GFP (green in B,C) using the G-TRACE lineage labeling system (Evans et al., 2009). Discs were counterstained
for DAPI (magenta in B,C) and express the JNK-reporter TRE-RFP (red in B,C). Note broad activation of TRE-RFP autonomous and non-autonomous to
surviving egr-expressing cells (C). Flow cytometry events were plotted as counts scaled to mode (B’) or absolute counts (C’) against fluorescence
intensity of the live DNA stain Hoechst for all cells (gray in B’), for cells of the rnGAL4 G-TRACE labeled lineage (green in B’), for cells from egr-
expressing discs positive for TRE-RFP (red in C’), and for the subpopulation of cells surviving egr expression in the rnGAL4 lineage labeled by G-TRACE
(green in C’). These plots are derived from the same dataset shown in Figure 2. TRE-RFP positive cells in undamaged control discs represent only a
2.5% of the total cell population and are thus not visualized separately. Please note that GFP-negative cells activating TRE-RFP non-autonomously to
the rnGAL4 lineage also experience a pronounced cell cycle shift if compared to non-ablated control wing discs. (D) Flow cytometry analysis of cell size
in G1-phase (gray) and G2-phase (blue) populations of cells from rnts> control wing discs and in a G2-phase (red) population of TRE-RFP positive cells
from rnts>egr discs. Note that TRE-positive G2-phase cells are larger than normally cycling cells in G2. Scale bars: 50 mm.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.005
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Figure 3—figure supplement 1. JNK activity is necessary and sufficient for G2-stalling. (A,A’) The peripodium of a wild type disc expressing the FUCCI
reporters (A) and assessed for cycling activity by EdU incorporation to reveal DNA replication activity (A’). (B–D) Quantification of the total disc area size
(B), and the number of Ubx-positive cells in G1 phase (C) and S-phase (D) in wild type (blue) and hemizygous hepR75 (red) discs. These quantifications
refer to the same dataset presented in Figure 3. Graphs display mean ± SEM for wt, n = 9 and hepR75, n = 9 discs. U-tests were performed to test for
statistical significance, n.s. = not significant, *p < 0.05. (E) Cell cycle analysis in a wing disc peripodium based on automated quantification of FUCCI
fluorescence intensity in microscopy images (see Materials and methods). Each point represents one Ubx-positive cell and is classified as G1, S or G2
phase according to GFP and RFP fluorescence intensities of the FUCCI reporters. Maximum projections of multiple peripodial confocal sections are
shown. Scale bar: 50 mm.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.007
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Figure 3—figure supplement 2. DNA damage is not rate-limiting for G2 stalling. (A–A’’) egr-expressing disc at 0
hr into the recovery period expressing the FUCCI reporters (A) to visualize G2-stalled cells (yellow) was stained for
phosphorylated H2Av (gH2Av, A’, green in A’’) a marker of dsDNA breaks (Khurana and Oberdoerffer, 2015).
The disc was counterstained for DAPI (magenta in F’’). Note lack of correlation between gH2Av and FUCCI
patterns. (B–D) egr-expressing discs at 0 hr into the recovery period expressing the FUCCI reporters and also
expressing RNAi transgenes targeting grp (Drosophila Chk1) (B) or mei-41 (Drosophila ATR) (C) under the control
of rnGAL4, or being hemizygous for an allele of mei-41 (D). Compare FUCCI profiles in (B–D) to (A). Maximum
projections of multiple confocal sections are shown. Scale bars: 50 mm.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.008
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Figure 4—figure supplement 1. Cdc25/String and Tribbles regulate G2 stalling. (A–D) A wild type control disc (A) or wing discs expressing an RNAi
transgene targeting cdk1 (B), overexpressing stg (C) or expressing an RNAi transgene targeting trbl (D) under the control of rnGAL4. All discs express
Figure 4—figure supplement 1 continued on next page
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Figure 4—figure supplement 1 continued
the FUCCI reporters. Note the shift towards G2-phase (B) or G1-phase (C,D) in the wing pouch (encircled by broken line) if compared to a wild type
control disc. (E–E’’) A wing disc expressing a GFP trap element in the stg locus (E’, cyan in E) and the G2-specific FUCCI reporter mRFP-NLS-CycB1-266
(E’’, red in E). Note invariant GFP levels despite heterogeneous cell cycle profile of the tissue. Stg protein levels are expected to predominantly track
with mRFP-NLS-CycB1-266. (F–G’’’) A wing disc (F–F’’’) and an eye disc (G–G’’’) expressing a GFP trap element in the stg locus and labeled for EdU
incorporation to detect DNA replication activity and stained for Cyclin B. Note reduction of GFP expression at the anterior D/V boundary in the wing
(arrows in F) and elevated GFP expression in the posterior eye disc and morphogenetic furrow (bracket in G) as previously reported for stg
(Johnston and Edgar, 1998; Thomas et al., 1994). (H–I’’) Control wing disc (H–H’’) and an stg-overexpressing disc (I–I’’) under the control of rnGAL4.
Discs were stained for DAPI (magenta in H,I) and assessed for cell cycle activity by EdU incorporation to reveal DNA replication (H’,I’, cyan in H,I) and
by staining for phospho-Histone3 to reveal mitotic cells (pH3) (H’’,I’’, yellow in H,I). (J–L) Representative adult wings arising from of wild type control
discs overexpressing GFP (J) or from wing discs overexpressing stg (K) or an RNAi construct targeting trbl (L) under the control of rnGAL4. Maximum
projections of multiple confocal sections are shown in H-I. Scale bars: 50 mm (A–I), 1.0 mm (J–L).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.010
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Figure 5—figure supplement 1. Chronic stalling in G2 interferes with proliferative capacity. (A–C) Representative adult wings arising from of egr-
expressing (A), egr,stg-co-expressing (B) and hid-expressing discs (C) under the control of rnGAL4 . (D–G) A control wing disc (D), a stg-expressing (E),
an egr-expressing (F) and an egr,stg-co-expressing disc (G) at 0 hr into the recovery period. Discs were stained for the apoptotic marker Dcp-1. Dotted
lines trace the outline of the wing disc. (H) Quantification of TRE-RFP fluorescence intensity in the central pouch domain of egr-expressing (gray) and
egr,stg-co-expressing (red) at 0 hr into the recovery period. Graphs display mean ± SEM for egr-expressing, n = 10 and egr,stg-co-expressing, n = 16
discs. U-tests were performed to test for statistical significance, n.s. = non significant. Maximum projections of multiple confocal sections are shown.
Scale bars: 1.0 mm (A–C), 50 mm (D–G).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.012
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Figure 6—figure supplement 1. Stalling in G2 promotes survival by protecting cells from JNK-induced apoptosis. (A–A’’’) A stg-expressing disc at 0 hr
into the recovery period stained for the apoptotic marker Dcp-1 (A’’, green in A,A’) and for the HA-tag to visualize overexpressed Stg-HA (A’’’,
magenta in A’). Discs were stained for DAPI (blue in A). Note mutually exclusive detection of Dcp-1 and Stg-HA. (B–B’’) A FUCCI-expressing disc also
expressing stg-HA under the control of rntsGAL4. The disc was stained for the HA-tag to visualize Stg-HA (B’, cyan in B’’). The apical section reveals
high expression of Stg-HA in large mitotic cells also positive for mRFP-NLS-CycB1-266 (red). (C–D’’) A stg-expressing and an egr,stg-co-expressing disc
also carrying the GFP-E2f11-230 (C’, D’, green in C,D) and the mRFP-NLS-CycB1-266 (C’’,D’’, red in C,D) FUCCI reporters. Despite extensive cell death in
the tissue upon egr co-expression, the distribution of stg-induced cell cycle profile does not extensively change, supporting the conclusion that low
FUCCI reporter expression is not consequence of apoptotic cell death. (E–E’’) A single confocal section through basal domains of an egr-expressing
disc (closed arrowhead) to visualize apoptotic cell debris (open arrowhead). The disc has been allowed to incorporate EdU for 1 hr to visualize a more
Figure 6—figure supplement 1 continued on next page
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Figure 6—figure supplement 1 continued
historic footprint of DNA replication activity (E’’, green in E,E’). The disc was stained for DAPI (magenta in E,E’). The broken line in E frames the region
shown in E’,E’’. While the viable tissue has undergone EdU incorporation (closed arrowhead), none of the pyknotic nuclei show evidence of recent DNA
replication activity (open arrowhead). Scale bars: 50 mm (A–A’’’, C–E’’), 20 mm (B).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.014
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Figure 7—figure supplement 1. Chronic stalling in G2 promotes non-autonomous overgrowth. (A) Quantification of relative TRE-RFP fluorescence
intensity in mosaic wing discs carrying wtsX1 clones at 96 hr to 196 hr after egg deposition (AED) at 25˚C (circles). Note that wild type larvae normally
Figure 7—figure supplement 1 continued on next page
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Figure 7—figure supplement 1 continued
pupariate around 120 hr AED. Squares represent discs carrying wild type MARCM clones. Graphs display mean ± SEM for n = 8 (96 h), n = 7 (120 h),
n = 7 (144 h), n = 8 (192 h), n = 6 (control) discs. (B–D’’) Wing discs expressing TRE-RFP (red) and carrying scribdt12/dt12 clones marked by the absence of
GFP (cyan in B), were analyzed for DNA content (C–C’’) cell size (D) and by flow cytometry. The total cell population of discs was plotted as TRE-
positive or TRE-negative events (C,D). The same analysis was also applied separately to GFP-negative (scribdt12/dt12 cells, C’) and GFP-positive (wild
type cells, C’’) sub-populations. Detected events were plotted as counts scaled to mode against fluorescence intensity of the live DNA stain Hoechst.
(E–H) Wing imaginal discs carrying GFP-labeled MARCM clones (green) that are either wild type (E), stg-overexpressing (F), mutant for dlg1G0342 (G) or
stg-overexpressing and mutant for dlg1G0342 (H). Discs were counterstained with DAPI (magenta). (I–I’’) Volumes occupied by the total disc (I), the GFP-
labeled fraction representing MARCM clones (I’) and the non-GFP-labeled fraction representing the surrounding wild type tissue (I’’). Graphs display
mean ± SEM for tub>GFP, FRT, n = 14; tub>GFP+stg, FRT, n = 15; tub>GFP, FRT dlg1G0342, n = 7; tub>GFP+stg, FRT dlg1G0342, n = 16 discs. U-tests
were performed to test for statistical significance (n.s. not significant, *p<0.05, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001). (J,K) Dot plots representing each of the discs
analyzed in Figure 7K (J) and Figure 7—figure supplement 1I (K), pairing the data for the GFP-negative wild type tissue volume and the GFP-positive
tissue volume they surround, which is either wild type (grey), stg-overexpressing (pink), mutant for dlg1G0342 or wtsX1 (blue in J or K) or stg-
overexpressing and mutant for dlg1G0342 or wtsX1 (red in J or K).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.016
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Figure 7—figure supplement 2. Chronic stalling in G2 promotes mitogenic signaling. (A,B) A control wing disc (A) and a surgically injured disc 24 hr
after injury (B). Both discs use the CasExpress and G-TRACE reporter system to drive expression of GFP in cells that had experienced Caspase activity
previously but survive. (C–J) Control wing discs (C,E,G,I) and egr-expressing discs (D,F,H,J) at 0 hr into the recovery period also analyzed for expression
of upd-LacZ (C,D), MMP-1 (E,F), GstD-GFP (G,H) and spliced Xbp1 (I,J) (green in C-J). Discs were counterstained with DAPI (magenta). Maximum
projections of multiple confocal sections are shown in I,J. Scale bars: 50 mm.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.41036.017
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Figure panel Genotype Raising temperature
Figure 1
A,B,C en-GAL4, UAS-GFP/Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; puc-LacZ 25°C
D,E TRE-RFP/UAS-GFP S56T; rn-GAL4 25°C
Figure 1-figure supplement 1
B Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rnGAL4, tub-GAL80ts 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
D-E' TRE-RFP/UAS-GFP S56T; rn-GAL4 25°C
Figure 2
A Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
B Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
C,C',D,L,L' TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr / UAS-Flp, ubi(FRT.STOP)-GFP 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
E TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
F,G TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
H TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C + 24h at 18°C
I TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C + 72h at 18°C
J Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C + 24h at 18°C
K Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C + 72h at 18°C
Figure 2-figure supplement 1
B,B' TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) / UAS-Flp, ubi(FRT.STOP)-GFP 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
C,C',D TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr / UAS-Flp, ubi(FRT.STOP)-GFP 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
Figure 3
A Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266/UAS-hep[act]; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
B UAS-bsk(DN); Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266/enGAL4, UAS-GFP; puc-LacZ 25°C
C TRE-RFP 25°C
D,F,G +/y; Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266 25°C
E,F,G hep(R75)/y; Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266 25°C
Figure 3-figure supplement 1
A Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266 25°C
B-E +/y; Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266 25°C
B-D hep(R75)/y; Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266 25°C
Figure 3-figure supplement 2
A Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
B Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266/UAS-grp RNAi; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
C Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr/UAS-mei-41 RNAi 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
D mei-41[RT1]/y; Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
Figure 4
A Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts)/stg-GFP 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
B Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr/stg-GFP 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
C trbl-GFP/TM6B, tub-GAL80 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
D trbl-GFP/rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
E UAS-bsk(DN); en-GAL4; trbl-GFP/GH146-QF, QUAS-mtdTomato-3xHA 18°C until injury, 25°C during recovery
F Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
G Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266/UAS-stg; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
H 'Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266/UAS-trbl RNAi (TRiP.HMJ02089); rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
I rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
J UAS-stg; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
Figure 4-figure supplement 1
A Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
B Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266/UAS-Cdk1 RNAi (TRiP.HMS01531); rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
C Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266/UAS-stg; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
D Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266/UAS-trbl RNAi (TRiP.HMJ02089); rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
E Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts)/stg[YD0685]-GFP 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
F,G stg[YD0685]-GFP 25°C
H rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
I UAS-stg; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
J UAS-GFP; rn-GAL4 25°C
K UAS-stg/UAS-GFP; rn-GAL4 25°C
L UAS-trbl RNAi (TRiP.HMJ02089); rn-GAL4 25°C
Figure 5
A rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts)/UAS-Flp, ubi(FRT.STOP)-GFP 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
B TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
C UAS-stg/TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
D UAS-hid; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts)/UAS-Flp, ubi(FRT.STOP)-GFP 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
E rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C + 18°C until adulthood
E UAS-stg; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C + 18°C until adulthood
E UAS-hid; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C + 18°C until adulthood
F TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts)/ UAS-Flp, ubi(FRT.STOP)-GFP 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
G rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr / UAS-Flp, ubi(FRT.STOP)-GFP 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
H UAS-stg; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr / UAS-Flp, ubi(FRT.STOP)-GFP 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
I TRE-RFP;  10xStat92e-DGFP 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
J TRE-RFP; 10xStat92e-DGFP/rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
K TRE-RFP/UAS-hid;  10xStat92e-DGFP/rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
L UAS-hid/Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
M TRE-RFP/UAS-GFP; rn-GAL4 25°C
N TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C + 0/24/48/72h at 18°C
Figure 5-figure supplement 1
A rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C + 18°C until adulthood
B UAS-stg; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C + 18°C until adulthood
C UAS-hid; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C + 18°C until adulthood
D rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
E UAS-stg; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
F rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
G UAS-stg; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
H TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
H UAS-stg/TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
Figure 6
A,C,E UAS-GFP; rn-GAL4 25°C
B,D,E UAS-GFP/UAS-stg.HA; rn-GAL4 25°C
F-G' Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266/UAS-stg.HA; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
H,I UAS-GFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
J Diap1-GFP/Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; TM6b, tub-GAL80 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
K Diap1-GFP/Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
L TRE-RFP; Hid-GFP/TM6b, tub-GAL80 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
M TRE-RFP; Hid-GFP/rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
Figure 6-figure supplement 1
A UAS-stg.HA/Diap1-GFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
B,C Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266/UAS-stg.HA; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
D Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266/UAS-stg.HA; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
E Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
Figure 7
A,E,F ubx flp; TRE-RFP; FRT82B wts[x1]/FRT82B ubi-GFP 25°C
B TRE-RFP/UAS-GFP; rn-GAL4 25°C
C ubx-flp, tub-GAL4, UAS-GFP; TRE-RFP; FRT82B wts[x1]/FRT82B tub-GAL80 25°C
D TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
G,K-K'' ubx-flp, tub-GAL4, UAS-GFP; ; FRT82B/FRT82B tub-GAL80 25°C
H,K-K'' ubx-flp, tub-GAL4, UAS-GFP; UAS-stg.HA; FRT82B/FRT82B tub-GAL80 25°C
I,K-K'',L,M ubx-flp, tub-GAL4, UAS-GFP; ; FRT82B wts[x1]/FRT82B tub-GAL80 25°C
J,K-K'',L,M ubx-flp, tub-GAL4, UAS-GFP; UAS-stg.HA; FRT82B wts[x1]/FRT82B tub-GAL80 25°C
N Ubi-GFP.E2f.1-230, Ubi-mRFP1.NLS.CycB.1-266/UAS-P35; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
Figure 7-figure supplement 1
A ubx flp; TRE-RFP; FRT82B wts[x1]/FRT82B ubi-GFP 25°C
B-D ubx flp; TRE-RFP; FRT82B scrib[dt12]/FRT82B ubi-GFP 25°C
E,I-I'',K FRT19A/ey-FLP, FRT19A tub-GAL80; act5c>y[+]>GAL4, UAS-GFP[S56T] 25°C
F,I-I'',K FRT19A/ey-FLP, FRT19A tub-GAL80; act5c>y[+]>GAL4, UAS-GFP[S56T]/UAS-stg 25°C
G,I-I'',K FRT19A dlg1[G0342]/ey-FLP, FRT19A tub-GAL80; act5c>y[+]>GAL4, UAS-GFP[S56T] 25°C
H,I-I'',K FRT19A dlg1[G0342]/ey-FLP, FRT19A tub-GAL80; act5c>y[+]>GAL4, UAS-GFP[S56T]/UAS-stg 25°C
J ubx-flp, tub-GAL4, UAS-GFP; ; FRT82B/FRT82B tub-GAL80 25°C
J ubx-flp, tub-GAL4, UAS-GFP; UAS-stg.HA; FRT82B/FRT82B tub-GAL80 25°C
J ubx-flp, tub-GAL4, UAS-GFP; ; FRT82B wts[x1]/FRT82B tub-GAL80 25°C
J ubx-flp, tub-GAL4, UAS-GFP; UAS-stg.HA; FRT82B wts[x1]/FRT82B tub-GAL80 25°C
Figure 7-figure supplement 2
A-B ubi-CasExpress; UAS-Flp, ubi(FRT.STOP)-GFP/GH146-QF, QUAS-mtdTomato-3xHA 18°C until injury, 25°C during recovery
C Upd-LacZ/X; TRE-RFP; TM6B, tub-GAL80 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
D Upd-LacZ/X; TRE-RFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
E TM6B, tub-GAL80 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
F rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
G gstD-GFP;  rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
H gstD-GFP; rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
I UAS-Xbp1-GFP.HG/ rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts) 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
J UAS-Xbp1-GFP.HG/ rn-GAL4, tub-GAL80(ts), UAS-egr 18°C until day 7 AED + 24h at 30°C
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JAK/STAT signalling mediates cell survival in response to tissue
stress
Marco La Fortezza, Madlin Schenk, Andrea Cosolo, Addie Kolybaba, Isabelle Grass and Anne-Kathrin Classen*
ABSTRACT
Tissue homeostasis relies on the ability of tissues to respond to
stress. Tissue regeneration and tumour models in Drosophila have
shown that c-Jun amino-terminal kinase (JNK) acts as a prominent
stress-response pathway promoting injury-induced apoptosis
and compensatory proliferation. A central question remaining
unanswered is how both responses are balanced by activation of a
single pathway. Signalling through the Janus kinase/Signal
transducers and activators of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway,
which is a potential JNK target, is implicated in promoting
compensatory proliferation. While we observe JAK/STAT activation
in imaginal discs upon damage, our data demonstrate that JAK/STAT
and its downstream effector Zfh2 promote the survival of JNK
signalling cells. The JNK component fos and the pro-apoptotic gene
hid are regulated in a JAK/STAT-dependent manner. This molecular
pathway restrains JNK-induced apoptosis and spatial propagation of
JNK signalling, thereby limiting the extent of tissue damage, as well
as facilitating systemic and proliferative responses to injury. We find
that the pro-survival function of JAK/STAT also drives tumour growth
under conditions of chronic stress. Our study defines the function of
JAK/STAT in tissue stress and illustrates how crosstalk between
conserved signalling pathways establishes an intricate equilibrium
between proliferation, apoptosis and survival to restore tissue
homeostasis.
KEY WORDS: JAK/STAT, JNK, Cell survival, Compensatory
proliferation, Cancer, Injury-induced apoptosis, Eiger, Cell ablation
INTRODUCTION
Tissue homeostasis relies on the ability of tissues to respond to stress
caused by damaging environmental insults. Physical wounding,
toxins, reactive oxygen species and UV irradiation all induce
cellular damage and thus disrupt tissue integrity. Mounting an
appropriate response to these insults is essential for tissue repair and
to prevent chronic cellular stress, which can lead to disease (Fulda
et al., 2010). While much progress has been made to elucidate
signalling pathways that seal wounds, remove damaged cells,
promote regenerative proliferation or mediate patterning of
regenerated tissue, little is known about how crosstalk between
these pathways coordinates repair processes to restore homeostasis.
Studies on Drosophila progenitor organs called imaginal discs
have provided deep insights into cellular adaptations to tissue stress.
Surgical excision (Bryant, 1975; Haynie and Bryant, 1976;
Katsuyama et al., 2015) or cell ablation induced by pro-apoptotic
transgenes (Grusche et al., 2011; Herrera et al., 2013; Smith-Bolton
et al., 2009) has revealed cellular responses that promote wound
healing (Sun and Irvine, 2014; Kashio et al., 2014; Razzell et al.,
2011). Disc size is restored by accelerated proliferation of cells
proximal (Sustar et al., 2011; Bosch et al., 2008) and distal (Herrera
et al., 2013) to the wound site. Lacking tissue-resident stem cells,
fate plasticity displayed by parenchymal disc cells facilitates
repatterning of replaced tissues (Herrera et al., 2013; Herrera and
Morata, 2014; Repiso et al., 2013; Schuster and Smith-Bolton,
2015). In contrast, regeneration of the Drosophila adult midgut is
driven by tissue-resident stem cells (Ohlstein and Spradling, 2006;
Jiang et al., 2009; Osman et al., 2013; Staley and Irvine, 2010).
Strikingly, while midgut and imaginal discs utilize stem cell-
dependent and -independent repair processes, both tissues activate
similar signalling pathways that underlie potentially highly
conserved stress responses.
The c-Jun amino-terminal kinase (JNK)/mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK) cascade is one of the earliest pathways
activated in damaged tissues and it is triggered by loss of epithelial
polarity (Brumby and Richardson, 2003; Uhlirova et al., 2005;
Igaki, 2009; Wu et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2010), apoptosis (Ryoo
et al., 2004; Shlevkov and Morata, 2012) or physical wounding
(Bosch et al., 2005; Rämet et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2005). JNK
regulates stress responses via activation of the transcription factor
AP-1 (Eferl and Wagner, 2003), which comprises Jun and Fos
homo- and heterodimers. JNK activation is required for cytoskeletal
rearrangement during wound closure (Ríos-Barrera and Riesgo-
Escovar, 2013; Bosch et al., 2005) and promotes elimination of
damaged cells by injury-induced apoptosis (Bogoyevitch et al.,
2010; Chen, 2012; Shlevkov and Morata, 2012; Luo et al., 2007;
Moreno et al., 2002). Importantly, JNK drives compensatory
proliferation to replace damaged tissues, through cell-autonomous
(Bosch et al., 2008; Sun and Irvine, 2011; Grusche et al., 2011) and
non-autonomous (Bergantinos et al., 2010; Mattila et al., 2005;
Ryoo et al., 2004) mechanisms. A central question remaining
unanswered is how these two different responses – proliferation and
apoptosis – are brought into equilibrium downstream of JNK to
restore tissue homeostasis.
Apoptotic JNK targets that facilitate clearing of damaged cells
include the Diap1 inhibitors reaper (rpr), head involution defective
(hid) and p53 (Shlevkov and Morata, 2012; Luo et al., 2007;
Moreno et al., 2002). Activation of rpr, hid and p53 drives further
activation of JNK via the initiator caspase Dronc (Shlevkov and
Morata, 2012). JNK also activates the TNFα homologue Eiger
(Pérez-Garijo et al., 2013), leading to activation of JNK in nearby
cells (Pérez-Garijo et al., 2013; Bergantinos et al., 2010; Wu et al.,
2010). This positive feedback could drive excessive cell elimination
and therefore, needs to be restrained to prevent unlimited spatial
propagation of pro-apoptotic JNK activity. It is not known how
spatial constraints on JNK propagation are established.Received 1 November 2015; Accepted 23 June 2016
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Importantly, apoptosis of damaged cells stimulates compensatory
proliferation by JNK-dependent activation of growth pathways
including Wnt/β-catenin, TFGβ/SMAD, Janus kinase/Signal
transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT), Hippo/
Yorkie and EGF (Sun and Irvine, 2011, 2014; Wells et al., 2006;
Kondo et al., 2006; Huh et al., 2004; Morata et al., 2011; Pastor-
Pareja and Xu, 2013). While the requirement for these pathways
differs depending on context (Smith-Bolton et al., 2009; Herrera
et al., 2013; Fan and Bergmann, 2008), many have been implicated
in metazoan responses to stress (Sun and Irvine, 2014; Pahlavan
et al., 2006; Chen, 2012). Importantly, prevention of apoptosis in
damaged cells causes sustained proliferative signalling and eventual
tumour formation in Drosophila (Kondo et al., 2006; Perez-Garijo
et al., 2004, 2009; Ryoo et al., 2004; Huh et al., 2004; Martin et al.,
2009), emphasizing how strongly apoptotic, survival and
proliferative signals need to be balanced to re-establish normal
tissue size.
Current models propose that JAK/STAT signalling is a major
mediator of compensatory, cancerous and developmental
proliferation. Cytokine-like ligands in Drosophila are encoded by
upd1 (unpaired 1), upd2 and upd3 and signal through conserved
pathway components encoded by single genes, specifically the
receptor Domeless (Dome), the Janus kinase Hopscotch (Hop) and
the transcription factor Stat92E (Arbouzova and Zeidler, 2006). As
in mammals, JAK/STAT plays diverse roles in fly development by
regulating haemocyte activation (Myllymäki and Rämet, 2014),
appendage patterning (Ayala-Camargo et al., 2013, 2007;
Johnstone et al., 2013) and stem cell maintenance (Gregory et al.,
2008). A proliferative function for JAK/STAT was suggested by
early studies of tissue growth during disc development (Bach et al.,
2003; Tsai and Sun, 2004; Mukherjee et al., 2005). Subsequently,
JAK/STAT has been widely implicated in promoting proliferation
of neoplastic cells (Classen et al., 2009;Wu et al., 2010; Davie et al.,
2015; Bunker et al., 2015; Amoyel et al., 2014) and aberrant non-
autonomous proliferation of wild-type cells in fly models of
tumorigenesis (Vaccari and Bilder, 2005; Herz et al., 2006; Moberg
et al., 2005). Activation of Upd gene transcription upon tissue
damage has been linked to compensatory proliferation in imaginal
discs and adult guts (Jiang et al., 2009; Pastor-Pareja et al., 2008;
Katsuyama et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2009; Bunker
et al., 2015; Santabárbara-Ruiz et al., 2015). Other studies suggest
that JAK/STAT is involved in cell competition, where signalling
either promotes ‘winner’ cell state (Schroeder et al., 2013;
Rodrigues et al., 2012) or compensatory proliferation in response
to ‘loser’ cell elimination (Kolahgar et al., 2015).
Despite this wealth of work, little is known about target genes
mediating proliferative JAK/STAT function. In fly tumours, STAT-
responsive enhancers have been mapped (Davie et al., 2015), but
few target genes regulating tissue size have been described (Tsai and
Sun, 2004; Betz et al., 2008; Hasan et al., 2015). However, several
studies suggest that developmental functions of JAK/STAT are
mediated by the transcriptional repressors Chinmo (Flaherty et al.,
2010), Zfh1 (Ohayon et al., 2009; Leatherman and Dinardo, 2008)
and Zfh2 (Perea et al., 2013; Guarner et al., 2014; Ayala-Camargo
et al., 2013).
We wanted to better understand the precise role of JAK/STAT in
cellular adaptations to stress and to gain further insight into how
JAK/STAT might regulate compensatory proliferation after tissue
damage. Because JAK/STAT is required for regeneration in tissues
as diverse as the grasshopper leg to the mouse liver (Yamada et al.,
1997; Bando et al., 2013; Cressman et al., 1996; Li et al., 2002;
Wuestefeld et al., 2003; Zhao et al., 2014), dissecting the function of
this highly conserved pathway is essential for our understanding of
regenerative processes. To achieve this, we employed an imaginal
disc model of tissue stress, which utilizes ectopic expression of the
TNFα homologue Eiger (Smith-Bolton et al., 2009) (Fig. S1),
triggering JNK activation (Igaki and Miura, 2014; Andersen et al.,
2015) and apoptosis (Fig.S1D-D‴). This model has been previously
used to study tissue regeneration in response to local cell ablation
(Herrera et al., 2013; Smith-Bolton et al., 2009). Expression of
Eiger induces multiple hallmarks of local and systemic stress
responses, such as compensatory proliferation and dILP8-induced
developmental delay (Fig. S1E,G) (Smith-Bolton et al., 2009).
Because Eiger induces tissue stress in wild-type discs, it represents
an ideal model to distinguish JAK/STAT functions in physiological
stress from secondary effects incurred by developmental patterning
or tumorigenic models. Instead of promoting compensatory
proliferation, we found that JAK/STAT promotes survival of
JNK-signalling cells, thereby acting as a central regulator of
injury-induced apoptosis to restrain excessive tissue damage and
facilitate initiation of compensatory responses.
RESULTS
Eiger-mediated JNK activation enables functional studies of
JNK-dependent stress responses
We expressed Eiger under the control of rotund (rn)-GAL4, which
drives expression in the wing disc pouch, fated to give rise to the
future wing blade. We induced eiger expression on developmental
day 7 and temporally limitedUAS-eiger expression to 40 h by using
a temperature-sensitive GAL80 repressor (Fig. S1A-C). In
agreement with previous studies (Herrera et al., 2013; Smith-
Bolton et al., 2009), we observed extensive cell ablation in discs
(Fig. S1E-E′), which gave rise to a 50% reduction in adult wing size
(Fig. S1H). G-trace lineage labelling (Evans et al., 2009) of rn-
GAL4-expressing cells followed by FACS analysis revealed that
about 85% of rn-GAL4 lineage cells were eliminated after 40 h of
Eiger stimulation (Fig. 1A,A′, Fig. S2A-A″). This correlated with
an induction of a 2 day developmental delay at the larval-pupal
transition (Fig. S1G).
In agreement with Eiger triggering JNK activation (Igaki and
Miura, 2014), we found that Eiger-stimulated discs broadly activate
the JNK-responsive TRE reporter (Fig. 1C) (Chatterjee and
Bohmann, 2012). The TRE reporter was specifically activated at
the wound site, whereas reporter activity is completely absent in
control discs (Fig. 1B,C). Consistent with non-autonomous
activation of JNK by Eiger (Pérez-Garijo et al., 2013) and tissue
damage (Bosch et al., 2005; Herrera et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2010),
TRE activation extended beyond a G-trace-labelled domain, in
which eiger expression was induced (Fig. 1C and Fig. 2F). FACS
analysis demonstrated that while 4.5% of cells in the disc belonged
to the surviving rn-GAL4 lineage, 29% of cells in the disc activated
TRE-GFP (Fig. S2A-A′,B-B′).
We first wanted to quantify cell proliferation in Eiger-stimulated
discs near the wound site, as well as in the whole disc between 0 h
(R0) and 48 h (R48) into the recovery period after the end of cell
ablation (Fig. S1A,E-E″). We used an image segmentation
algorithm (Fiji) to specifically measure total disc size, the size of
the surviving rn-GAL4 lineage labelled by G-trace, the number of
mitotic cells marked by phospho-Histone 3 (pH3) or the number of
cells in S-phase marked by BrdU incorporation (Fig. 1D-G,
Fig. S1F). We found that at R0, G-trace-labelled cells in the
pouch account for about 3% of the total disc volume (Fig. 1D). This
is in close agreement with FACS measurements (4.5%, Fig. S2A′),
which also detect an additional subset of G-trace-labelled cells in
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the notum. This analysis verified that volume quantifications of cell
populations in Fiji accurately approximate cell counts. Our analysis
revealed a marked increase in cell proliferation between R0 and
R24, both near the wound site (Fig. 1F), as well as in the entire disc
(Fig. 1G, Fig. S2E). Mitotic rates do not increase further between
R24 and R48 (Fig. 1F,G). When we quantified the volume of the
total disc and that of the G-trace-labelled population, we found that
they increased in size by 36% and 126%, respectively (Fig. 1D,E).
While cell ablation can be induced more efficiently by expression
of pro-apoptotic transgenes, such as UAS-reaper (Herrera et al.,
2013), we did not observe broad activation of JNK in this context
(Fig. S2C,D). Because Eiger-stimulated discs displayed broad
activation and provided genetic access to JNK-signalling cells, we
utilized expression of Eiger to investigate the role of JAK/STAT in
JNK-mediated responses to tissue stress.
JAK/STAT is activated in response to Eiger-induced tissue
damage
To understand if JAK/STAT plays a role in imaginal disc
regeneration, we analysed JAK/STAT activity in response to eiger
expression. JAK/STAT activation can be visualized using the
10xSTAT-dGFP reporter (Bach et al., 2007), which is almost
undetectable in wild-type discs (Fig. 2A). Analysis of the 10xSTAT-
dGFP reporter revealed that JAK/STAT is upregulated in response
to eiger expression induced at day 5 or day 7 of development
(Fig. 2B,C). Reporter activation can also be observed upon reaper
expression, suggesting that stress induced by ectopic cell death is
sufficient to cause JAK/STAT activation (Fig. S3E). Importantly, in
Eiger-stimulated discs, JAK/STAT activation was detected beyond
the pouch periphery and thus extended beyond JNK domains
marked by TRE activity (Fig. 2F). JAK/STAT signalling declined
within the following 24 h suggesting that it is downregulated after
eiger expression ceased (compare Fig. S3A-C with Fig. S3B′-C′).
We furthermore examined JAK/STAT activation when eiger was
induced at later stages of development. Surprisingly, JAK/STAT
activity was almost undetectable when eiger was induced at day 8
(Fig. 2D, Fig. S3D-D′).
Unpaired ligands are upregulated upon Eiger-induced tissue
damage
Previous reports and our studies demonstrate that the JAK/STAT
ligands upd1, upd2 and upd3 are transcriptionally upregulated in
response to stress from physical injury (Katsuyama et al., 2015;
Pastor-Pareja et al., 2008) or tumorous growth (Wu et al., 2010;
Bunker et al., 2015), indicating that pathway upregulation may be
driven by JNK-dependent Upd gene transcription. We found that
transcription of Upd genes is highly elevated in Eiger-stimulated
discs, whereas transcription of dome, hop and Stat92E is not
(Fig. 2E). Recapitulating the decline in 10xSTAT-dGFP activity in
response to eiger induction at day 8, Upd gene transcription was
Fig. 1. Eiger expression enables functional studies of JNK stress responses. (A) G-trace labelling (cyan) visualizes the rotund (rn)GAL4 cell lineage in
wing discs. Actin labelling is red. (A′) Progeny of rn-GAL4G-trace-labelled cells (cyan) after 40 h of Eiger-mediated cell ablation (CA) at recovery points R0, R24,
R48 h. (B) Wing pouch expressing the JNK reporter TRE>GFP (red in overlay), stained for DAPI and Nubbin (cyan in overlay) visualizing a lineage similar
to rn-GAL4-derived cells. (C)Wing pouch after cell ablation (CA) expressing TRE>RFP (red in overlay) containing rn-GAL4G-trace-labelled cells (cyan in overlay)
stained for DAPI. (D) Volume occupied by rn-GAL4 G-trace-labelled cells and (E) total wing imaginal disc (WID) volumes at recovery time points R0, R24 and
R48. (F) Normalized pH3-positive mitotic events within rn-GAL4 G-trace-labelled volume and (G) within total disc volumes at R0, R24, R48. Graphs display
mean±s.e.m. for R0, n=16; R24, n=12; R48, n=13 discs. U-tests were performed to test for statistical significance (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001). Scale bars:
100 µm.
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strongest at day 5 and day 7 but decreased by more than half when
eiger was induced at day 8 (Fig. 2E).
Loss of JAK/STAT activation at day 8 was not due to a decline in
Eiger-mediated JNK activation, because TRE activity was as strong
on day 8 as on day 7 (Fig. S3F,G). This suggests that even though
JAK/STAT activation coincides with JNK activity (Katsuyama
et al., 2015; Pastor-Pareja et al., 2008), JNK alone may not be
sufficient to stimulate this pathway. This is supported by broader
activation of JAK/STAT compared with JNK (Fig. 2F). Strikingly,
the failure to activate JAK/STAT at late developmental stages
correlated with a pronounced decline in the ability of larvae to
induce a developmental delay at the larval-pupal transition
(Fig. S3H) and with a strong reduction in recovered adult wing
size (Fig. S3I). These correlations suggest that JAK/STAT may be a
crucial mediator of JNK-induced compensatory responses in
imaginal discs.
JAK/STAT activity is not required for compensatory
proliferation
JAK/STAT has been reported to play a role in promoting cell
proliferation in wild-type (Bach et al., 2003; Tsai and Sun, 2004;
Mukherjee et al., 2005), tumorous (Classen et al., 2009; Wu et al.,
2010; Davie et al., 2015; Bunker et al., 2015; Amoyel et al., 2014)
and surgically injured discs (Katsuyama et al., 2015). To test
whether JAK/STAT is generally required to drive compensatory
proliferation, we quantified mitotic events after Eiger stimulation in
discs with impaired JAK/STAT signalling. We genetically reduced
JAK/STAT activity by two approaches: (1) we reduced gene dosage
of JAK/STAT components in the entire animal by heterozygosity
for domeG0441, hop34 and Stat92E85C9 alleles or (2) we interfered
with JAK/STAT signalling exclusively in eiger-expressing cells
through expression of RNAi constructs targeting JAK/STAT
components (Fig. S5A), a dominant-negative dome (domeΔcyt) or
the inhibitor Socs36E under the control of rn-GAL4-tubGAL80ts.
Strikingly, even though 50% of the tissue in Eiger-stimulated
discs activated JAK/STAT (Fig. 2B,C), discs heterozygous for
domeG0441, hop34 and Stat92E85C9 alleles did not show any
evidence of a reduction in mitotic events or total disc size
(Fig. 3A-F). Instead, we observed a mild increase in Eiger-
stimulated discs heterozygous for hop34. These results are the
opposite to what we would expect if JAK/STAT regulated
compensatory proliferation. We thus wanted to confirm these
findings by interfering with JAK/STAT specifically in Eiger-
stimulated cells. rn-GAL4-driven co-expression of dome-RNAi,
domeΔcyt or Socs36E did not reduce the number of mitotic events
within surviving eiger-expressing cells (Fig. 3G-K). Instead,
mitotic rates slightly increased, whereas they remained unchanged
in the rest of the disc (Fig. 3K, Fig. S4A,C). Importantly, effects on
eiger-expressing cells co-expressing transgenic constructs are
strongest at R0 but decline as GAL4 activity decreased (Fig. 3K).
Together, our results strongly argue against the previously assigned
role of JAK/STAT in directly promoting compensatory proliferation
in response to stress.
JAK/STAT is required for survival of JNK-signalling cells
While the total disc size of Eiger-stimulated discs was similar to that
of discs with genetically impaired JAK/STAT activity (Fig. 3F,
Fig. S4D), we were surprised to notice that the number of
Fig. 2. JAK/STAT is activated in response to tissue damage. (A) Wing disc expressing the JAK/STAT-reporter 10XSTAT>dGFP (cyan in overlay) stained for
DAPI and Actin (red in overlay). (B-D) Wing pouch after cell ablation (CA) induced at day 5 (B), day 7 (C) or day 8 (D). Discs were stained for DAPI, Actin (red in
overlay) and express 10XSTAT>dGFP (cyan in overlay). (E) qRT-PCR analysis of upd1, upd2, upd3, dome, hop and Stat92E transcripts after cell ablation (CA)
induced at day 5, day 7 or day 8. Fold induction relative to unablated controls is reported. Graphs display mean±s.e.m. for n≥3 biological replicates.
(F) Fluorescence intensity of rn-GAL4 G-trace (n=5 discs), TRE>RFP (n=6 discs) and 10XSTAT>dGFP (n=12 discs) reporter signals at R0. Intensity plots are
scaled to maximummeasured values; interpolated averages are reported as a function of relative positions between pouch centre and disc edge. Graphs display
interpolated mean±s.e.m. Scale bars: 100 µm.
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G-trace-labelled cells that survived eiger expression was
dramatically reduced when JAK/STAT signalling was inhibited.
Specifically, we found that expression of dome-RNAi, domeΔcyt or
SOCS36E caused a 3- to 10-fold reduction in the volume of G-trace-
labelled populations (Fig. 3L, Fig. S4B).
These observations suggested that more eiger-expressing cells
die when JAK/STAT signalling is impaired. Indeed, we observed a
2-fold increase in the volume positive for activated Caspase-3 if
JAK/STAT activity was exclusively reduced in eiger-expressing
cells (Fig. 4A-E) and up to a 10-fold increase in the volume of
Eiger-stimulated discs heterozygous for domeG0441, hop34 or
Stat92E85C9 (Fig. 4F-I). The more pronounced effect observed for
heterozygous tissues likely arises as a result of the tissue-wide
reduction of JAK/STAT activity in this background. Reduction was
also achieved in domains that display JAK/STAT and JNK
activation but are located outside of the rnGAL4 lineage (Fig. 1C,
Fig. 2B,C,F). Importantly, genetic reduction of JAK/STAT in
developing wild-type discs under the same conditions does not
cause any elevation of apoptosis (Fig. S5B-E). Combined, these
data highlight a specific role for JAK/STAT as an important
mediator of cell survival, specifically in JNK-signalling cells.
JAK/STAT activity suppresses activation of JNK signalling
To understand how JAK/STAT promotes cell survival, we tested if
genetically reducing JAK/STAT activity causes further elevation of
JNK, which could divert JNK-dependent compensatory responses
towards apoptosis. To this end, we monitored JNK activity using
TRE reporters in eiger-expressing discs heterozygous for
domeG0441, hop34 and Stat92E85C9 alleles. Our results suggested
that after cell ablation, 14% of the wing pouch area activated the
TRE reporter (Fig. 4J,N). In Eiger-stimulated discs heterozygous for
domeG0441, hop34 and Stat92E85C9, we observed a 2- to 3-fold
increase in the area positive for TRE activation (Fig. 4K-N). These
results indicate that reduction of JAK/STAT signalling promotes
non-autonomous expansion of JNK signalling beyond eiger-
expressing cells and that this may underlie the observed increase
Fig. 3. JAK/STAT is not required for compensatory proliferation. (A) Wing disc after cell ablation (CA) stained for pH3 (A, red in A′, Actin in grey). (B-D) Wing
disc heterozygous for domeG0441 (B,B′), hop34 (C,C′) orStat92E85C9 (D,D′) after cell ablation (CA) stained for pH3 (B-D, red in B′-D′; Actin in grey). (E) pH3 events
per disc or (F) total wild-type disc volume (n=12) and discs heterozygous for domeG0441 (n=5), hop34 (n=9), or Stat92E85C9 (n=10) after cell ablation (CA).
(G-J)Wing pouch containing surviving rn-GAL4G-trace-labelled cells (G-J, cyan in G″-J″), stained for pH3 (G′-J′, red in G″-J″). Awild-type disc (G) and discs with
rn-GAL4-mediated co-expression of domeΔcyt (H), dome-RNAi (I) or Socs36E (J) in eiger-expressing cells are shown. (K) Normalized pH3 events within rn-GAL4
G-trace-labelled volume and (L) relative rn-GAL4 G-trace-labelled volume per disc at R0 and R24 in ablated discs (CA) (R0, n=16; R24, n=12 discs) or with
rn-GAL4-mediated co-expression of domeΔcyt (R0, n=8; R24, n=12 discs), dome-RNAi (R0, n=8; R24, n=9 discs), Socs36E (R0, n=6; R24, n=6 discs) in eiger-
expressing cells. Graphs display mean±s.e.m. U-tests were performed to test for statistical significance (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001). Scale bars: 100 µm.
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in the apoptotic index in JAK/STAT-impaired Eiger-stimulated
discs (Fig. 4A-I).
Our observations prompted two important predictions. First,
broad activation of JNK in JAK/STAT-impaired discs suggested
that JAK/STAT acts as a suppressor of JNK signalling. Repression
of JNK by JAK/STAT could either be mediated by direct
transcriptional effects on JNK core components, or indirectly, by
suppression of apoptosis and prevention of Dronc-driven positive
feedback activation of JNK. This mechanism would restrain
non-autonomous activation of JNK, excessive apoptosis and
tissue damage. A second prediction implies that interfering
with JAK/STAT increases the extent of tissue damage due to
elevation of cell death. Thereby, the ability of discs to mount
an appropriate regenerative response is reduced as cells required
to drive regenerative responses are eliminated by excessive cell
death.
A survival-promoting function of JAK/STAT is mediated by
Zfh2
We did not find any evidence that negative JNK regulators are
transcriptionally activated by Stat92E. We therefore wanted to
understand if JAK/STAT regulates cell survival by impinging on
pro-apoptotic JNK target genes rpr and hid, which act in
combination with grim as inhibitors of IAP (inhibitor of
apoptosis) proteins. To this end, we first performed a
bioinformatic Clover analysis of the promoter regions of rpr, hid
and grim using highly stringent parameter selections (Frith et al.,
2004). As previously suggested (Shlevkov and Morata, 2012; Luo
et al., 2007; Moreno et al., 2002), we identified multiple AP-1
binding motifs associated with these loci (Fig. S7A, data not
shown). In agreement with studies on JNK-induced apoptosis
(Shlevkov and Morata, 2012; Luo et al., 2007; Moreno et al., 2002),
we specifically observed induction of hid expression in Eiger-
stimulated discs (Fig. 5A). The mild increase in hid levels is likely to
be an underestimate because eiger-expressing cells make up only
4.5% of the entire disc used for qRT-PCR analysis (Fig. S2A,A′).
Eiger-expressing discs heterozygous for Df(3L)H99, a deficiency
removing rpr, hid and grim loci, displayed a pronounced ‘undead
cell’ phenotype (Fig. S6A,B) (Perez-Garijo et al., 2009; Martin
et al., 2009; Kondo et al., 2006), suggesting that upregulation of hid
contributes to Eiger-mediated cell death. While one previous study
reports that Eiger-mediated induction of apoptosis is independent of
hid activation (Igaki et al., 2002), we suggest that the small adult eye
phenotype observed upon eiger co-expression with the strong
apoptosis inhibitor p35 is a consequence of epithelial tissue
architecture disruption rather than a failure to prevent Eiger-
induced cell death (Fig. S6L). Together, previous reports and our
results support the notion that induction of cell death in eiger-
Fig. 4. JAK/STAT is required for survival of Eiger-stimulated cells. (A-D) Wing disc after cell ablation (CA) (A) and with rn-GAL4-mediated co-expression of
domeΔcyt (B), dome-RNAi (C) or Socs36E (D) in eiger-expressing cells stained for cleaved Caspase-3 to visualize apoptotic cells (cyan) and Actin (red).
(E) Cleaved Caspase-3 volume in ablated discs (CA; R0, n=15; R24, n=4 discs) or with rn-GAL4-mediated co-expression of domeΔcyt (R0, n=12; R24, n=3 discs),
dome-RNAi (R0, n=10; R24, n=4 discs) or Socs36E (R0, n=6; R24, n=6 discs) in eiger-expressing cells at R0 and R24. (F-H) Ablated discs heterozygous for
domeG0441 (F), hop34 (G) or Stat92E85C9 (H) stained for cleaved Caspase-3 (cyan) and Actin (red) at R0. (I) Quantification of cleaved Caspase-3-positive volume
per disc after cell ablation (CA) (n=12 discs) or in discs heterozygous for domeG0441 (n=4 discs), hop34 (n=9 discs), or Stat92E85C9 (n=8 discs) at R0.
(J-M) Disc expressing the JNK reporter TRE>RFP (cyan) after cell ablation (CA) (J) or if heterozygous for domeG0441 (K), hop34 (L) or Stat92E85C9 (M) at R0.
(N) Quantification of TRE>RFP-positive area per disc after cell ablation (CA) (n=14 discs) and in discs heterozygous for domeG0441 (n=8 discs), hop34 (n=4 discs),
or Stat92E85C9 (n=8 discs). Graphs display mean±s.e.m. U-tests were performed to test for statistical significance (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001). Scale bars:
100 µm.
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expressing discs is specifically mediated by AP-1/JNK-dependent
activation of hid.
Strikingly, our Clover analysis also revealed multiple, highly
clustered mammalian ZEB1-binding motifs the hid promoter
(Fig. S7A) as well as in the promoter of the kay gene coding for
the AP-1 component dFos (Fig. S7B). ZEB1 binding motifs
localized to highly conserved DNA sequences as shown by
mVISTA analysis (Frazer et al., 2004; Bray et al., 2003) and to
open chromatin regions, likely representing regulatory elements, as
demonstrated by overlays with previously published ATAC-seq data
sets (Fig. S7) (Davie et al., 2015). ZEB proteins are homologous to
Drosophila Zfh1 and Zfh2 (Zinc-finger homeobox) proteins, which
act as transcriptional repressors (Postigo et al., 1999; Postigo and
Dean, 1999). Both Zfh1 and Zfh2 were previously identified to be
downstream effectors of JAK/STAT (Leatherman and Dinardo,
2008; Ayala-Camargo et al., 2013). This is reflected by Zfh2
expression mirroring JAK/STAT activation patterns in developing
wing discs (Fig. 5E) (Ayala-Camargo et al., 2013) and the ability of
JAK/STAT to induce Zfh2 expression de novo (Fig. S6C,D). We
hypothesized that Drosophila ZEB proteins could directly mediate
repression of kay in Eiger-stimulated discs (Fig. 5A), thereby
restraining JNK activation to promote cell survival. At the same
time, ZEB proteins could compete with AP-1 for transcriptional
repression of hid, thereby limiting AP-1/Hid-induced apoptosis to
promote cell survival. Indeed, in eiger-expressing discs
heterozygous for Stat92E85C9, the upstream regulator of Zfh
proteins, we observed strong upregulation of hid and kay
expression compared with discs expressing eiger alone (Fig. 5B).
To first understand if Zfh1 or Zfh2 expression was altered in
tissue damage, we performed immunofluorescence and qRT-PCR
Fig. 5. A survival-promoting function of JAK/STAT is mediated by Zfh2. (A) qRT-PCR analysis of rpr, hid, grim and fos (kay) transcripts at R0. Fold induction
relative to unablated discs is reported. Each graph shows mean±s.e.m. for n≥3 biological replicates. (B) qRT-PCT analysis of hid and kay at R0 in Eiger-
expressing discs heterozygous mutant for Stat92E85C9. Fold induction relative to ablated discs. Each graph shows mean±s.e.m. for n=2 biological replicates.
(C-F) Unablated discs (C,E) and ablated discs (D,F) stained for Zfh1 (C,D) or Zfh2 (E,F) at R0. (G) qRT-PCR analysis of zfh1 and zfh2 transcripts at R0. Fold
induction relative to unablated discs is reported. Each graph shows mean±s.e.m. for n=3 biological replicates. (H,I) Disc after cell ablation (H) or with rn-GAL4-
mediated co-expression of zfh2-RNAi (I) in eiger-expressing cells stained for Dcp-1 to visualize apoptotic cells (cyan) and Actin (red) at R0. (J) Dcp1-positive
volume per disc after cell ablation (CA) (n=4 discs) or in discs with rn-GAL4-mediated co-expression of zfh2-RNAi (n=3 discs) in eiger-expressing cells at R0.
(K,L) Disc after cell ablation (K) or discs with rn-GAL4-mediated co-expression ofUAS-zfh2 (L) in eiger-expressing cells stained for Dcp-1 (cyan) and Actin (red) at
R0. (M) rn-GAL4 G-trace-labelled volume in ablated discs (n=16 discs) and RFP-labelled volume in discs with rn-GAL4-mediated co-expression UAS-Zfh2[EAB]
(n=7 discs) in eiger-expressing cells at R0. Graphs display mean±s.e.m. U-tests were performed to test for statistical significance (*P<0.05, **P<0.01,
***P<0.001). Scale bars: 100 µm.
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analysis on Eiger-stimulated discs.We found that levels of Zfh2, but
not Zfh1, are elevated in response to eiger expression (Fig. 5C-F).
Zfh2 upregulation occurred specifically in regions with high levels
of JAK/STAT activation (compare Fig. 2B,C with Fig. 5F). In
addition, we found that transcripts of zfh2 but not of zfh1 were
elevated (Fig. 5G). The observed mild increase in zfh2 transcription
represents a strong underestimate, as cells expressing zfh-2 de novo
make up only a small portion of entire imaginal discs used for qRT-
PCR analysis. In agreement with Zfh2 being a JAK/STAT effector,
heterozygosity for STAT92E85C9 reduces Zfh2 expression in Eiger-
stimulated discs (Fig. S6E-G).
To test if Zfh2 in Eiger-stimulated discs is required to promote
JAK/STAT-dependent survival by repressing hid and kay
transcription, we performed genetic experiments to reduce or
increase Zfh2 function. We found that expression of an RNAi
construct targeting zfh2 (Fig. S6H) increased apoptosis in eiger-
expressing discs almost 4-fold (Fig. 5H-J). In contrast,
overexpression of UAS-zfh2 strongly promoted survival of eiger-
expressing cells and resulted in a 10-fold increase in the size of
surviving rn-GAL4-derived cell populations (Fig. 5K-M). While
we found that Zfh1 levels were not upregulated in response
to stimulation with Eiger, overexpression of zfh1 also promoted
survival of eiger-expressing cells, even phenocopying
overexpression of the strong apoptosis inhibitor p35 (Fig. S6I-L).
The survival-promoting function of either Zfh1 or Zfh2 suggests
that both proteins can induce potent survival signals in stressed
tissues, similar to developmental contexts (Ohayon et al., 2009;
Guarner et al., 2014).
JAK/STAT activity prevents excessive tissue damage in
response to tissue stress
We predicted that interfering with JAK/STAT signalling and
therefore with Zfh2 function, increases the extent of tissue
damage incurred by Eiger due to elevation of cell death.
Consistent with these predictions, we found that Eiger-stimulated
discs with genetically reduced JAK/STAT activity developed into
significantly smaller adult wings (Fig. 6A,B). Expression of
domeΔcyt, Socs36E or RNAi constructs targeting multiple pathway
components, including zfh2, as well as heterozygosity for
domeG0441, hop34 and Stat92E85C9, caused a significant drop in
adult wing size index by 30-90% (Fig. 6B). Importantly, genetic
downregulation of JAK/STAT in wild-type discs at day 7 does not
cause a comparable reduction in wing size (Fig. S8A), emphasizing
that the survival-promoting function of JAK/STAT is specifically
required during tissue stress responses.
Notably, rn-GAL4-driven overexpression of upd1, upd2 or zfh2
in eiger-expressing cells did not increase adult wing size (Fig. 6B).
Extra Upd may not translate into JAK/STAT hyperactivation,
because of pathway saturation in eiger-expressing cells. While zfh2
overexpression promoted cell survival, it did not rescue other
defects such as loss of epithelial polarity (Fig. 5L), which interferes
with wing morphogenesis.
To test whether JAK/STATwas also required for stress responses
induced by physical wounding, we analysed adult wings that
developed from discs of surgically pinched larvae (Pastor-Pareja
et al., 2008; Kashio et al., 2014). Reducing JAK/STAT function in
the posterior compartment by expressing an RNAi construct
targeting hop caused a pronounced reduction in adult wing sizes
developing from discs, in which pinching had been targeted to the
posterior compartment as visualized by co-expression of GFP
(Fig. S8B). In contrast, no reduction in size of the posterior
compartment was observed for adult wings derived from
undamaged control discs raised under the same conditions (not
shown).
These data suggest that cellular responses to genetically or
surgically induced damage critically rely on JAK/STAT activation
to facilitate restoration of normal tissue homeostasis. Combined, our
results strongly imply that a reduction in final tissue size upon JAK/
STAT inhibition reflects an excessive loss of tissue due to cell death
rather than a failure of the tissue to undergo compensatory
proliferation.
JAK/STAT activity promotes efficient induction of
compensatory responses
We wanted to investigate further if the observed reduction in adult
wing sizes upon JAK/STAT inhibition is exclusively caused by a
loss of tissue to cell death or if other regenerative processes may be
disturbed. A process that contributes to successful tissue restoration
is the induction of a dILP8-dependent developmental delay at the
larval-pupal transition, which extends the time available for repair
before metamorphosis (Colombani et al., 2012; Garelli et al., 2012).
We found that interfering with JAK/STAT in eiger-expressing cells
also caused a profound reduction in developmental delays induced
by Eiger stimulation (Fig. 6C).
To understand if altered Ilp8 expression caused this observation,
we quantified expression of a GFP-reporter driven from the
endogenous Ilp8 locus (Garelli et al., 2012). We found that the
reporter was strongly expressed in the pouch of Eiger-stimulated
discs (Fig. S8C). In contrast, interfering with JAK/STAT by
expression of dome-RNAi or domeΔcyt in eiger-expressing
cells significantly reduced the area of GFP expression (Fig. 6D,
Fig. S8D,E). This suggests that loss of Ilp8 expression, caused by
impaired JAK/STAT in JNK-signalling cells, underlies the observed
failure to efficiently induce a developmental delay.
To test whether JAK/STAT signalling is sufficient to induce
developmental delays, we expressed the JAK/STAT-ligands Upd1
or Upd2 in wild-type discs using MS1096-GAL4. However, no
difference in pupariation timing between Upd-expressing and stage-
matched wild-type larvae was observed (Fig. S8F). While a recent
study links Ilp8-expression to JAK/STAT signalling (Katsuyama
et al., 2015), our data implies that Ilp8 is not a direct target gene of
STAT92E. Instead, we suggest that cells that normally express Ilp8
in response to JNK activation are more likely to die when JAK/
STAT signalling is reduced, thereby preventing efficient expression
of Ilp8 and induction of a developmental delay. The failure to
induce this important systemic response reduces the time available
for repair and probably contributes to the decrease in recovered adult
wing sizes that we observed upon genetic reduction of JAK/STAT
signalling (Fig. 6B).
JAK/STAT regulates survival in a RasV12; scrib2 tumour
model
To understand if JAK/STAT generally acts as a survival-promoting
pathway in the context of tissue stress, we revisited the role of JAK/
STAT in established fly tumour models. Previous studies suggest
that activation of JAK/STAT drives tumorous overgrowth in discs
mutant for tumour suppressor genes, such as scribbled (scrib) or
Psc-Su(z)2 (Wu et al., 2010; Classen et al., 2009). scrib cells,
similar to eiger-expressing cells, exhibit strong JNK activation,
correlating with elevated transcription of Upd cytokines (Wu et al.,
2010; Bunker et al., 2015; Leong et al., 2009; Brumby and
Richardson, 2003). While scrib cells have a growth disadvantage if
surrounded by wild-type cells, they efficiently cooperate with
oncogenic RasV12 to create invasive tumours in clonal assays
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(Brumby and Richardson, 2003; Wu et al., 2010). Larvae carrying
MARCM-induced RasV12; scrib2 clones fail to pupariate (Fig. 7M),
suggesting that Ilp8 activation correlates with tumour load (Garelli
et al., 2012). We found that RasV12; scrib2 clones covered about
47% of eye antennal discs, compared with 19% for wild-type clones
(Fig. 7A,B,D). When we probed RasV12; scrib2 clones for activated
Dcp-1, we did not observe any difference in apoptotic patterns
compared with wild-type tissue (Fig. 7F,G).
When we completely removed JAK/STAT function in RasV12;
scrib2 clones by homozygosity for a Stat92E85C9 allele, RasV12;
scrib2 clone size was reduced from 47% to 28% of the eye
disc area (Fig. 7B-D). Comparison of cell division rates within
RasV12; scrib2 and RasV12; scrib2, Stat92E85C9 clones did not
reveal any significant changes upon loss of JAK/STAT function
(Fig. 7B′,C′,E). However, in contrast to RasV12; scrib2 clones,
RasV12; scrib2, Stat92E85C9 clones displayed a 4.3-fold increase in
areas of Dcp-1 activation (Fig. 7G,H,I), suggesting that increased
cell death of Stat92E mutant cells underlies the smaller sizes of
RasV12; scrib2, Stat92E85C9 clones (Fig. 7A-D). The reduction in
RasV12; scrib2, Stat92E85C9 clone size reduced total tumour load
and allowed a significant proportion of host larvae to progress to
pupal stages (Fig. 7M).
Strikingly, RasV12; scrib2 clones displayed ectopic activation
of Zfh2 (Fig. 7J,K) but not of Zfh1 (not shown), indicating
activation of a JNK-JAK/STAT-Zfh2 stress module by neoplastic
transformation. Importantly, ectopic expression of Zfh2 was
completely abolished within RasV12; scrib2, Stat92E85C9 clones
(Fig. 7L). These results support the notion that Zfh2 expression is
regulated by JAK/STAT in multiple contexts of cellular stress and
that stress-dependent Zfh2 activation in imaginal discs directly
correlates with cell survival.
Altogether, our results support a model in which cellular stress
caused by genetic cell ablation, physical wounding or tumorous
growth drives activation of JAK/STAT to promote survival of
Fig. 6. JAK/STAT prevents excessive damage upon tissue stress. (A) Five adult wing size phenotypes were classified to score tissue damage after eiger
expression at D7. (B) Average wing sizes developing from Eiger-stimulated disc (CA) or combined with rn-GAL4-mediated co-expression of UAS transgenes or
in genetic backgrounds heterozygous for domeG0441, hop34 or Stat92E85C9. Graphs display mean±s.d. of average scores derived from ≥3 experiments. t-tests
were performed to test for statistical significance (*P<0.05). n=number of wings scored. (C) Cumulative fraction of larvae undergoing larval-pupal transitions,
which carry Eiger-stimulated discs (CA) (n=210) or were combined with rn-GAL4-mediated co-expression of upd1 (n=213), domeΔcyt (n=201), dome-RNAi
(n=196), or hop-RNAi (n=230). Graphs display mean±s.e.m. of average scores from ≥3 experiments. (D) Relative disc area expressing Ilp8>GFP after cell
ablation (CA) (R0, n=12; R24, n=4 discs) and in discs combined with rn-GAL4-mediated co-expression of domeΔcyt (R0, n=5; R24, n=3 discs) or dome-RNAi
(R0, n=5; R24, n=7 discs) in eiger-expressing cells. Graphs display mean±s.e.m. U-tests were performed to test for statistical significance (*P<0.05, **P<0.01,
***P<0.001).
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JNK-signalling cells. Activation of JAK/STAT signalling thereby
facilitates the induction and execution of local and systemic
compensatory responses, rather than promoting compensatory cell
proliferation directly (Fig. 7N).
DISCUSSION
JNK activation during tissue stress drives elimination of damaged
cells by apoptosis (Bogoyevitch et al., 2010; Chen, 2012;
Shlevkov and Morata, 2012; Luo et al., 2007; Moreno et al.,
2002) and compensatory proliferation necessary to replace lost
tissues (Bosch et al., 2005; Bergantinos et al., 2010; Mattila et al.,
2005; Ryoo et al., 2004; Sun and Irvine, 2011). Our work provides
an answer to the central question of how these Janus-faced
responses can be balanced by JNK. We show that in contrast to
prevalent models, JAK/STAT signalling downstream of JNK does
not promote compensatory proliferation, but instead supports cell
survival and thereby contributes to tissue growth (Fig. 7N). The
decision between JAK/STAT-dependent survival and JNK-
induced apoptosis may depend on a relative cellular ratio
between JAK/STAT and JNK signalling, which is determined by
the position of cells within respective signalling gradients
(Fig. S9B,B′). As a consequence of its pro-survival function,
JAK/STAT indirectly supports regenerative growth by allowing
JNK to initiate dILP8-dependent developmental delays and,
Fig. 7. JAK/STAT regulates survival in a RasV12; scrib2 tumour model. (A-C) Eye imaginal discs carrying neutral (A), RasV12; scrib2 (B,B′) or RasV12; scrib2,
Stat92E85C9 (C,C′). GFP-marked MARCM clones (cyan in A-C) stained for pH3 (B′,C′, red in A-C). (D) Area occupied by neutral (n=4), RasV12; scrib2 (n=5) or
RasV12; scrib2, Stat92E85C9 (n=5) clones, normalized to total eye imaginal disc (EID) area. (E) pH3-events in RasV12; scrib2 (n=5) or RasV12; scrib2, Stat92E85C9
(n=5) clones per eye disc normalized to total clone area per disc. (F-H) Eye discs carrying neutral (F), RasV12; scrib2 (G,G′) or RasV12; scrib2, Stat92E85C9 (H,H′)
clones (cyan in F-H) stained for Dcp-1 (G′,H′, red in F-H). Clone borders indicated by outline in G′,H′. (I) Dcp-1-positive areawithinRasV12; scrib2 (n=6) orRasV12;
scrib2, Stat92E85C9 (n=8) clones normalized to total clone area per disc. (J-L) Eye discs carrying neutral (J), RasV12; scrib2 (K,K′) or RasV12; scrib2, Stat92E85C9
(L,L′) clones (cyan in J-L) stained for Zfh2 (K′,L′, red in J-L). (M) Cumulative fraction of larvae undergoing larval-pupal transitions carrying RasV12; scrib2 or
RasV12; scrib2, Stat92E85C9 clones. (N) Cells activating JNK in response to stress induce compensatory proliferation as well as injury-induced apoptosis.
JAK/STAT suppresses apoptosis, thereby limiting the extent of tissue damage and promoting compensatory responses, such as induction of development delays.
Graphs display mean±s.e.m. U-tests were performed to test for statistical significance (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001). Scale bars: 100 µm.
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possibly, by facilitating Hippo/Yorkie-driven proliferation (Sun
and Irvine, 2014). In fact, JNK-dependent Yorkie activation (Sun
and Irvine, 2011) may occur independent of Jun/Fos-mediated
transcription (Sun and Irvine, 2013), therefore JAK/STAT and
Zfh2-dependent repression of kay/fos could suppress induction
of JNK-dependent apoptosis without suppressing activation of
Yorkie and thus of Hippo/Yorkie-driven compensatory
proliferation. Hippo/Yorkie signalling, in turn, may sustain
activation of unpaired and JAK/STAT signalling (Staley and
Irvine, 2010; Bunker et al., 2015; Sarikaya and Extavour, 2015)
even if JNK signalling is low. This signalling crosstalk would
facilitate the stabilisation of a wound-proximal tissue domain
supporting compensatory survival and proliferation.
Our new interpretation of JAK/STAT in promoting cell survival
in response to tissue damage and in tumours can be reconciled
with previous studies: JAK/STAT mutations frequently reduced
tissue size. This was interpreted as a reduction in growth (Classen
et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2010; Mukherjee et al., 2005; Amoyel
et al., 2014), but we suggest that it is a consequence of excessive
cell death. Similarly, Upd overexpression has been previously
reported to drive cell proliferation (Bach et al., 2003; Classen
et al., 2009; Tsai and Sun, 2004). However, continuous
overexpression of Upd can also induce apoptosis (not shown)
and, thus potentially also sustained JNK-dependent compensatory
proliferation, driving tissue growth. So far, only isolated studies
have implicated JAK/STAT in cell survival (Betz et al., 2008;
Hasan et al., 2015; Guarner et al., 2014; Ohayon et al., 2009). For
example, the apoptosis inhibitor IAP has been suggested to be a
positively regulated target of Stat92E, protecting cells from
apoptosis (Betz et al., 2008; Hasan et al., 2015). We identify
the JAK/STAT effector Zfh2 as a potential repressor of kay and
hid activity – a molecular pathway expected to restrain excessive
JNK-activity and induction of apoptosis (Fig. S9A). Similarly,
Dpp/TGFβ-dependent repression of rpr by Schnurri has been
reported to prevent JNK-mediated apoptosis. Curiously, this
occurs in contexts where JNK function is required to mediate
cell shape remodelling during development (Beira et al., 2014)
and therefore bears conceptual similarities to a model where JAK/
STAT-dependent repression of kay and hid prevents JNK-mediated
apoptosis but not Hippo/Yorkie-dependent compensatory
proliferation. Our work does not address whether JAK/STAT
only promotes survival during stress or if this also occurs during
development. Cells carrying JAK/STAT mutations are eliminated
from developing wing discs (Rodrigues et al., 2012) by cell
competition. However, in the light of recent studies, which
implicate JNK signalling in competitive cell elimination (Kolahgar
et al., 2015), more studies are clearly needed to dissect the
functional contribution of stress signals in this context. Combined,
these studies and our work suggest that JNK-dependent apoptosis
can be counteracted by multiple molecular pathways impinging on
anti- and pro-apoptotic genes.
While the role of mammalian IL-6/STAT3 in regeneration needs
to be further investigated, much evidence points to JNK and JAK/
STAT pathways as crucial mediators of compensatory responses
and tumorigenesis in mammalian tissues (Chen, 2012). A previous
report suggests that JAK/STAT activation during mouse liver
regeneration potentially confers a cell-protective function,
similarly facilitating initiation of compensatory responses, rather
then directly promoting cell proliferation (Wuestefeld et al., 2003).
Therefore, the dominant pro-survival function of JAK/STAT in
response to tissue stress, which we find to be essential for
successful restoration of tissue homeostasis, appears highly
relevant to human contexts of cellular stress in physiological or
pathological conditions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Drosophila stocks
For a detailed list of genotypes used in all experiments and shown in figures,
refer to Table S1.
Temporal and spatial control of eiger expression
Fly crosses were carried out as described in supplementary Materials and
Methods and eiger expression was induced as described in Smith-Bolton
et al. (2009) and Fig. S1.
Immunohistochemistry
Larval cuticles were fixed in 4% PFA/PBS for 15 min at room temperature.
Washing steps were performed in 0.1%Triton X-100/PBS (PBT), blocking in
5% NGS/PBT. Tissue samples were incubated in the following primary
antibodies overnight at 4°C: mouse anti-Nub (1:100, S. Cohen, University of
Copenhagen), rabbit anti-GFP (1:1000, Immunokontakt, cat. no. 210-PS-
1GFP), mouse anti-H3S10p (1:2000, Abcam, cat. no. ab14955), rabbit anti-
cCasp-3 (1:500, Cell Signaling, cat. no. 9661), rabbit anti-Dcp1 (1:500, Cell
Signaling, cat. no. 9578), rabbit anti-β-Gal (1:500, Cappel, cat. no. 559762 ),
rat anti-Zfh1 (1:500, R. Lehmann, NYU School of Medicine), rat anti-Zfh2
(1:300, C. Doe, HHMI/Institute ofMolecular Biology). Secondary antibodies
(Molecular Probes), DAPI and phalloidin-TRITC (Sigma) were applied and
samples were incubated for 2 h at room temperature.
Flow cytometry and BrdU labelling
Flow cytometry of wing imaginal disc cells and labelling of fixed cuticle
tissue with BrdU was carried out using standard techniques as described in
supplementary Materials and Methods.
Real-time qPCR
RNA was extracted from ∼80 wing discs using Qiagen RNAlater and
RNeasy protocols. cDNA libraries were prepared using standard protocols,
including Ambion TurboDNase and Invitrogen Superscript III kits. qPCR
was performed using Fast SYBR Green (Applied Biosystems) on a CFX-96
Real-Time machine (Bio-Rad). Data were analysed using the ΔΔCt method
and normalized to at least two housekeeping genes (Table S2).
Transcription factor binding site prediction
Bioinformatic analysis for potential transcription factor binding sites was
performed using the program Clover (cis-element over-representation)
(Frith et al., 2004) in combination with position-weighted matrices (PWM)
obtained from the JASPAR collection (Mathelier et al., 2014) as detailed in
supplementary Materials and Methods.
Adult wing size analysis
Wing size index (Ws) was calculated as the mean of five different wing
phenotypes (w) (Fig. 5A) weighted with the frequencies at which they
occurred ( f ) (Ws=Σwi×fi/Σfi). Samples were compared in a paired manner
to control wings from the same experimental replicate (Wilcoxon signed
rank test, α=0.05, n≥3 sample populations).
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5BCMF4(FOPUZQFTBOEFYQFSJNFOUBMDPOEJUJPOT5IJTUBCMFMJTUTBMMGMZMJOFTUIFJSTPVSDFTBOEUIFEFSJWFEHFOPUZQFTVTFEUPHFOFSBUF
UIFEBUBGPSFBDIPGUIFNBJOBOETVQQMFNFOUBSZGJHVSFTJOUIJTTUVEZ&YQFSJNFOUBMDPOEJUJPOTSFMBUFEUPJOEVDUJPOPG&JHFSFYQSFTTJPOBSF
MJTUFEUPUIFSJHIU
.%'%5)$*3'6/5&)(3/' .%'/(0#%1* Source
w 118
rn-Gal4,UAS-egr,tub-GAL80 TS /TM6b, tub-GAL80 TS I Hariharan, R Smith-Bolton
UAS-FLP,Ubi-p63E.FRT>STOP>FRT-Stinger15F2 Bloomington
TRE-RFP D Bohmann
TRE-GFP D Bohmann
UAS-Bsk DN Bloomington
UAS-puc Bloomington
10XSTATdGFP/Cyo E Bach
domeG0441 /FM7, ubi-GFP Bloomington
hop34/FM7, ubi-GFP N Perrimon
FRT82-Stat92E 85C9 /TM6c E Bach
UAS-dome∆CYT /Cyo, ubi-GFP E Bach
UAS-Socs36E E Bach
zfh2[EAB] F. J. Díaz-Benjumea and E. Sánchez-Herrero
UAS-upd1/Cyo, ubi-GFP M Zeidler
w; UAS-upd2/Cyo M Zeidler
dilp8-GFP Bloomington
w; FRT 82B Bloomington
yw, ey-FLP; act>y +>GAL4, UAS-GFP/Cyo;FRT82B, tub-GAL80/TM6b G Halder
yw, ey-FLP; UAS-RasV12/Cyo,FRT82B, scrib 2 /TM6b G Halder
UAS-RasV12 /Cyo; FRT82B, scrib 2 , Stat92E 85C9 /Tm6b G Halder
UAS-p35 Bloomington
UAS-domeRNAi /Cyo, ubi-GFP VDRC-KK106071
UAS-hopRNAi BL-HMS00761
UAS-hopRNAi BL-JF01268
UAS-Stat92ERNAi BL-HMS00035
UAS-zfh1.P Bloomington
UAS-zfh1RNAi/TM3, Sb BL-JF02509
UAS-zfh2RNAi/TM6b VDRC-GD13305
Df(3L)H99/TM3, Sb Bloomington
UAS-Dcr2/FM7i;en-Gal4,UAS-GFP Bloomington
MS1096-Gal4/FM7a;Sp/Cyo;Dr/TM6c
ex[e1]-lacZ/SM6 G Halder
upd-LacZ/FM7a
UAS-Hop TumL /CyO N Perrimon
STAT92E-GFP.FLAG/CyO;Dr/TM6c Bloomington
hsflp[122]/+;  act>y[+]>GAL4,UAS-GFP/+
738"5%1 .%'/(0#%1* 5)31%2*)( temperature shift AED
738"5%*-
!" !"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"342&567+3.8&9:;<&5=1>21?7>5=1&2,8%@A$BC5D !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
!"&'!('!) !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&567+3.8&9:;<&5=1>21?7>5=1&2,8%@A$BC5D !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
!* 1=<&'57"!#!"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
!% 1=<&=57"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&567+3.8&9:;<&5=1>21?7>5=1&2,8%@A$BC5D !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
!+'!, !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
738"5%*9
-" B0E2141F'57"!#!"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 5d-7d-8d
-*.( B0E2141F'57"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 5d-7d-8d
-+ !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 5d-7d-8d
738"5%*:
/"'/+.) !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
/*'/+./) FGHA'0**B"!#!"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 6h
/%'/+./) IG9;* "!#!"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 6h
/('/+./) !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"5=1/D&2,(,JD</CKJ !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 12h
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/,'/0./1 !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&567+3.8&9:;<&5=1>21?7>5=1&2,8%@A$BC5D !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
/2'/0./1 342&FGHALKM1"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&567+3.8&9:;<&5=1>21?7>5=1&2,8%@A$BC5D !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
/3'/0./1 342&FGHA=N48"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&567+3.8&9:;<&5=1>21?7>5=1&2,8%@A$BC5D !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
/4'/0./1 342&2GOP;:<"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&567+3.8&9:;<&5=1>21?7>5=1&2,8%@A$BC5D !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
738"5%*;
5"'5+'53 !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
5*'5+ 342&FGHALKM1"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
5%'5+ 342&FGHA=N48"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
5(.+ !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&2GOP;:< !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
5)'53 FGHA'0**B"!#!"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 6h
5,'53 IG9;* "!#!"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 6h
52.3 !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"5=1/D&2,(,JD</CKJ !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 12h
54'56 1=<&=57"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
50'56 FGHA'0**B"!#1=<&=57"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 6h
51'56 IG9;* "!#1=<&=57"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 6h
57.6 1=<&=57"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"5=1/D&2,(,JD</CKJ !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 12h
738"5%*<
8"'98%'98+'98,9 QBB/
8".7 !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
8* !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"5=1/D&2,(,JD</CKJ !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
83 !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&RSID=N48 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
80 !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&567+3.8&9:;<&5=1>21?7>5=1&2,8%@A$BC5D !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
81 !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"!#RSIDT<4UV !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
738"5%*=
:".( !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
:*.% 342&-9FB"!#!"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
:* 342&-9FD"!#!"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
:*.% 342&FGHALKM1"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
:*.% 342&FGHA=N48"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
:*.% !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&IG9=N48 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
:* !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&2141JD<=N48 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
:* !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&2GOP;:< !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
:* !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&RSID=N48 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
:* !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"!#RSIDT<4UV !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
:* FGHA'0**B"!#!"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 6h
:* IG9;* "!#!"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 6h
:* !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"5=1/D&2,(,JD</CKJ !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 12h
:( !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"FW)9/&'57 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
:( 342&FGHALKM1"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"FW)9/&'57 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
:( 342&FGHA=N48"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"FW)9/&'57 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
738"5%*>
;"';(.+';)';3';4';7 XQ+AX&567#(O,>X!>'46*+342&'57"!#5=1/DU+,-.&'46/0"5=1/DU&8PG -8$%
;*';(.+';,';3';0';7 XQ+AX&567#(O,>X!>'46*+342&'57"342&=(PYBD#5=1/DU+Z,-.&'46/0"5=1/DU+PO$8.D -8$%
;%.+';2.3';1.7 XQ+AX&567#(O,>X!>'46*+342&'57"342&=(PYBD#5=1/DU+Z,-.&'46/0"5=1/DU+PO$8.D +2,(,JD</CKJ -8$%
!"##$%&%'()50*638"5%1
738"5%1 .%'/(0#%1* 5)31%2*)(
738"5%*!-
<!('<!, QBB/ !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<!(&'<!,.2 !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<!(&& 342&.P[\N"!#!"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<!(&&& !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&9-O !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<!+ !"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"342&567+3.8&9:;<&5=1>21?7>5=1&2,8%@A$BC5D !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<!+&.) !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&567+3.8&9:;<&5=1>21?7>5=1&2,8%@A$BC5D !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
exp. conditions
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738"5%*!9
<-" !"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"342&567+3.8&9:;<&5=1>21?7>5=1&2,8%@A$BC5D !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<-"& !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&567+3.8&9:;<&5=1>21?7>5=1&2,8%@A$BC5D !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<-* 1=<&'57"!#!"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<-*& 1=<&'57"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<-% 1=<&'57"!#$%&'()*+342&$9$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 24 h 7d
<-( 342&$9$"!#9,O&'()*+,-.&'()/012"1=<&'57#!"! !#$% 30°C, 16 h 7d
<-+ !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
738"5%*!:
</" B0E2141F'57"!#!"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
</*.( B0E2141F'57"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 5d-7d-8d
</+ B0E2141F'57"!#$%&'()*+342&$9$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 24 h 7d
</)., 1=<&'57"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d-8d
</2.3 !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 5d-6d-7d-8d
738"5%*!;
<5".( !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<5".( 342&FGHALKM1"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<5".( 342&FGHA=N48"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<5%.( 342&2GOP;:<"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
738"5%*!<
<8" !"!#$%&'()*"! -!$%
<8" 342&FGHA=N48"!#$%&'()*"! -!$%
<8" !"!#$%&'()*"342&IG9=N48 -!$%
<8" !"!#$%&'()*"342&2141JD<=N48 -!$%
<8* !"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<8* 342&FGHA=N48"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<8* !"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"342&IG9=N48 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<8* !"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"342&2141JD<=N48 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
738"5%*!=
<:"'<:+'9<:4 !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<:* !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"\S];6^_JJ !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<:% IPS)9ZTBDDV"!#!"!+Z-.8&'57#Z(O,>XT!V>'46*+342&'57"! -!$% 37°C, 15 min
<:( IPS)9ZTBDDV"!#342&_G91-H6 "!#Z(O,>XT!V>'46*+342&'57"! -!$% 37°C, 15 min
<:2.2&& 9,O&'()*+,-.&'()/012"!#342&RSID=N48"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<:) !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"5=1/D&2,(,JD</CKJ !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<:3 QBB/ !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<:0 342&RSIB"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<:1 342&9;C"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
738"5%*!>
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" 342&-9FB"!#!"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" 342&-9FD"!#!"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" 342&FGHALKM1"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" 342&FGHA=N48"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&IG9=N48 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&2141JD<=N48 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&2GOP;:< !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"342&RSID=N48 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"!#RSIDT<4UV !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" FGHA'0**B"!#!"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 6h
<;" IG9;* "!#!"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 6h
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"5=1/D&2,(,JD</CKJ !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 12h
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" 342&-9FB"!#!"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
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<;" 342&-9FD"!#!"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" 342&FGHALKM1"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" 342&FGHA=N48"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"342&IG9=N48 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"342&2141JD<=N48 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"342&2GOP;:< !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"342&RSID=N48 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"!#RSIDT<4UV !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;" FGHA'0**B"!#!"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 6h
<;" IG9;* "!#!"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"! !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 6h
<;" !"!#$%&'()*+,-.&'()/012"5=1/D&2,(,JD</CKJ !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d + 12h
<;* 342&FO$D"!#A%&'()*+342&'57"!#!"! -8$%
<;* 342&FO$D"!#A%&'()*+342&'57"!#342&IG9=N48"! -8$%
<;% !"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"FW)9/&'57 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;( 342&FGHALKM1"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"FW)9/&'57 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;+ 342&FGHA=N48"!#$%&'()*+342&A@$+,-.&'()/012"FW)9/&'57 !#$% 30°C, 40 h 7d
<;) `2B0J:&'()*"!#!"!#!"! -8$%
<;) `2B0J:&'()*"342&-9FB#!"!#!"! -8$%
<;) `2B0J:&'()*"342&-9FD#!"!#!"! -8$%
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Gene Seq.  5' - 3'
upd1 Fwr TCGATATGCGCTTTGTGAAG
upd1 Rev TGCTGCTGCTGTAGCAACTT
upd2 Fwr TACAAGTTCCTGCCGAACATGAC
upd2 Rev ACAAGTGGCGATTCTATAAGGGAAAC
upd3 Fwr CCCCTGAAGCACCTACAGAA
upd3 Rev AGGATCCTTTGGCGTTTCTT
dome Fwr ATCGCAAAGAATACAAAATAAATTACAAAC
dome Rev TCTGGAATCTGGAAACTAGAAACCAC
hop Fwr TATCCGGATTTGGTATGGATGAATG
hop Rev TTTTTAAAACAACACAAGCCAGACC
STAT92E Fwr CATGCAATGTGCTCTTCACA
STAT92E Rev AGATCTGGACGTGCTTTGCT
hid Fwr ACAACTTCTTCCGGCAGCAG
hid Rev GAAGGGAGGGGAATGGTGTG
rpr Fwr CGACTCTGTTGCGGGAGG
rpr Rev GGCTTGCGATATTTGCCGGA
grim Fwr GTCGGAGTTTGGATGCTGGG
girm Rev AGTCACGTCGTCCTCATCGT
zfh1 Fwr ACGAGCAGAGCAACATGAGC
zfh1 Rev CGGCGACATTTTGTTAGCAC
zfh2 Fwr TGCACACACAACAGATGCGT
zfh2 Rev GCACAGCTGACAAAGGAGCA
Fwr
Rev
Act5C Fwr GGCGCAGAGCAAGCGTGGTA
Act5C Rev GGGTGCCACACGCAGCTCAT
Tub84B Fwr TGGGCCCGTCTGGACCACAA
Tub84B Rev TCGCCGTCACCGGAGTCCAT
RpL32 Fwr AAGCGGCGACGCACTCTGTT
RpL32 Rev GCCCAGCATACAGGCCCAAG
RpL13A Fwr AGCTGAACCTCTCGGGACAC
RpL13A Rev TGCCTCGGACTGCCTTGTAG
Housekeeping
Housekeeping
Housekeeping
Housekeeping
Housekeeping
Housekeeping
Housekeeping
Housekeeping
kay
kay
CGAATAGCAAGAATCAGCTGGAGTA
CTGTCGTTGCTGTTGTGGTTGT
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Discussion 
With this work, we addressed the long-standing question of how JNK signaling activity 
balances two opposing effects – damage-induced cell death and compensatory proliferation – in 
the context of tissue stress responses.  
The main part of my PhD project focused in particular on the cells located directly at 
the wound, thus experiencing the highest levels of JNK activity. I described an unexpected 
transient arrest of the cell cycle in G2, that is JNK-dependent and correlates with the levels of 
activity of the pathway. My functional studies highlighted a pro-survival role of G2 stalling, 
prompting us to propose a model whereby cell cycle progression through mitosis might 
represent a key switch in the interpretation of JNK signaling, from pro-survival to pro-
apoptotic. Additionally, I also found evidence that G2-stalled cells upregulate paracrine 
signaling and cell-protective functions, which are reminiscent of senescent cells.  
In a second paper, investigating the JNK-dependent induction of JAK/STAT in cells at 
the wound vicinity, we showed that JAK/STAT does not directly promote compensatory 
proliferation, as predicted by the current models, but rather promotes cell survival through its 
target effector Zfh2. This transcriptional repressor is predicted to bind the pro-apoptotic gene 
hid and the JNK effector kay, thus providing a mechanism for a JNK-dependent negative 
feedback loop. By limiting expansion of JNK signaling and preventing apoptosis in JNK-
signaling cells located at the wound vicinity, we propose that JAK/STAT signaling allows the 
surviving cells to execute JNK-dependent compensatory responses such as regenerative 
proliferation and induction of developmental delay.  
Together, this work has helped to clarify two mechanisms whereby the apoptotic and 
proliferative outputs of JNK signaling are balanced in domains proximal to the wound site (via 
G2 stalling) and in more distal areas (via JAK/STAT) (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Spatial gradients of G2 stalling and JAK/STAT signaling, mediating survival of JNK-
signaling cells. 
At the wound site (left) the JNK signaling activity (red) is high and cells die by apoptosis (violet). 
JNK also induces a dose-dependent G2 stalling (orange), which has a pro-survival effect (green) 
in cells close to the wound. Also JAK/STAT (blue) mediates cell survival, by suppressing 
apoptosis and JNK gradient expansion, in more distal regions. Together, G2 stalling and 
JAK/STAT signaling promote survival of JNK-signaling cells, thereby facilitating the execution of 
JNK-dependent compensatory responses and regenerative processes. 
6 Mechanism of cell cycle arrest 
6.1 Stg/Cdc25 mediates G2 stalling 
With the present work we identified the phosphatase Stg/Cdc25 as a central mediator of 
the JNK-dependent G2 stalling. Stg is a crucial cell cycle regulator at the G2/M transition, 
responsible of removing inhibitory phosphates on the activation loop of the mitotic cyclin-
dependent kinase Cdk1 (Edgar and O'Farrell, 1989). We provided evidence that stg is 
downregulated in JNK-signaling cells upon egr-expression, and stg-overexpression is sufficient 
to prevent G2 stalling. 
Our analysis of the molecular mechanism of cell cycle regulation responsible of the G2 
stalling, however, was limited by the lack of good biochemical or genetic tools to faithfully 
detect endogenous levels of Stg protein in imaginal discs. We verified that the only antibody 
available is not sensitive enough in this tissue, whereas an in-depth characterization of the 
reporter line used (a GFP insertion in an intronic region of stg) led us conclude that this 
construct can only be used as a readout for transcriptional regulation, but is not producing a 
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functional tagged protein, therefore preventing us to gain further insight into the protein levels 
and distribution. Thus, in the absence of better tools to detect Stg protein, the mechanistic 
details underlying the G2 stalling remain to be clarified. Interestingly, however, we also found 
that tribbles (trbl), a mediator of the proteasomal degradation of Stg (Mata et al., 2000), is 
highly upregulated upon injury in a JNK-dependent manner. Strikingly, trbl was also 
implicated in the G2 quiescence of Drosophila Neuronal Stem Cells, through Stg degradation 
(Otsuki and Brand, 2018). Combined, the data presented here suggests that the JNK-mediated 
cell cycle regulation could occur at multiple levels, including stg transcriptional 
downregulation and protein degradation, thus providing a robust mechanism to control G2 
stalling. Importantly, Stg represents a downstream bottleneck in this redundant system and its 
overexpression is sufficient to bypass G2 stalling.  
Additional studies would be needed in order to investigate whether JNK is regulating 
Stg levels indirectly, for example by targeting upstream regulators such as Trbl, or also directly 
(either via AP-1-mediated transcription or direct phosphorylation). Importantly, in support of 
the latter hypothesis, studies in mammalian systems showed that JNK can directly 
phosphorylate the Stg homologs Cdc25B on Ser-101 upon stress, causing its proteasomal 
degradation (Uchida et al., 2009), and Cdc25C on Ser-168 in unperturbed G2 phase, negatively 
regulating its phosphatase activity (Goss et al., 2003; Gutierrez et al., 2010). While a 
preliminary analysis suggests that the regions containing these residues are not easy to align 
unequivocally, a more detailed bioinformatic study might further clarify whether this regulation 
is present also in Drosophila or has been acquired later during evolution. 
Concerning the capacity of JNK to directly regulate the cell cycle, there is also 
evidence in Drosophila that the JNK effector Fos binds to AP-1 sites in the cyclin B (CycB) 
promoter, increasing its expression (Hyun et al., 2006). This result, implicating a positive role 
for JNK in promoting G2/M transition, further supports our model of transient G2 stalling, 
suggesting that JNK could transiently arrest the cell cycle in G2 by regulating Stg, but also 
prepare the cell to readily transition into mitosis once the stress is resolved by promoting CycB 
transcription. 
6.2 G2 stalling as a response to JNK signaling 
When investigating upstream regulators of G2 stalling, we initially focused our 
attention on DNA damage, given its role in triggering cell cycle checkpoints (Barnum and 
O'Connell, 2014). Among others, one of the known sources of DNA damage is oxidative stress 
(Cooke et al., 2003) and several reports highlighted the occurrence of reactive oxidative species 
upon wounding or cell ablation (Brock et al., 2017; Fogarty et al., 2016; Santabarbara-Ruiz et 
al., 2015). However, we did not find any evidence of DNA damage in G2-stalled cells, nor of 
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requirement of DNA damage response factors chk1 (grp) or ATR (mei-41) for G2 stalling. 
Importantly, this result aligns with previous work on hid+P35 undead cells, which upregulate 
JNK and arrest in G2 independently of DNA damage (Wells et al., 2006).  
Therefore, we hypothesized that JNK-dependent G2 stalling does not necessarily 
require a stress stimulus such as DNA damage, but rather it could be directly linked to the 
signaling activity of the JNK pathway itself: independently on the upstream trigger, JNK 
signaling can lead to G2 stalling. Interestingly, in support of this idea, we also found one 
example of developmental JNK activity in the wing disc peripodium, which is linked to an 
increased fraction of G2 cells, suggesting that JNK signaling can promote G2 stalling also in 
the absence of cellular stress. 
7 Temporal dynamics of JNK-dependent G2 stalling 
7.1 G2 stalling is reversible 
The concept of G2 stalling implies a dynamic definition, describing the cell cycle 
progression of a given cell over a period of time. Does it slow down or arrest? And is it 
reversible? While a snapshot on a single time point can provide information on the relative cell 
cycle distribution of a cell population, the possibility to follow the same cells with live imaging 
during recovery would allow a much deeper understanding of the dynamics of the process. 
Despite the recent technology advancements, for example in the imaging of wing discs in vivo 
(Heemskerk et al., 2014) or in ex vivo disc culturing and imaging (Dye et al., 2017), these 
approaches remain extremely challenging and are only suited for relatively short time scales. 
We overcame this limitation by combining cell cycle reporter analysis at multiple time points 
with genetic lineage tracing, demonstrating not only that G2 stalling declines in parallel with 
the decline in JNK-positive cells, but also that G2 stalling is transient and cells can re-enter the 
cell cycle. In particular, 48 h after egr expression has ceased, no G2 stalling is observed at the 
wound site, but the G-TRACE population (deriving from genetic labeling of egr expressing 
cells, that were stalled in G2 at 0 h of recovery) has expanded in number and constitutes a large 
portion of the wing pouch. This implies that at least some, if not all, of the previously G2-
stalled cells, were healthy enough to survive, re-enter the cell cycle and proliferate to contribute 
to tissue regeneration.  
We speculate that the same process happens in shorter time scales upon acute surgical 
injury, and that this could be important for stressed cells to survive and thus contribute to 
repopulating the tissue. Indeed, when preventing G2 stalling in surgically injured discs, we 
observe increased apoptosis (see also section 8.1).  
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7.2 The time scale of G2 stalling depends on JNK 
By analyzing different models of tissue stress (surgical injury, genetic cell ablation, 
oncogenic genetic lesions), we provide evidence that JNK-dependent G2 stalling occurs on 
transient, prolonged and chronic time scales. A detailed and quantitative description of the 
temporal evolution of the JNK reporter TRE-RFP highlighted that JNK response is transient 
upon surgical injury, prolonged and extremely elevated upon egr expression, and lower but 
chronically increasing during tumor development. Strikingly, JNK-positive populations have an 
increased fraction of G2 cells in all of these conditions, as shown by flow cytometry and 
confirmed by FUCCI reporter assays. Moreover, we showed that not only G2 stalling correlates 
with the levels and temporal dynamics of JNK activity, but JNK is also necessary and sufficient 
to induce G2 stalling.  
Collectively, the data presented support a model where any type of JNK signal, from 
transient to chronic, induces a stalling of the cell cycle in G2. We propose that JNK levels 
determine the fraction of G2-stalled cells, as suggested by the correlations measured by flow 
cytometry, and the length of the JNK stimulation regulates the duration of G2 stalling (Figure 
4). 
 
 
Figure 4: Dose- and time-dependent effects of JNK activity and G2 stalling. 
Different models of tissue stress (surgical injury, cell ablation by egr-expression, or oncogenic 
genetic lesions) induce different levels and temporal dynamics of JNK activity, which can be 
transient, prolonged or chronic. Independently on the time length, JNK activation induces a 
reversible G2 stalling, which leads to proliferation arrest, resistance to apoptosis and paracrine 
mitogenic signaling. While we predict these effects occur for any length of G2 stalling, each is 
revealed only under certain circumstances. Together, they are essential for tissue repair and 
regeneration under physiological conditions, but become detrimental under extreme and 
potentially aberrant signaling conditions. Figure modified with permission from (Cosolo et al., 
2019). 
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8 Different experimental models reveal distinct functions of G2 
stalling 
Interestingly, suppressing G2 stalling by stg expression revealed different aspects of 
the function of G2 stalling during tissue stress responses: apoptosis resistance, arrest of cell-
autonomous proliferation and promotion of non-autonomous overgrowth. While each of these 
phenotypes becomes apparent in the tissue only under specific genetic conditions and 
timescales, we propose that they all occur in any condition, but the overall outcome depends on 
the duration of the stress and consequently of G2 stalling. In particular, we hypothesize that, 
during physiological tissue stress responses (i.e. upon surgical wounding), a transient cell cycle 
arrest protects a cell from JNK-induced apoptosis, allowing it to remain integrated in the tissue 
and contribute to tissue integrity. Additionally, a cell can perform JNK-dependent secretion of 
paracrine signals (Pastor-Pareja et al., 2008; Ryoo et al., 2004; Santabarbara-Ruiz et al., 2015), 
which induce regenerative growth to compensate for the tissue lost. Conversely, chronic G2 
stalling is detrimental because it keeps chronically stressed cells alive and sustains persistent 
mitogenic signaling leading to non-autonomous overgrowth. 
8.1 G2 stalling protects from apoptosis 
Our functional experiments suggest that one important role of the G2 stalling is to 
promote the survival of cells at the wound site, which experience high JNK signaling levels. 
This is revealed by increased apoptosis in injured discs where G2 stalling is suppressed by 
targeted stg overexpression. Additionally, we could also show that cells which previously 
activated the executioner caspases, can survive and are integrated in the regenerated epithelium. 
Although we could not directly test whether these surviving cells are the same which 
transiently stalled in G2, the prediction would be that this is the case, given their proximity to 
the wound. Together, these results suggest that G2-stalled cells are protected from apoptosis 
and contribute to the regenerated tissue. 
How is apoptosis resistance mediated in G2 stalled cells? The JNK-dependent 
activation of yki, which in turn upregulates the apoptosis inhibitor Diap1, could provide a 
possible mechanism (Sun and Irvine, 2011, 2013). However, we also observe concomitant 
JNK-dependent expression of pro-apoptotic hid (Shlevkov and Morata, 2012). Therefore, we 
speculate that JNK-positive cells at the wound site, experiencing both pro- and anti-apoptotic 
signals, require additional cues to shift this balance and adopt one fate rather than the other.  
One such signal could be represented by the cell cycle regulation, inducing G2 stalling 
to promote cell survival. Indeed, our experiments support a model whereby cells in G1 are 
more likely to undergo apoptosis than cells in G2, as shown by increased caspase staining of 
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JNK-activated cells in G1. Interestingly, it has already been suggested that G2-arrested follicle 
cells, either developmentally or experimentally induced, are more resistant to apoptosis when 
exposed to genotoxic stress (Qi and Calvi, 2016). The underlying molecular mechanism which 
could render G2 phase more protected from apoptosis compared to other cell cycle phases, 
however, remains to be explored. Moreover, further studies will also need to address whether 
G2 stalling increases the resistance to apoptotic signals, or actively alleviates the cellular stress.  
8.2 The function of stalling the cell cycle progression 
While promoting cell survival upon surgical injury, prolonged G2 stalling upon egr 
expression interferes with cell-autonomous compensatory proliferation. One potential function 
of stalling the cell cycle progression could be to allow time to repair cellular damage. Although 
our data on DNA damage response seem to rule out this hypothesis, other stress response 
pathways remain to be investigated. 
Additionally, it is tempting to speculate that the alterations in the mechanical 
environment arising from the morphogenetic events required for wound healing, such as 
remodeling of cell-cell contacts and cell migration, are interfering with the cytoskeletal 
rearrangements occurring during cell cycle progression and mitosis, or vice versa (Cadart et al., 
2014). Indeed, skin wound healing experiments in mouse models have shown that cell 
proliferation and cell migration, although interconnected and partially co-localizing, distribute 
in spatial counter-gradients, with cells at the migratory front that are spatially distinct from 
those actively proliferating in a more distal ring around the wound (Park et al., 2017). 
8.3 G2 stalling promotes non-autonomous growth 
Another function of G2 stalling, revealed by our stg overexpression data, is to promote 
non-autonomous growth. This is evident from experiments on tumors, experiencing chronic 
JNK signaling, where differences in tissue volume and mitotic counts can be consistently 
quantified. However, we speculate that transiently G2-stalled cells could similarly support 
regenerative growth upon surgical injury, although such transient effect would be more difficult 
to detect. Moreover, in physiological wound healing conditions, the extent of growth would be 
limited, since it would only compensate for the tissue lost, whereas in tumor models we observe 
extensive and aberrant tissue overgrowth. 
These results raise the question on why specifically G2-stalled cells would have the 
peculiar ability to promote non-autonomous growth and what would be the mechanism. While 
we demonstrated that it could be prevented by forcing cell cycle progression via stg 
overexpression, we did not test whether a cell cycle arrest in G1, for example, would produce a 
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similar growth phenotype. This could be done by co-expressing stg to promote G2/M transition 
and Cdk2 RNAi to prevent G1/S. If this were the case, it would indicate that transiently arrested 
cells in gap phases are more prone to produce and secrete paracrine signaling molecules, 
compared to cells that are forced to cycle under (chronic) stress conditions. 
Additionally, it would be important to clarify whether JNK, apart from affecting cell 
cycle progression, is also altered by the cell cycle itself, in a feedback loop. If G2-stalled cells 
have higher JNK compared to cells forced to proliferate by stg, the non-autonomous growth 
phenotype could simply be a direct effect of the increased JNK activity. To partially address 
this question, we measured the levels of the TRE-RFP reporter and verified that, at least in the 
egr expression context, JNK levels are not significantly affected by stg co-expression. 
But what are the mitogenic signals produced by G2-stalled tumor cells? Two major 
candidates are represented by the morphogens Wg and Dpp, which are known to have 
mitogenic activity in wing discs (Burke and Basler, 1996; Giraldez and Cohen, 2003): in the 
context of ‘undead’ cells, obtained by inducing apoptosis and simultaneously blocking its 
execution by expressing the caspase inhibitor P35, the induction of wg and dpp leads to tissue 
overgrowth (Huh et al., 2004; Perez-Garijo et al., 2004; Perez-Garijo et al., 2009; Ryoo et al., 
2004). Genetic evidence suggests that this phenotype is dependent on JNK, therefore it would 
be interesting to test whether such signals are also produced in tumor models and in transient 
conditions.  
Importantly, the temporal dynamics and intensity of JNK activity could play a role, 
since wg and dpp are not required for compensatory proliferation in more transient conditions 
such as the ‘genuine’ apoptosis models (i.e. without P35) (Perez-Garijo et al., 2009). 
Conversely, both wg and dpp are upregulated at the wound site upon egr expression (Smith-
Bolton et al., 2009). Our unpublished analysis of the expression patterns revealed, however, 
that while the pattern of Wg correlates with G2 stalled cells, the increase in dpp transcription is 
restricted to the anterior compartment, where it is normally expressed. This indicates that G2 
stalling is not sufficient to induce Dpp signaling, although it does not exclude that G2 cells 
could promote it, in domains that already have the ability to do so. Further experiments are 
needed in order to clarify whether these correlations depend on G2 stalling, or maybe on JNK.  
9 Cell cycle responses to tissue stress 
9.1 G2 arrest and senescence 
Interestingly, we found that G2-stalled cells share many similarities with senescent 
cells in vertebrates. Besides the cell cycle arrest and apoptosis resistance, they also show 
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increased cell size, secretion of signaling molecules and enzymes degrading the extracellular 
matrix, upregulation of stress response pathways such as autophagy, UPR, and antioxidant 
response, which are all markers of senescence (Hernandez-Segura et al., 2018).  
Senescent cells have a dual-sided role in vertebrates. They are associated with several 
beneficial functions, including positive regulation of tissue remodeling and repair, both during 
development and adulthood, and tumor suppression owed to the proliferation arrest of abnormal 
cells. However, excessive accumulation of senescent cells in tissues during ageing is also 
negatively affecting the tissue’s regenerative capacity and is associated with pro-inflammatory 
signaling and a pro-tumorigenic function (Czarkwiani and Yun, 2018; He and Sharpless, 2017). 
Intriguingly, also the phenotypes associated with G2 stalling can potentially be linked to both 
positive and negative effects for tissue homeostasis: we speculate that, while cell survival and 
mitogenic signaling could be beneficial for transient tissue stress responses, their prolonged 
effect on the tissue could be detrimental in chronic conditions, promoting aberrant tissue 
overgrowth. 
Despite these apparent similarities, which may suggest a possible evolutionary or 
functional link between G2 stalling and senescence, it is important to underline that there are 
also some crucial differences. For example, senescence is often triggered by activation of a 
chronic DNA damage response, which we failed to detect in G2-stalled cells. Additionally, 
while the G2 stalling is transient and reversible, the cell cycle arrest of senescent cells is 
irreversible and occurs in G0 – although there are also reports of senescent cells in G0 with 
tetraploid DNA content, suggesting that in certain contexts senescence might also originate 
from a cell cycle arrest in G2, followed by mitotic skipping (Dikovskaya et al., 2015; Gire and 
Dulic, 2015; Restall et al., 2015). Therefore, additional studies are needed to further investigate 
whether there is an evolutionary relevant link between G2 stalling in Drosophila and vertebrate 
senescence, and whether a cell cycle arrest functionally similar to senescence can also occur in 
G2, rather than G0. 
Interestingly, a cell cycle arrest in G2 was recently reported to occur in Drosophila 
Neuronal Stem Cells (NSCs), which were previously thought to exit the cell cycle in G0 
(Otsuki and Brand, 2018). NSCs are known to become quiescent during late embryonic stages, 
transiently arresting their cell cycle, before restarting to proliferate in post-embryonic stages 
and give rise to neurons and glia. Otsuki and Brand (2018) found surprisingly that only 25% of 
quiescent NSCs are in G0, whereas the vast majority is in G2. Quiescence in G2 is induced by 
Trbl-mediated degradation of Stg and is maintained by Trbl-mediated inhibition of Akt. In this 
heterogeneous population of quiescent NSCs, those in G2 are reactivating faster than those in 
G0. The authors speculate that the function of G2 quiescence might be related to the possibility 
to perform homologous recombination-mediated repair of DNA after damage. 
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9.2 Endocycles and other cell cycle responses to tissue damage 
It is interesting to note how other Drosophila organs, when subject to tissue damage, 
are repaired with different strategies in terms of cell cycle regulation. In the hindgut, for 
example, different cell cycle programs can be used to allow for efficient regeneration upon 
tissue damage, depending on the developmental stage when the damage occurs. Proliferating 
larval pyloric cells respond to acute damage by inducing mitosis, while post-mitotic adult 
pyloric cells perform endocycles (ploidy-increasing G/S cycles lacking mitosis) to repair the 
tissue (Cohen et al., 2018). Additionally, endocycles have also been implicated in the 
regeneration of adult Drosophila epidermis, accompanied by cell fusion and syncytium 
formation (Losick et al., 2013). 
While all of these mechanisms regulating the cell cycle have the effect to increase 
tissue mass and efficiently cover the wound, either by increasing the cell number or by 
increasing cell size, our unpublished data in wing imaginal discs suggest that the egr-induced 
JNK signaling cells at the wound site do not undergo endoreplication. Of note, we do observe a 
moderate increase in size of the G2-stalled cells when compared to the size of normal 
proliferating cells in G2. Whether this provides an advantage to the epithelium to allow for 
successful wound healing, however, still remains to be tested.  
10 Gradients of tissue damage responses 
We showed that JNK-dependent G2 stalling occurs in cells immediately at the wound 
site, experiencing high levels of JNK activity. Given the protective role of G2 stalling against 
JNK-dependent apoptosis, we suggest that cell cycle stalling could help balancing the pro-
apoptotic and pro-proliferative outputs of JNK signaling, preventing excessive cell death in 
cells close to the wound. 
Another mechanism that protects from JNK-dependent apoptosis is the activation of 
JAK/STAT pathway, via JNK-dependent secretion of Upd ligands. The peak of JAK/STAT 
activity is shifted towards domains immediately more distal from the wound site, where no G2 
stalling is observed (Figure 3). We showed that JAK/STAT limits the spatial propagation of 
JNK, promotes survival of JNK-signaling cells and execution of JNK-dependent compensatory 
functions in cells not directly at the wound site (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5: JAK/STAT signaling mediates survival and JNK-dependent compensatory responses 
Upon cell ablation, stress-induced JNK signaling leads to JAK/STAT activation in cells not 
immediately at the wound. This promotes cell survival through Zfh2, a transcriptional repressor 
predicted to bind the pro-apoptotic gene hid and the JNK effector kay, thus providing a 
mechanism for a JNK-dependent negative feedback loop. By preventing apoptosis in JNK-
signaling cells located in the wound vicinity, we propose that JAK/STAT indirectly allows the 
surviving cells to execute JNK-dependent compensatory responses such as regenerative 
proliferation and induction of developmental delay.  
10.1 JNK and JAK/STAT form spatial counter-gradients 
When analyzing the spatial distribution of JAK/STAT activity upon cell ablation, it is 
interesting to note that it peaks in the wound vicinity, in an area where the intensity of JNK 
signaling gradually declines (Figure 3). Therefore, while JNK activity self-propagates in the 
tissue by secretion of Egr and generation of ROS (see section 2.2), it also induces the non-
autonomous activation of JAK/STAT by promoting the secretion of Upd ligands, which in turn 
limits the spatial propagation of JNK. This results in an anti-correlation of JNK and JAK/STAT 
signaling gradients.  
We propose a model whereby in a cell located in intermediate position where both 
pathways are active, JAK/STAT suppresses JNK-dependent apoptosis, indirectly allowing for 
the execution of JNK-dependent compensatory responses. Of note, a recent paper confirms our 
observations, as apoptosis appeared to be increased upon impairment of JAK/STAT signaling 
in JNK-activating cells, thus supporting a pro-survival function of JAK/STAT (Ahmed-de-
Prado et al., 2018). 
On the other hand, in cells closer to the wound where there is no JAK/STAT activity, 
G2 stalling helps to suppress excessive JNK-dependent apoptosis by promoting cell survival. 
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Further studies will elucidate whether there is any direct link between G2 stalling and 
JAK/STAT activity, as suggested by the fact that both perform a pro-survival function, in 
adjacent but distinct domains. 
10.2 Other examples of gradients 
After our original publication, strikingly similar observations on the interplay between 
JNK and JAK/STAT pathways during wound healing were also reported to occur in the larval 
epidermis (Lee et al., 2017). Larval epidermal cells are highly polyploid and wounds in this 
tissue are repaired by JNK-dependent cell fusion, in order to close the epithelial gap and re-
establish epidermal integrity (Wang et al., 2015). Lee et al. (2017) showed that the JAK/STAT 
ligands upd2 and upd3 are induced upon wounding and that JAK/STAT is required to suppress 
excessive cell fusion. Moreover, they describe mutually exclusive spatial gradients of activation 
of JNK and JAK/STAT pathways and provide genetic evidence that JNK is required to 
suppress JAK/STAT activation in the wound vicinity, thereby promoting efficient wound 
closure. Based on this antagonistic effect of JNK and JAK/STAT on cell fusion, the authors 
propose that epidermal cells sense the relative levels of the two pathways to determine whether 
or not to execute cell fusion during wound healing. The molecular mechanism responsible of 
how this is computed has yet to be elucidated. 
 These results further highlight that the interplay between JNK and JAK/STAT 
signaling in the context of wound healing responses is potentially a more general mechanism, 
not only important in larval imaginal discs, but at least in one other example of wound healing 
model. Given the established role of JNK signaling in tissue stress responses, ranging from 
development to adult stages, it is conceivable that similar signaling interactions could occur 
also in different contexts. Of note, the antagonistic interaction between JNK and JAK/STAT is 
not only acting on the decision between apoptosis and survival, but also on other processes 
related to tissue stress responses, such as cell fusion. 
10.3 JAK/STAT is inhibited at the wound site 
One question that remains still open concerns the mechanism of JAK/STAT activation 
upon cell ablation and in particular the reason why JAK/STAT is absent in cells at the wound 
site where JNK activation levels are high. Since the secretion of Upd is promoted by JNK, one 
would predict that JAK/STAT activity would be highest in those cells, however, this is not the 
case. This suggests the possible existence of a mechanism that inhibits JAK/STAT activation at 
the wound site. Such mechanism could also be essential to generate the asymmetry necessary 
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for gradient formation, as in its absence JAK/STAT could simply suppress JNK responses 
completely.  
It is tempting to speculate that G2 stalling might have a role in suppressing JAK/STAT, 
however this idea has yet to be tested. In the context of larval epidermis wound healing, JNK 
itself is necessary to suppress JAK/STAT at the wound site (Lee et al., 2017). Another 
candidate mechanism could be the existence of a developmentally-regulated repressor. Indeed, 
during early larval development JAK/STAT is active throughout the wing imaginal disc, 
whereas at later stages it is excluded from the pouch by nub and rn (the same domain and 
developmental stage where egr-expression is induced for cell ablation). This restricts 
JAK/STAT activity to the surrounding area, where it plays a role for the development of the 
hinge (Ayala-Camargo et al., 2013). It is not surprising that forcing JAK/STAT activation 
through upd1, upd2 or Zfh2 overexpression in the pouch does not rescue the adult wing 
recovery after cell ablation, since ectopic activation of JAK/STAT in the pouch during 
development was reported to cause defects in the adult wing blade formation (Ayala-Camargo 
et al., 2013).  
These developmental repressors suggest that JAK/STAT cannot be activated in the 
pouch during these developmental stages. However, there are also reports in the literature that 
show JAK/STAT upregulation in the pouch upon transient wounding (Pastor-Pareja et al., 
2008) or in aberrant signaling conditions (Pinal et al., 2018; Worley et al., 2018). In addition, 
our knockdown experiments were based on the expression of RNAi constructs targeting 
components of the JAK/STAT pathway specifically in the pouch. The phenotypes observed 
suggest that at least part of the pouch activates JAK/STAT. Therefore, additional experiments 
are necessary in order to identify the mechanism of JAK/STAT activation with respect to the 
wound site. 
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